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Overview

The Internet is playing a predominant role in

the lives of Indian consumers these days.

 E-commerce business has witnessed rapid

increase and online shopping has grown exponentially.

India ranks on third position in terms of the number of

online shoppers in the world.

The report of the Internet and Mobile Association of India reveals that our e-commerce market is growing at an

average rate of 70 percent annually.  The present trend clearly indicates enormous scope for accelerated growth

in the immediate future.

However, it is the travel booking and stock trading segment that accounts for a major share of online purchasing

in India. Growth in transaction in other segments like retail shopping is yet to pick up momentum. Lack of

consumer trust in the functional mechanism of e-commerce and the quality of products and services offered ,

seem to work as limiting factors.

It is in this context that we bring to you, in this issue, a lead article which is a study paper on Service Quality

Check in Online Shopping.

Manufacturing companies are growing truly global these days with the support of efficient supply chain

management. A company can develop a product in Germany, manufacture it in India and market it in America or

Australia if they have a robust supply chain system. But, the whole concept of supply chain management

seems to be still in a nascent stage in India.

The second lead article in this issue is on Barriers and Benefits of Supply Chain for Indian SMEs.

As usual, this issue carries many more learned articles on a variety of topics like working capital management,

emotional intelligence, sustainable supply chain, employee retention, customer satisfaction, services quality

dimensions, et al.

I am confident that you will find this issue informative and enlightening.

 Dr. G. P. C. NAYAR

Chairman, SCMS Group of Educational Institutions.
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  E d i t o r i a l  C o m m i t t e e :

E veryday life is full of space: where we live, where we work, how we communicate.

Everyday life is about the kinds of houses we live in, the kinds of houses we

wish to live in, the structure of the neighbourhood and the spatial organization

of the office.  Do we live in gated communities?  Is the store close by or do we need to

drive there?  Is there a public park for an early morning walk?  Is the public transport

system adequate?

Cultures of space are its production, consumption, and regulation. It is not a study of urban geography. It is not the

phenomenology of space. It moves between spaces of residence, city development projects, and the discourses that

inform, influence, and construct these spaces.  It means that it is involved in the rhetoric of space employed in

property development, home, and city projects of the state.

It explores how the rhetoric of space in these three kinds of spaces embodies certain cultural notions about topography,

life, and economy.  It is interested in the cultural construction of spaces. The rhetoric and discourses of space are

mostly about projects that are in progress rather than already built areas.

Space informs life style because the geography of your home and office determines your class and social status.

Where you live determines how you live.  It informs your work habits and your modes of transport.  A space that is not

comfortable, or is surrounded by excessive noise or pollution can be emotionally and psychologically disturbing.

Space is a social construct. The social is located in space. Social space is always dynamic, constituted by social

relations. Space is also about power-real or symbolic. Social space might consist of contradictory, even conflictual

spaces:  it is never one but many spaces.

We need discuss the spaces of property, housing, townships, and city development projects as trans-locality in the

present context.  Social actors like employers, employees, politicians, corporate managers, property developers interact

with local and extra local institutions and social processes in the formation of relations, identities and meanings.

Rhetoric of Space and Business
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Serv ice  Qual i t y  in  an  e lec t ron ic  con tex t  has  lured  large  sca le  research

a t ten t ion ,  dur ing  the  las t  two  decades .    The  Wor ld  has  wi tnessed  a  sea

c h a n g e  i n  O n l i n e  S h o p p i n g  d u r i n g  t h i s  p e r i o d .  T h e  c r i t i c a l i t y  o f

E lec t ron ic  Serv ice  Qual i t y  (e -SQ)  has  been  we l l  e s tab l i shed  in  the  rea lms

o f  modern  re ta i l ing .  However,  the  consumer  aspec t s  in  t e rms  o f  serv ice

qual i t y  have  se ldom been  dea l t  w i th .  Wi th  the  added  impor tance  o f  on l ine

sa les  and  the  growing  number  o f  shoppers  pa t ron i z ing  on l ine  s tores ,  i t

i s  i m p e r a t i v e  f o r  m a r k e t e r s  t o  d e v e l o p  a  b e t t e r  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  t h e

e-shoppers

A
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t
r
a
c
t

P

Service Quality Check:
Online Shopping
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eople go for shopping to fulfill various motives: be it

Personal (discharging responsibility, diversion from

routine work, self-gratification etc.) or Social (peer

group attraction, status and authority, bargaining pleasure)

or Impulsive motives (Tauber, 1972). For a person who wants

to shop from home, there could be various alternatives like

the traditional catalog shopping and tele-shopping and the

newly emerging online or internet shopping. There are many

advantages for distant shoppers or in-home shoppers. Gillett

(1976) underlined the benefits as convenience, getting

merchandize assortment, avoiding inconvenience of store

shopping etc. In 1987, Darian suggested five types of

convenience that distant shopping offers:

i) reduction in shopping time;

ii) timing flexibility;

iii) saving of physical effort;

iv) saving of aggravation; and

v) the opportunity to engage in impulse

buying or  direct ly responding to an

advertisement.
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Way back in 1970, Gillett identified three basic sources of in-

home or distant shopping: the large general merchandise

catalog houses; stores offering telephone shopping; and other

firms selling primarily long distance by mail. While these

traditional distant shopping modes are fairly established in

non-store retailing formats, Rowley (1996) had suggested the

apparent possibility of teleshoppers turning into online

shoppers. Similarly, Muldoon (1996) (as cited by Jones et

al., 1998) and Jones et al., (1998) proposed the possibility

of internet shopping displacing the catalog shopping due to

its perceived advantages over traditional distant shopping

modes. Nagurney et al., (2001) highlighted the phenomenal

increase in the internet-based shopping over other distant

shopping modes. The emergent developments in the realms

of internet shopping (Dholakia et al, 2002) are so noteworthy

that in the passage of time, online shopping got interchangeably

used in lieu of distant shopping. More recent works of Sinha

and Kar (2010) emphasized the role of internet shopping as a

developing retail format in India in the 21st Century.

Growing Importance of Internet Shopping

From a business perspective, the internet can help firms

achieve operational efficiencies by shrinking the distribution

channel in addition to creating new markets (Alba et al., 1997).

For the consumer,  the internet can help to facil i tate

communication, controlled search option for products and

services, compare options for shopping and receive instant

gratification for intangible products and services (e.g. software)

(Hoffman et al.,1996). Transaction costs for the consumer

are also reduced as the internet provides direct access to

multiple options and eliminates time and space barriers

(Aldridge et al., 1997).

With the explosive growth witnessed by internet commerce

in consumer goods market, businesses are trying to attain a

competitive advantage by using e-commerce as mode of

interaction with customers (Lee et al., 2005). Internet-only

companies have surfaced in many industries while the internet

has been employed by many companies to furnish their online

services. The internet can be an effective device for the

maintenance of superior service offerings and higher standards

in retailing by providing customers rapid and convenient

completion of the whole procurement transaction cycle (Yang

et al., 2003). The key determinants of success or failure in

the realms of internet retailing are not merely website presence

and low price but also electronic service quality (Yang, 2001;

Zeithaml, 2002).  Hence, the criticality of internet retailing in

facilitating non-price competitive advantages emanating from

superior service quality can not be undermined.

Service Quality

Early scholarly writings on Service Quality (Gronroos 1982;

Lehtinen and Lehtinen 1982; Lewis and Booms 1983;

Parasuraman et al., 1985) suggested that Service Quality  stems

from a comparison of what customer feels  a company should

offer (i.e. expectations) with the company’s actual service

performance (as cited by Parasuraman et al., 2005). The

concept of Service Quality was extensively studied for the

first time by Parasuraman et al., in 1988. The SERVQUAL

model developed by them has found wide use in measuring

customer perceptions of service quality. The initial model

contained 10 variables under five dimensions viz. tangibles,

reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. But in

1994, the number of variables in this Model was revised to 21

(as cited by Seth et al., 2005). Quality in internet retailing is

conceptually similar  to conventional  service quali ty

(Gronroos et al., 2000, Meuter et al., 2000). Like conventional

service quality, internet retailing quality is understood to be a

multi-dimensional construct that incorporates the functional

aspects of the service process as well as the technical aspects

of the service outcome (Gronroos et al., 2000, Collier and

Bienstock, 2006). The SERVQUAL model has been used by

different researchers to study service quality in internet

shopping by slightly rewording the scale items. However, it

has become increasingly evident that methods of measuring

service quality in electronic setting should be significantly

different from physical marketplace services (Parasuraman

and Grewal, 2000), because customer perceptions of e-services

may not necessarily be same as that of traditional services.

Electronic Service Quality (E-SQ)

Electronic Service Quality (e-SQ) has found research attention

in the works of Loiacono et al. (2000), who (as cited by

Parasuraman et al., 2005), developed the WebQual – a scale

for rating Web sites on 12 dimensions. However, this scale

has been criticized by researchers (Parasuraman et al., 2005)

as having utility to website designers only, not to measure

service quality as experienced by the customer. Yoo and

Donthu (2001) developed a nine-item SITE-QUAL (as cited
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by Parasuraman et al., 2005) for measuring site quality on

four dimensions and like the WebQual, it did not cover all the

aspects of the online purchase process. In 2002, Barnes and

Vidgen developed another scale to measure an organization’s

e-commerce offering which they also called WebQual (as cited

by Parasuraman et al., 2005). But the same has been criticized

for being a transaction specific assessment of a site, rather

than being a comprehensive measure of service quality. Madu

and Madu (2002) also presented a synthesis of 15 dimensions

to measure the quality of a virtual service or operation.

The unique capabilities of an online medium of shopping in

providing interactivity, personalized experiences, community,

content, increased product selection and information suggest

that the traditional concepts of service and retailing quality

would be inadequate in an online context (Wolfinbarger and

Gilly, 2003). They further underlined the importance of

developing a complete conceptual framework for defining and

measuring online retail quality (eTailQ) from the beginning to

the end of the transaction, including information search,

website navigation, ordering, customer service interactions,

delivery and satisfaction with the ordered product. The eTailQ

model developed by them contains 14 items under four factors

viz. Fulfillment/Reliability, Website Design, Customer Service

and Security/Privacy.

However, in 2000, Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Malhotra’s

(2000) study identified a dozen of website features at the

perceptual-attribute level and categorized them into 11 e-SQ

dimensions: Reliability; Responsiveness; Access; Flexibility;

Ease of navigation; Efficiency; Assurance/trust; Security/

privacy; Price knowledge; Site aesthetics; and Customization/

personalization. Based on the items of this previous study,

Parasuraman et al., (2005) redefined Electronic Service Quality

(e-SQ) as the extent to which a Web site facilitates efficient

and effective shopping, purchasing, and delivery.  They

developed the E-S-QUAL scale containing 22 items under

four dimensions viz.  Efficiency, Fulfil lment,  System

Availability and Privacy.

Some of the other notable authors who worked in the area of

e-SQ consisted of Cristobal et al., (2007) who developed a

perceived e-service quality (PeSQ) scale with four dimensions

viz., web design, customer service, assurance and order

management. Shachaf et al., (2008) tried to determine e-service

quality in academic and public libraries with dimensions like

timely response, reliability and courtesy. Stiakakis and

Georgiadis (2009) put forward e-service quality criteria like

security, responsiveness, accessibility, information accuracy,

customization, customer service, confidence, web site design

etc.

Electronic Service Quality (E-Sq) Variables

Information is an important e-SQ variable highlighted by

authors like Loiacono et al., (2000), Yoo and Donthu (2001),

Barnes and Vidgen (2002), Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003),

Yang et al., (2003), Collier and Bienstock (2006). The easiness

of searching for the information and understanding of

information along with its rich content can define superior

service quality in an online setting. The reliability of the

information is also an important attribute of quality. Similarly,

time is another e-SQ variable suggested by Loiacono et al.,

(2000), Yoo and Donthu (2001), Yang et al., (2003), Lee and

Lin (2005), Parasuraman et al., (2005), Collier and Bienstock

(2006). The time to search for a product, making a purchase

etc. are the dimensions this variable can be broken down into.

Moreover, information should be available as and when one

needs i t  i .e . ,  t imely information.  These authors also

propounded the simplicity of use as a variable defining e-SQ.

Simplicity of use can have dimensions like the ease of

remembering the cyberspace address (URL) of the site,

provision for maintaining wish-list of products, customer

homepage, search history of products and shipment options

like preferred courier, speed-post etc. Such provisions may

also fall under the dimension proper level of personalization

as suggested by Stiakakis and Georgiadis (2009) apart from

the above authors. Authors like Yoo and Donthu (2001), Yang

et al., (2003), Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003), Lee and Lin

(2005), Parasuraman et al. (2005), Collier and Bienstock

(2006) put forward the delivery time of a product as well as

choice of payment as important factors in increasing the

usability of a shopping site. Collier and Bienstock (2006)

went on to say the provision for multiple delivery time options

(like 0-3 days, 4-7 days etc.) as an e-SQ variable.

Loiacono et al., (2000), Yoo and Donthu (2001), Madu and

Madu (2002), Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003), Cristobal et al.,

(2007), Stiakakis and Georgiadis (2009) suggested site

aesthetics as an important e-SQ variable. Attractive look of

the website, good assortment and arrangement of products

(also suggested by Barnes and Vidgen, 2002), virtual demo of
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product features are various dimensions of aesthetics of a

shopping site. Yoo and Donthu (2001), Wolfinbarger and Gilly

(2003), Lee and Lin (2005), Collier and Bienstock (2006)

listed fast and easy transaction as an e-SQ variables which

relates to the functionalities of the shopping site. The speed

of transaction, error-free transactions, number of links in the

transaction process, the ease of navigation, ease of cancellation

etc. form the functional aspects of the site. Yang et al., (2003),

Parasuraman et al. (2005), Collier and Bienstock (2006) also

suggest easy check-out and accurate transaction record as

functional dimensions of e-SQ. The shopping site should also

provide clear instructions (Yang et al., 2003, Collier and

Bienstock, 2006).

Safety and security are two of the most significant quality

aspects in an online shopping context. Numerous authors

like Yoo and Donthu (2001), Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003),

Yang et al. (2003), Lee and Lin (2005), Parasuraman et al.,

(2005), Collier and Bienstock (2006), Stiakakis and Georgiadis

(2009) highlighted this in their works. Presence of security

symbols and messages also adds to the superior quality image

of a site (Collier and Bienstock, 2006).

Reliability in an online context is perhaps the most important

quality dimension which is well appreciated by the authors

Yoo and Donthu (2001), Madu and Madu (2002), Yang et al.,

(2003), Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003), Lee and Lin (2005),

Parasuraman et al., (2005), Collier and Bienstock (2006),

Shachaf et al., (2008). Reliability in safe and timely delivery

of products, accurate representation of the product, presence

of reputed brand names,  product  with guarantees or

warrantees, presence of reputed couriers etc., are different

variables within this dimension of e-SQ. Collier and Bienstock

(2006) further suggested that the availability of advertised

item in the inventory makes customers rely more on a shopping

site than others. Yang et al., (2003) highlighted the importance

of internal and external collaboration as electronic service

quality variables.

Barnes and Vidgen (2002), Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003),

Yang et al., (2003), Lee and Lin (2005), Parasuraman et al.,

(2005), Collier and Bienstock (2006), Cristobal et al., (2007)

advanced the willingness to respond to customer needs as an

e-SQ variable that leads to better responsiveness image of a

shopping site. They further (along with Loiacono et al., 2000

and Stiakakis and Georgiadis, 2009) suggested prompt

handling of enquiries as e-SQ variable. Sincere interest in

problem solving (Wolfinbarger and Gilly, 2003 and Collier

and Bienstock, 2006), compensation for mistakes made by

the site (Parasuraman et al., 2005 and Collier and Bienstock,

2006), good return policy  (Yoo and Donthu, 2001 and

Parasuraman et al., 2005), correct refund of returned product

(Yang et al., 2003 and Collier and Bienstock, 2006) are certain

other variables defining service quality in the electronic

context.

Conclusion

The above discussion has tried to make an overview of the

works related to the field of service quality in an electronic

context. It further tries to make an analysis of different

electronic service quality (e-SQ) variables found in existing

literature. While this has already been established that service

quality measurement differs significantly from that of

traditional marketplace services, it would also be pertinent to

note the likelihood of changes in e-SQ dimensions over period

of time at the face of path breaking advances in the frontiers

of technology. Greater emphasis on the quality dimensions

of online shopping warrants utmost attention as it  is

increasingly growing in popularity in the contemporary world

of marketing. It is, therefore, expected that further empirical

studies will provide more insight in this area.
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Supply Chain:
Barriers and Benefits Indian SMEs

Rouhollah Zahedirad and B. Shivaraj

T h e  p u r p o s e  o f  t h i s  r e s e a r c h  i s  t o  p r o v i d e  a c a d e m i c s  a n d  p r a c t i t i o n e r s  a  q u a l i t a t i v e  a n d

q u a n t i t a t i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  b a r r i e r s  a n d  b e n e f i t s  o f  e f f e c t i v e  s u p p l y  c h a i n  c o l l a b o r a t i o n

( S C C ) .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  c o n c e p t  i s  e x p l o r e d  i n  t h e  c o n t e x t  o f  s m a l l  a n d  m e d i u m  e n t e r p r i s e s

( S M E s )  i n  I n d i a .  D a t a  w a s  c o l l e c t e d  a c r o s s  m u l t i p l e  i n d u s t r i e s  a m o n g  1 5 2  I n d i a n  S M E s .

F i n d i n g s  r e v e a l  m a n a g e r s  r e c o g n i z e d  l a c k  o f  s u p p l y  c h a i n  m a n a g e m e n t  t e a m ;  l a c k  o f  c l e a r

a l l i a n c e  g u i d e l i n e s  a n d  l a c k  o f  p r o p e r  s u p p l y  c h a i n  t r a i n i n g  a r e  m a j o r  b a r r i e r s  t o

s u c c e s s f u l  S C C .  C u s t o m e r  s a t i s f a c t i o n ,  o u t p u t  q u a l i t y  a n d  c u s t o m e r  r e s p o n s i v e n e s s  r a t e

a r e  p e r c e i v e d  a s  m o r e  e n d u r i n g  t h a n  c o s t  s a v i n g .  F u t u r e  r e s e a r c h e s  s h o u l d  f o c u s  o n

d y a d i c  o r  t r i a d i c  d a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  f r o m  d i f f e r e n t  p a r t i e s  i n  a  s u p p l y  c h a i n .
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n an increasingly dynamic and competitive business world,

proper management of the supply chain is a key feature

for promoting efficient management and for developing

important competitive advantages (Park and Krishnan, 2001;

Quayle, 2003; Anderson and Christensen, 2005; Rao et al.,

2005) such as this.   Supply Chain Management (SCM) refers

to the close collaboration of supply chain member to make

potential benefits. These benefits include inventory reduction,

improved delivery service, and shorter product development

cycles (Stanley et al., 2008).

This collaboration strengthens the relationship, raising

satisfaction (Morrisey and Pittaway, 2006; Rao et al., 2006)

and improving company and supply chain performance (Ford

et al., 1998). Despite these enticing benefits, organizations

who partner in strategic supply chains continue to encounter

barriers. These barriers exist at multiple level of organization:

the organizational, intra-organizational and inter-organizational

levels. For example, strategic supply chains may encounter

performance “glitches” or the ability to meet customer demand
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(Hendricks and Singhal, 2003) from such things as quality and

production problems, employee apprehension to yield up

control, and poor collaborative planning. These glitches can be

quite costly in terms of higher inventory and lower sales growth

(Hendricks and Singhal, 2005).

Hence, many writers, (Lewis, 1990; Lamming, 1993; Hines,

1994; Gattorna and Walters, 1996; Christopher, 1998;

Gunasekaran et al., 2001), have recognized the increased need

for Supply Chain Collaboration (SCC), stressing out the

establishment of closer and long-term working relationships,

even partnerships with suppliers at various levels in the chain,

as a way to construct ever more efficient and responsive supply

chains, in order to deliver exceptional value to customers.

However, collaboration in the supply chain is not always easy

to achieve, even when past communication restrictions,

regarding efficient data and information exchanges between

supply chain members, have been more or less surpassed by

the information and communication technology revolution and

the development of e-business applications (Matopoulos et

al., 2007).

A number of factors related to the business environment, the

specific industry features, and endogenous firm characteristics,

may still influence the series of dyadic business relationships,

which constitute the supply chain, enabling or deteriorating

this way collaboration opportunities. Despite the barriers that

potentially deteriorate collaboration among companies for many

industries all over the world, especially for Small and Medium

Enterprises (SMEs) with their own managerial systems,

collaboration between supply chain members is becoming more

of a necessity than an option. As Cadihon and Fearne (2005)

argue, most of the researchers on supply chain collaboration

typically focus on large multinational companies, while into a

great extent SMEs play a significant role in the economic world.

Authors mainly identify the employment potential and the

number of firms as the major reasons for focusing on this sector.

This shift in focus has been even more profound in India.

Drawing on this aspect, the purpose of this paper is to provide

empirical evidence of potential barriers and benefits of SCC in

the Indian SMEs. Our arguments begin in section 2 with a

review of the salient theory and literature of SCC in terms of

barriers and benefits. Section 3 describes the research

methodology, including the development of the survey

instrument and sample. We present and discuss the results of

the study in section 4 and finally section 5 concludes this

paper along with further research direction.

Background: SCC, Barriers and Benefits

In this section, we review the literature of the barriers and

benefits to supply chain collaboration. This literature review

begins first with the definition and explanation of SCC itself

expressed by different authors. As the search continued, we

broadened our search to other journals and trade press that

discussed barriers and benefits of supply chain collaboration

in SMEs.

Supply Chain Collaboration

Lambert and Cooper (2000) define supply chain in terms of

business processes that interact among different companies

that aim to aggregate value to end consumers (such as a

relationship between supplier and customer). Wood and Zuffo

(1998) define supply chain as organizational network that

organize economic activities by means of co-ordination and

collaboration among companies, and that are formed to reduce

uncertainties and risks (Batt, 2003). They provide a basic

rationale to justify collaborative initiative in the supply chain.

The term “collaboration” in the supply chain context has

different interpretations. Some authors speak about integration

between parties (Bagchi et al., 2005; Forhlich and Westbrook,

2001; Pagell, 2004; Peterson et al., 2005; Van der Vaart and Van

Donk, 2008), about supply chain collaboration (Cardnii et al.,

2005; Holweg et al., 2005; Min et al., 2005; Shirodkar and

Kempf, 2006; Stank et al., 2001; Vereeck and Muylle, 2006),

or about alliances (Stuart, 1997; Yang, 2008). Others talk about

dyadic (e.g. buyer - supplier or buyer-manufacturer)

relationships (Bensaou, 1999; Dwyer et al., 1987; Fynes and

Voss, 2002; Goffin et al. ,  2006; Kozan et al. ,  2006;

Szwejczewski et al., 2005; Wasti et al., 2006),collaborative

relationships (Hoyt and Huq, 2000; Johnstone et al., 2004)

partnerships (Gadde and Snehota, 2000 ; Spina and Zotteri,

2000), supplier – retailer collaboration (Shell et al., 2006) or

supply side collaboration (Fu and Piplani, 2004). The

fundamental rationale behind all these terms appears to be that

companies cannot successfully compete by themselves and

therefore seek establishment of arrangements with other entities

in the supply chain. Terms like integration coordination and

collaboration are complementary to each other in a supply
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chain as they consist of similar elements (Arshinder and
Deshmukh, 2008). We will use the term supply chain
collaboration in the reminder of this paper to describe barriers
and benefits of this collaborative attitude in SMEs.

Supply chain collaboration is often seen as a powerful
instrument in achieving effective and efficient supply chain
management (Fu and Piplani, 2004; Mentzer et al., 2000).
However, the concepts for supply chain collaboration are not
as well defined as they should be (Holwegu et al., 2005), but
Vachon and Klassen (2008) explained that collaboration can be
as inter-organizational interactions between the supply chain
members, and may include either upstream interactions toward
supplier or downstream interactions toward customers.
Collaboration is about organizations and enterprises working
together and can be viewed as a concept going beyond normal
commercial relationships (Matopoulos et al., 2007).

Collaboration appears as enterprises that recognize cases where
working and operating alone is not sufficient to resolve common
problems and to achieve the desired goals (Huxlam, 1996;
Corbett et al., 1999, Barrat and Oliveira, 2001; Wagner et al.,
2002). Corsten and Felde (2005), Kanter (1994), Spekman
(1998), Dyer (1996) and Heide and John (1990) gathered
important collaborative attributes: collaboration is a specific
form of relational change that implies creating joint values,

requires a high level of cooperation and determination, and has

been conceptualized as either creating joint process by means

of substantial investments in co-specialized assets or simply

as joint actions. In other words, a collaborative supply chain

involves “two or more independent companies that work

jointly to plan and execute supply chain operations with greater

success than when acting in isolation” (Simatupang and

Sridharan, 2002). Supply chain collaboration is inserted in a

behavioristic and physical context. The behaviouristic or

interpersonal context involves several aspects:

♦ Trust (Ganesan, 1994; Morgan and Hunt, 1994;

Zaheer and Vankatraman, 1995; Kumar, 1996);

♦ Interdependence and sharing risks and rewards

(Ganesan, 1994; Mohr and Spekman, 1994; Lu and

Yan, 2007);

♦ Reciprocity and mutual understanding (Zaheer and

Venkatraman, 1995; Andraski, 1998; Barrat, 2004;

Moberg et al., 2003; Monczka and Morgan, 1997);

and

♦ Commitment (Morgan and Hunt, 1994) .

The physical context involves joint actions (Heide and John,

1990) and/or sharing data, such as strategic information,

Figure 1 - An Overall Framework of SCC
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communication, sharing technologies (Simatupang and

Sridharan, 2002). Based on existing relevant literature, a general

research framework for supply chain collaboration is suggested

in figure 1.

Collaboration means that the partners work together, in a

trustful, loyal and mutual environment aimed at reducing cost,

reducing the misuse of equipment and resources, or improving

overall supply chain performance (Whipple et al., 2002).

Although obtaining satisfactory benefits of collaborative supply

chain is very difficult and some obstacles are available in this

process, we identified barriers and benefits of SCC in the next

two sub-sections.

Barriers to Supply Chain Collaboration

From the literature in Table I, the potential barriers or resisting

forces are intimidating. The resisting forces to strategic supply

chain collaboration corn both from the nature of the organization

itself and the people that compose the organization. Since last

decade a number of changes have  occurred in the SMEs. The

entrance of global retailers, industry’s consolidation in most of

the sub-sectors, the changing consumer consumption attitudes,

as well as the existence of more strict regulations and laws

regarding SME’s production, have altered the business

environment for most of the companies operating in the sectors,

encouraging collaboration attitudes among companies at all

levels.

But in general, SMEs present a different business profile to

larger companies, with particular aspects that may influence

their performance (e.g. fewer resources, management styles in

which there is often no separation between ownership and

management, the academic education of the manager not always

meeting the real needs of the firm) (Emiliani, 2000; Park and

Krishnan, 2001; Beekman and Robinson, 2004; Richbell et al.,

2006). Therefore on the basis of these reasons some important

barriers also exist which may limit collaboration intensity that

many of these firms (or some of their suppliers) may not always

be able to take on the cost of introducing certain information

systems or may be unable to manage long-term collaboration

satisfactory (Victoria and Cambra, 2009). Most of the barriers

to supply chain collaboration are related to industry complex

and heterogeneous structure (Matopoulos et al., 2007).

Generally, these barriers can be classified under one of two

headings: “inter-firm rivalry” and “managerial complexity”

(Park and Ungson, 2001). Inter-firm rivalry is a misalignment

of motives and behaviours among allying partners within the

strategic supply chain (Park and Ungson, 2001). Some barriers

under this category include poor collaboration among chain

partners,  lack of partners trust and lack of partner ’s

commitment. In short, inter firm rivalry is the tendency for

allying partners to compete rather than willingly co-operating.

Absent a willingness to co-operate, a supply chain will not be

able to attain lower costs and higher returns on investments.

Other barriers to SCC fall under managerial complexity or

misalignment in allying firm’s processes, structure and culture

(Park and Ungson, 2001). Under the umbrella of managerial

complexity barriers include information system and

technological incompatibility, inadequate measurement systems

and conflicting organizational structures and culture (Sheridan,

1999; Tyndall et al., 1998; Quinn, 1997).  Because many firms

are comfortable using their systems for only their own tasks, it

is not surprising to see inconsistent information and technology

system and organization culture as barriers. People are change

averse and unwilling to share information for fear of exposing

their weakness and secrets to others. If SCC is to be

implemented across company borders, a revamp in attitude

and thinking is necessary (Stanley et al., 2008). Whipple and

Frankel (2000) commented:

“… a successful supply chain collaboration

requires a modifying of habits and

knowledge of the people involved and to be

willing to modifying their business practices,

policies, values, processes and to change

relationships between partners.”

Benefits of Supply Chain Collaboration

Supply chain collaboration puts firms in a position of achieving

better performance (Yahia, 2009). To reach there, all

participating members should make all necessary arrangement

of collaborative practices, play according to rules, struggle to

achieve the leading supply chain benchmarks, and follow all

ethical principles to make things work well. The importance of

SCC to make better performance has been emphasized by

several writers (Fernie, 1995; Lawrence, 1997; Morton, 1997;

Wood, 1997). Table II offers a sample of the SCC benefits

literature. Of the discussed benefits, increased inventory

turnover, increased revenue and cost reduction across the chain

are the most sought after (Daugherty et al., 2005; Attaran,
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Table III - Profile of Responding Companies

2004; Ferdows et al., 2004; Leonard and Cronan, 2002, Fine,

2000). Collaboration in supply chain not only enables partners

to reduce one another’s costs but also allows inventory to

cycle through to customers faster (Stanley et al., 2008). Two

other core benefits of SCC include decreased order cycle times

and greater product availability (Leonard and Cronan, 2002;

Stank et al., 1999; Sheridan, 1999; Van der Vorst and Beulens,

1999).

Close relationships with suppliers leave room for special orders

in unique times of high demand, helping satisfy the customer

expectations. Addition benefits are market responsiveness,

improving lead-time, improving customer satisfaction, and

remaining competitive (Chin et al., 2004). Overall, SCC

potentially creates value for all members in the chain, but such

benefits are different in importance and degree among partners

in a supply chain (Agrawal and Pak, 2001). Mainly, these

benefits are classified into customer focus benefits and

company focus benefits (Table VI).

Research Methodology: SME and Data

In recent years the Small and Medium – sized Enterprises

(SMEs) have come under “public policy limelight” (Schogl,
2004). Authors mainly identify the employment potential and
the number of firms as the major reasons for focusing on this

sector. This shift in focus has been even more profound in

India as a fast economical growth in the world. A major

frustration for most researchers in the SMEs area is the lack of

scientific data on this sector in the country. The only major

source of data is the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII,

2006). Hence, before developing the research methodology and

data gathering we need to understand what exactly a SME is.

Definition of SME

Literature has defined SMEs by a wide variety of definitions

and criteria. Verhess and Meulenberg (2004) and firm in the

SME sector in general revolve around the owner / entrepreneur.

Carson et al. (1995); Verhess and Meulenberg (2004) define

SMEs as “a firm that is run and controlled under the direct

supervision of the owner.”  SMEs have also been defined by

the number of employees; Chew (1998) defines SMEs as:

♦ Tiny establishments – firms with 5-9 workers;

♦ Small establishments – firms with 10-49 workers;

and

♦ Medium establishments – firm with 50-99 workers.

SMEs have been defined as firms having less than 100

employees (Nooteboom, 1994; Fong, 1971), but according to

European Commission (2005) classification, small firms are

firms with less than 50 employees and medium – sized firms

are firms with less than 250 employees. For the purpose of

this study we chose to define of SMEs and develop research

Tyupe of Industry Freauency % Number of
employees

Frequency %

Metals 41 27

Food Production 30 19.8

Chemical, Plastic, 28 18.4

Chemical, plastic
paper 22 14.5

Textile industry 17 11.2

Others 14 9.2

Total 152 100.0

Less than 50 23 15

50-100 58 38.1

100-250 71 47

Total 152 100.0
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sampling as firms with less than 250 employees (European

Commission, 2005).

Data Collection

The research is based on quantitative approach using a

questionnaire survey to ask about  barriers and benefits of

supply chain collaboration with internal supply chain members

(internal collaboration) and with external members of supply

chain (supplier and customer collaboration). Data was collected

across multiple setting (industries) among Indian Small-

Medium Enterprises (SMEs). We randomly selected a total

700 registered firms for our study in two states, Karnataka and

Tamil Nadu. These two states are very successful to develop

SMEs in different sectors (Confederation of Indian Industry,

2006). The survey, through the mailed questionnaire and direct

submission (geographically accessible firm), was conducted

within three months period (Dec, 2010 until Feb, 2011). For

collected questionnaire through the e-mail, the first mailing

contained a cover letter, the survey instrument, which was

sent to the sample (geographically inaccessible) in the first

week of December 2010. The second mailing was sent

approximately 15 days later to those who had not responded

to the first mailing. Three weeks after the second mailing, a

third mailing was sent to all remaining non respondents, and

some of the questionnaire belong to the geographical accessible

firms were collected personally in this period of time.

As a result, 156 questionnaires were finally received with a

response rate of 22.3 present. After eliminating four incomplete

questionnaires, 152 questionnaires were deemed usable, yielding

a 21.7 percent valid return rate. Harrison and new (2002)

reporting that the return rate of their survey questionnaire was

five percent, therefore, we consider our response rate to be

acceptable. The demographic data of the respondents is

presented in Table III.

Results and Discussions

Mean score for each survey question was complied and ranked

from highest to the lowest in importance regarding the barriers

and benefits of supply chain collaboration in SMEs. Ranking

were then ordered by different collaboration function with the

chain. Response rankings were then also listed by the percent

of respondents that ranked survey items a five or above. The

mean scores, ranking, and percentages of score five or greater

are listed in Table IV and V with respect of three collaborative

perspectives: Internal Collaboration, Supplier Collaboration,

and Customer Collaboration. The combined means ranks and

scores five or above also are presented. Table VI summarizes

the top ten barriers and benefits to SCC.

Barriers to Supply Chain Collaboration

Conceptually, strategic supply chain collaborations seem to

succeed or fail on the degree of resource sharing among partners

(e.g. information, knowledge, technique, technology, skills) and

the partner’s ability to use these resources effectively in

changing environments (Stanley et al., 2008). In this section,

we highlight some of the main causes for why partners are

unable to successfully share resources and make effective

supply chain collaboration in SMEs.

The main causes for supply chain collaboration being unable in

SMEs to share their resources and utilize those resources, may

be divided into two broad categories with Park and Ungson’s

(2001) dichotomy that we discussed earlier: inter–firm rivalry

and managerial complexity (Table VI). The three groups of

functional collaboration were consistent in their evaluations of

the barriers to SCC, where, almost two variables are varied by

three types of collaboration. “Lack of top management

support” ranked as the fourth (63 percent, mean = 5.15) and

sixth (84.3, mean = 5.67) most serious barrier to internal

collaboration as well as supplier collaboration respectively,

while, this barrier ranked as the only tenth barrier to customer

collaboration at the lower number of four and six. Similarly,

“non-aligned measures” are ranked as the sixth most critical

barrier to customer collaboration compared to a ranking of

sixteen for supplier collaboration.

On the bases on the survey data,  greatest barriers go to the

first four barriers namely are, lack of SCM team (94.2, mean =

6.01), lack of clear alliance guidelines (89.2, mean = 5.91), lack

of SCM training (84.6, mean = 5.87) and lack of top management

support (71.8, mean = 5.34), which all of these variables receive

on average score of five or greater in three different types of

collaborations. In short, these types of barriers fall under the

concept of managerial complexity. According to the research

data human nature is the primary barrier to successful supply

chain collaboration. Stanely et al., (2008) states, some managers

believe that people throughout their organizations were
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suspicious of the types of change instigated by SCM and avoid

such change whenever possible. As a form of strategic alliance

(Monczka et al., 1998), strategic SCC succeeds and fails by

their managerial ability to utilize their collective resources.

Management leadership is a leading force in providing SCM

related training for all employees (Saraph et al., 1989; Kaynak,

2003). Soltani, (2005) also stated, management in supply chain

considered a major driver of effective supplier and customer

collaboration.

Sharing data and information between supply chain members

play a vital role to create and maintain a strong collaboration.

The survey reveals that, lack of willingness to sharing data and

information as an inter-firm rivalry barrier creates vulnerability

to effective SCC, which it ranks four to supplier collaboration

(88.2, mean = 5.92) and three to customer collaboration (87.5,

mean = 5.90). Other important interfirm rivalry barriers include

incompatible SCM plan and lack of sharing risks and rewards

which are taking rank seven and nine in combined respectively.

Benefits of Supply Chain Collaboration

Collaboration in supply chain is generally perceived as

beneficial for all members (Sander and Jan, 2009). However,

various literatures have acknowledged type of collaboration

and benefits of that are differ from sector to sector and even

market to market (Kouvelis and Milner, 2002; Olsen and Ellram,

1997). Identifying and quantifying the expected benefits is a

critical part of any cost / benefits analysis. In our survey, each

collaboration area identified a different top-rated benefit (Table

V). “customer satisfaction” is identified as a main benefit of all

three types of internal collaboration (91.4 percent, mean =

5.82), supplier collaboration (91.2 percent, mean = 5.50) and

customer collaboration (80.3 percent, mean = 6.00) while “out-

put quality”  was identified as the greatest benefit of internal

collaboration (85.6 percent, mean = 6.01) and supplier

collaboration (92.0 percent,  mean = 6.00), but very

interestingly, this benefit is seventh main important rank

customer of collaboration (53.7, mean 4.70). Collaboration with

customers has been emphasized by different authors as a key

to the success of any organization (Sabath and Fontanella, 2002;

McCarthy and Golicic, 2002) in order to reduce costs and

increase profitability by solidifying customer’s order fulfillment

and customer loyalty. Likewise our survey result reveals, close

collaboration with customer improves the “customer

responsiveness rate” (90.2 percent, mean = 5.75) as well as

“customer’s order fulfillment (67.8, mean = 5.30), overall, the

most prevalent benefits identified by one functional

collaboration were viewed by other functional areas as relatively

less important. In looking back at survey ranking as a whole, it

is note worthy that “customer satisfaction” is the primary

benefit of supply chain collaboration in SMEs. It must be

noted, however, that customer satisfaction was the first most

mentioned benefit resulting from SCC, managers, should

carefully analyze their company’s specific position to verify

that the other benefits like “ reduction of purchased item cost”

and ‘product innovation lead time” can be achieved. Finally

SCC benefits can be classified into two main categories:

customer focus and company focus (Table VI).

Conclusion and Further Research Directions

Collaboration is a very broad and encompassing term and when

it is put in the context of the supply chain it needs yet further

clarification (Barrat, 2004). The complex nature of supply

chains add difficulties in the elements involved in the concept

of supply chain collaboration. The literature review undertaken,

although not exhaustive served as a comprehensive base for

understanding and developing a framework for identifying

barriers and benefits of Supply Chain Collaboration. Part of

this overall empirical framework was further explored in the

context of the SMEs in an effort to understand the concept of

barriers and benefits of SCC in a specific context of SMEs.

The potential benefits for collaborative supply chains are

compelling. However, barriers to success can be daunting.

Understanding these barriers can lead to designing bridges as

solution to allow companies obtain SCC benefits. Managers

must keep in mind the following three points, regarding the

barriers and benefits: first, almost all managers recognized that,

lack of SCM teams, lack of clear alliance guidelines lack of

SCM training and lack of top management support are the

major barriers to successful SCC. Very interestingly, all of these

issues  belong to the managerial complexity factors.

As results show people issue – such as culture, a version to

change, lack of well trained employee and unavailability of

specialize SCM team are more intractable and considered as

main causes of barriers to supply chain collaboration. One

potential reason for this may be that managers of SMEs still

have not recognized the necessity of implementation of SCC,

which continuously integrates all members of a chain, in
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Barriers Benefits

Managerial complexity Customer focus

� Lack of SCM team � Customer satisfaction

� Lack of clear alliance guidelines � Customer responsiveness rate

� Lack of SCM training � Shorter order fulfillment

� Lack of top management support � On-time delivery

� Poor financial support

Inter firm rivalry Company focus

� Lack  willingness to share data and information � Out-pot  quality

� Incompatible SCN plan � Sales growth

� Lack of willingness to share risks and rewards � Productivity

� Inconsistent logistics and transportation � Inventory level/cost

� Inadequate information system � Cost of new product development

� Logistics and transportation cost

Table VI - Top Ten Barriers and Benefits to Supply Chain Collaboration

accordance with their structural features in order to maintain

their existence in regional, national and even international

completion markets.  Therefore, managers in SMEs should not

overlook these barriers when designing remedies to see problems

as Kaynak (2003); Ahire and Dreyfus, (2000) found in their

survey that management leadership is the main driving force

behind initiating a change towards concentrating a firm’s efforts

on mobilizing human resources in an integrated manner with

providing SCM related training for all employees.

Second, although cost reduction is a prime motivator to strategic

supply chain collaboration, (Sabat and Fontanella, 2002)

customer satisfaction is perceived as more enduring by managers

therefore, cost reduction should be brought to the fore as the

leading goal for SCC. But our finding shows that cost reduction

was considered as eight (inventory level and cost) and also

thirteen (cost of purchased item) benefits of SCC in SMEs.

Finally, regardless of functional nature of collaboration, manager

should believe that SCC can help their companies thrive in

today’s intensely competitive market place and change their

attitudes toward implementation of strategic collaboration with

upstream supplier and downstream customers to gain move

and more benefits.

This study,  has certain limitation. The first limitation of this

research lies into data collection. Although extensive efforts

were taken to ensure the validity of the responses from the

key informants, there is still roam to improve the rigorousness

of the study. Supply chain integration involves different parties

both internally and externally, may have different perceptions

of their collaboration practices. Therefore, dyadic or triadic

data collection from different parties in a supply chain may

generate more significant results by comparing and contrasting

the responses from various practices, which we collected data

from manager’s of SME’s only.

The second limitation deals with geographical obligation, that,

data collected from two states in India, therefore we should

carefully interpret the findings. Moreover, since size of the

enterprises is not taken into consideration in most of the studies

on supply chain collaboration, there is no sufficient research

on to what extent SCC fits to SMEs and whether it is right to

implement exactly the same SCC, which is implemented on big

enterprises, on SMEs, therefore, it is a good opportunity for

researchers to investigate that to what extent SMEs fit to

supply chain applications.
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 Sustainable Supply Chains:
3 BL and QFD Approach

Mohd. Nishat Faisal and Asif Akhtar

To d a y,  t h e re  i s  a  d e m a n d  t h a t  s u p p l y  c h a i n s  m u s t  b e  e x p l i c i t l y  e x t e n d e d  t o

h a n d l e  t h e  b y - p r o d u c t s  l e a d i n g  t o  t h e  a d o p t i o n  o f  s u s t a i n a b l e  p r a c t i c e s  i n

s u p p l y  c h a i n s .  I n t e g r a t i n g  t r i p l e  b o t t o m  l i n e  ( 3 B L )  a n d  Q u a l i t y  F u n c t i o n

D e p l o y m e n t  ( Q F D )  a p p r o a c h e s ,  t h i s  r e s e a r c h  p r e s e n t s  a  f r a m e w o r k  t o

c o r r e l a t e  t h e  s u s t a i n a b i l i t y  d i m e n s i o n s  a n d  t h e  e n a b l e r s  o f  s u s t a i n a b i l i t y

i n  a  s u p p l y  c h a i n .  T h e  p r o p o s e d  m o d e l  i s  e v a l u a t e d  f o r  s u p p l y  c h a i n s  f r o m

s m a l l  a n d  m e d i u m  e n t e r p r i s e s  s e g m e n t .  T h e  r e s u l t s  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  t h e  m o d e l

c a n  b e  e f f e c t i v e l y  u s e d  t o  d e v e l o p  a  q u a n t i t a t i v e  m e a s u re  o f  s u s t a i n a b i l i t y,

a n d  f o r  b e n c h m a r k i n g  s u p p l y  c h a i n s '  p e r f o r m a n c e  o n  s u s t a i n a b i l i t y

d i m e n s i o n .
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he World Commission on Environment and D e v e -

l o p m e n t  ( W C E D )  d e f i n e d  s u s t a i n a b l e  deve-

lopment as: ‘‘Development that meets the needs of

the present generation without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission

on Environment and Development, 1987; Hart and Milstein,

2003).  Today, it has been recognized that sustainability

programmes have the potential to make a significant positive

impact on supply chain practice (Auroi, 2003) and thus with

the advent of environmental and societal concerns, supply chain

management has to be redefined.

A sustainable enterprise is one that contributes to sustainable

development by simultaneously delivering economic, social and

environmental benefits or what has been termed “the triple

bottom line” (Norman and MacDonald, 2004). The economic,

social and environmental benefits achieved when adopting

socially responsible behaviours go beyond the boundaries of a

single firm and involve wider communities. To be effective in

terms of sustainability, companies need all firms in their supply

chain to adopt sustainable practices which require a greater
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understanding of the complex relationships among economic,

social, and environmental parameters. This knowledge of

complex relationships is important, as the task is not only to

manage social and environmental impacts but also to maintain

profitability (Linton et al., 2007; Matos and Hall, 2007; Seuring

and Muller, 2008).

The importance of sustainability criteria to measure and report

supply chain performance has increased in today’s competitive

and social environment (Vasileiou and Morris, 2006). Different

legislations and regulations in most developed countries have

made the manufacturers accountable for their products,

throughout their entire useful life and beyond (Olugu et al.,

2010). Sustainable supply chain paradigm thus differs from

mainstream supply chain management, as it involves the

recognition of stakeholders within and beyond the supply chain

(Hall and Matos, 2010). In the context of stakeholders, Roberts

(2003) emphasizes that the actions of NGOs can erode the

reputation of the dominant supply chain member responsible

for environmental and social problems. As companies begin to

confront global competition for resources and stricter

environmental regulations, the focus is now on how to address

environmental challenges while maintaining competitiveness

(Kleindorfer et al., 2005).

Sustainable practices in the supply chain can also help in

improving the overall brand image of the firm. For example,

McDonald’s decision to raise the price of tomatoes not only

had an impact on the pay received by workers growing potatoes,

but also brought good publicity to the company adding to the

brand image. On the other hand issues like accusation of the

use of child labour by suppliers in the manufacture of soccer

balls resulted in negative publicity for Nike and consequently

eroded brand image. To improve its sustainability performance,

Nespresso launched in 2003 the “Nespresso AAA Sustainable

Quality Programme.” According to the firm, the program

represented an “effort to secure highest quality coffee while

promoting environmental, social and economic sustainability

along the entire value chain, from the farmer to the

consumer”(Alvarez et al., 2010). One of the key areas that

sustainable supply chains would impact,  is environment. When

a company adopts sustainable practices, there is a positive

impact on the environment. For example, lately companies are

rethinking their strategy to outsource all the manufacturing to

China. This rethink is because of the potential impacts of

outsourcing on environment relative to cost savings due to

cheap labour.

Though, many papers have appeared that have discussed the

environmental impact of the supply chain operations while

some have discussed the explicit need to integrate social

dimension in the supply chain, few have considered the issue

at a broader level, consisting of three components: the natural

environment, society, and economic performance. To fill this

gap, the present study proposes a framework to consider the

dimensions of sustainability and relate them to the drivers of

sustainability in a supply chain.

Investigating sustainability from small and medium enterprises

(SMEs) is relevant for at least two reasons (Lepoutre and

Heene, 2006). First, SMEs constitute a major driver of economy

in developing countries and even 99 percent of the European

Union (EU) businesses (Spencer, et al., 2003). Second,

sustainability drivers for SMEs are significantly different from

those developed for large companies, due to SME peculiarities.

For example, most SMEs are directly managed by owners, are

strictly linked to business partners and the local community,

and lack resources and support to implement sustainable

practices. Such aspects strongly affect SMEs, capability to

adopt sustainable practices adopted by SMEs. Despite a large

amount of literature on supply chain management, the research

in the area of sustainability in small and medium enterprises

(SMEs) supply chain lacks in the following ways:

♦ there are no models that can co-relate sustainability

requirements in a supply chain and how to achieve

them, i.e. with sustainability enablers,

♦ there are no models that can provide a quantitative

measure of sustainability, and

♦ there are no practical models for benchmarking

supply chains’ performance on sustainability.

This paper addresses the above gaps.  After identification of

sustainability dimensions for a supply chain and enablers

impacting sustainability of SMEs’ supply chain, Quality

Function Deployment (QFD) framework is applied.

Triple Bottom Line (3BL) Dimensions of Sustainability-

“WHAT’s”

Sustainability brings together the three dimensions:

environmental, social,  and economic, (also termed the “triple

bottom line”).  Today, sustainability is an integral part of
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business strategy where the focus is now to leverage it for

improving competitive advantage, not just as part of cost

reductions for the bottom line. With a focus on core competence

by the firms there is a growing trend for outsourcing, this

necessitates that companies are able to influence their supply

chain partners to embrace practices to improve overall

sustainability of their supply chains. This is more important

as in general stakeholders continue to hold branded goods firms

accountable for issues relating to the production of the raw

materials and goods that go into their products, whether or not

they own or directly control the production processes (Roberts,

2003). The ‘triple bottom line’ enablers for economic, social,

and economic dimensions are summarized below.

Environmental Dimension:  A focus on environmental

dimension in supply chains in some instances was found to be

beneficial as it can reduce costs and improve organizational

performance (Carter et al., 2000; Hervani and Helms,2005), or

enhance a firm’s reputation (Wycherley, 1999). Environmental

consciousness gives rise to green supply chain management

which includes practices like reducing packaging and waste,

assessing vendors on their environmental performance,

developing more eco-friendly products and reducing carbon

emissions associated with transport of goods (Walker et al.,

2008). Greening the supply chain has numerous benefits to an

organization, ranging from cost reduction, to integrating

suppliers in a participative decision-making process that

promotes environmental innovation (Bowen et al., 2001; Rao,

2002). This requires commitment, involvement and support of

suppliers.  Therefore, companies are increasingly managing their

suppliers’ environmental performance to ensure that the

materials and equipments supplied by them are

environmentally-friendly in nature and are produced using

environmentally-friendly processes (Min and Galle, 1997).  In

addition, organizations have to motivate other actors,

sometimes several tiers upstream, to comply with requirements

that may be of critical importance to the focal company but

not necessarily to its supplier. It must also be able to verify

that its suppliers are complying with such requirements in a

way that is satisfactory not only to the company but also, in

many instances, to other relevant stakeholders (Kogg, 2003).

Social Dimension: A company seeking to operate in accord

with the principles of sustainability or taking an ethical or

citizenship approach to corporate social responsibility must

consider its entire supply chain, ‘‘not just those links which

belong to its own sphere of legal responsibility’’ (Hutchins

and Sutherland, 2008). A guiding principle of corporate social

responsibility is conducting business in a way that is consistent

with the morals and values of society, but ‘‘not necessarily

required by law’’ (Carroll, 1991). Diversity in supply base,

diversity in workforce, community initiatives, human rights,

and health and safety of workers are major principles that

relate to organizations socially responsible practices among

the nine principles as defined by the Institute of Supply

Management (Jacobsen, 2008). Organizations’ need to consider

the impact of socially irresponsible behaviour by their

suppliers as consumers held the big company’s brand

responsible. A study by Ciliberti et al., (2008) provides some

learning points for integrating CSR in SMEs’ supply chains

like establishing written requirements, training initiatives, long-

lasting close relationships with suppliers, a continuous

improvement philosophy and soliciting the help of NGOs or

local networks of supporting organizations to address problems

in monitoring second-tier suppliers and retrieving information

on working conditions and local laws in developing countries.

Economic Dimension: Relating to economic dimension the

supplier selection literature, gives prime importance to quality,

delivery and net price (Weber et al., 1991). Verma and Pullman

(1998) studied how managers’ tradeoff among quality, cost,

on-time delivery, delivery lead-time and flexibility attributes

when choosing a supplier. They indicated that managers perceive

quality to be most important supplier attribute, followed by

on-time delivery and cost. Karpak et al. (2001) considered

cost, quality and delivery reliability as vendor selection criteria.

Bhutta and Huq (2002) used four criteria to evaluate suppliers:

manufacturing costs, quality, technology, and service. Bayazit

(2006) has also considered quality, on time delivery, price,

delivery lead time and flexibility as the factors for supplier

selection. Cost savings due to reduced packaging waste, ability

to design for reuse and disassembly (Hart, 1995; Shrivastava,

1995), and product life extension (Linton and Jayaraman, 2005)

are also considered important from sustainability point of view.

Enablers of Sustainable Supply Chain - “HOW’s”

According to Merriam-Webster enabler is defined as “as one

that enables another to achieve an end” where enable implies to

make able; give power, means, competence, or ability to. Thus

for the purpose of this research enabler is considered as a

variable that enables (ability to) the attainment of sustainability

in a supply chain.
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Information Sharing

In general it is found that most of the tier II and tier III partners

in the supply chain are small and medium enterprises (SMEs)

These SMEs are likely to lack the resources required to

implement sustainability standards among their own suppliers

(Jorgensen and Knudsen, 2006). Thus there is an urgent need

to share information regarding sustainable practices and also

their relationships with financial return. By sharing information,

the partners in a supply chain can be convinced that

sustainability is a good idea. This is important as there are also

intangibles related to sustainability that are difficult to quantify

(Brown, 2009). Information sharing about supply chain

inventory, production planning, and production scheduling can

be leveraged to improve procurement management and material

flow (Vachon and Klassen, 2006).

Strategic Planning

Integrating sustainability across the supply chains is difficult

because most executives do not fully understand the issues and

do not know how to devise the governance or strategies needed

to adopt a more sustainable path. Walton et al (1998) suggest

that environmental issues are becoming an intrinsic part of

strategic planning in organizations due to stricter regulations

and the demands of environmental accountability. Firms are

also becoming aware of the need to develop strategies that

extend their traditional corporate governance processes beyond

the firm boundary to their supply chain partners (Kytle and

Ruggie, 2005).

Collaborative Relationships

In recent years, firms have embraced the importance of working

collaboratively with their supply chain partners to enhance

their CSR/sustainability performance (Nalebuff and

Brandenburger, 1996). Environmental management approaches

in supply chain like product stewardship are dependent on the

degree of coordination with immediate customers and/or end-

consumers, along with greater interaction with suppliers when

designing and developing new products (Vachon et al., 2001).

Geffen and Rothenberg (2000) suggested that relations with

suppliers aid the adoption and development of innovative

environmental technologies. In addition, the interaction of

customer and supplier staff, partnership agreements and joint

research and development lead to improvements in

environmental performance. In case of Starbucks supply chain,

longer-term, closer relationships with farmers are also helping

to reduce supply chain risk (Lee, 2008). According to Hall

(2000), for successful sustainable supply chains’ knowledge

transfer between supply chain members is necessary which

necessitates collaborative approaches.

Competitive Advantage

A proactive environmental strategy can help a firm to gain

competitive advantage through the development of supply

management capabilities (Ferguson and Toktay, 2006) and

would also improve the financial performance of the firm

(Gonzalez-Benito and Gonzalez-Benito, 2005). To support

the burgeoning population on the planet the natural resources

are consumed with much faster pace and thus businesses will

be required to create new strategies to ensure minimal

environment impact. To achieve this end, it is highly probable

that the basis for gaining competitive advantage in future would

be the activities which fall under the broad realm of sustainable

supply chain management (Gladwin, 1992; Schmidheiny, 1992).

Support to Partners in the SC

To change the mindset of managers in SMEs who view ecology

versus economy, training has been recommended by many

researchers (Bowen et al., 2001; Carter and Dresner, 2001).

Today large buyers are increasingly adopting a development-

oriented approach in order to handle non-compliance issues

through joint remediation plans rather than through negative

sanctions. Such remediation plans involve transfers of

technology and capacity-building initiatives in support of

continuous improvement (Jamison and Murdoch, 2004).

Support from focal company may also include joint planning

sessions with regard to the environment, knowledge sharing

activities pertaining to greener product design or process

modification, and reducing waste in the logistics process

(Vachon and Klassen, 2006).

Top Management Commitment

To achieve the goals of sustainability, leaders must reform,

redesign, and restructure their organizations to minimize their

negative impacts (Quinn and Dalton 2009). They are

responsible for adopting practices that would lead to achieve

the sustainability along with economic goals. They should also
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act to bring changes in the organization’s views of success

from economic-based dimensions to a sustainability based

dimensions. Thus, to ensure complete environmental excellence,

top management must be totally committed (Zsidisin and Siferd,

2001; Rice, 2003). Personal commitment of individuals

(including founder and owner) has been found to be positively

related to green supply chain management (New et al., 2000).

Operational and environmental improvement has been found

to be positively related to employee involvement (Hanna et

al., 2000). Sustainability initiatives are likely to be successful

if they are supported by key company staff and other members

of the supply network, and procurement staff are forward-

thinking and have appropriate skills (Roberts, 2003).

Trust among Supply Chain Partners

Lengnick-Hall (1998) argued that trust, developed through

effective communication, can create resources that lead to a

competitive advantage. Trust is an expectation that partners

will not act in an opportunistic manner even if there are short-

term incentives to do so (Chiles and McMackin, 1996) and can

contribute significantly to the long-term stability of an

organization and its supply chain (Speckman et al., 1998). The

greater trust allows management to shift their attention and

scarce resources away from monitoring (with relatively little

value added) to other more critical aspects,  such as

improvement.

Engaging Stakeholders

Since environmental and social issues are intertwined,

stakeholders such as NGOs who were not traditionally

considered in supply chain decisions are also involved (Pagell

and Wu, 2009). In some cases, the relationships with

stakeholders develop into long-term partnerships, benefiting

both organizations, as well as society, because of their focus

on sustainability and responsibility. The concept of stakeholder

engagement is viewed as both a necessity and an opportunity.

To properly address sustainability, there is a need to reaching

beyond the traditional boundaries of the organization to external

stakeholders like the community. Thus stakeholder engagement

is an opportunity to influence other organizations, such as

those of their suppliers and customers, towards sustainability

(Quinn and Dalton, 2009).

Vendor Certifications

Existence of models and tools for environmental consideration

in supplier selection research is still emerging, while more

general sustainability issues, incorporating other social

sustainability dimensions into supplier selection,  are quite

scarce (Hutchins and Sutherland, 2008). Today companies are

embedding standards in the selection and evaluation criteria of

suppliers (Walton et al., 1998). One prevalent approach is ISO

14001 certification, which is now required, for example, by

several large automotive companies of their tier-one suppliers

(Vachon and Klassen, 2006).

House of Quality for Supply Chain Sustainability

QFD (Quality Function Deployment) can be defined as “a

system for designing a product or service based on customer

demands and involving all members of the producer or supplier

organization.” Yoji Akao developed the concept of QFD for

new product development in the late 1960s (Jiang et al., 2007).

It enables organizations to be proactive rather than reactive in

product design. Through the structured QFD process, the

design team is forced to consider what the customer wants,

then identify possible ways of achieving that end rather than

concentrating on technical aspects of design (Crowne and

Cheng, 1996). Typically, a QFD system can be broken down

into four inter-linked phases to fully deploy the customer needs

phase by phase. In QFD, each phase’s important outputs

(HOWs), generated from the phase’s inputs (WHATs), are

converted into the next phase as its inputs (new WHATs). So

each phase can be described by a matrix of “WHATs” and

“HOWs,” which is easy and convenient to deal with in practice.

The four QFD phases include: Phase I to translate customer

needs into product design attributes which we will call technical

measures; Phase II to translate important technical measures

into parts characteristics; Phase III to translate important parts

characteristics into process operations; and Phase IV to translate

key process operations into day to day production

requirements (Chan and Wu, 2005).

The House of Quality (HOQ) For Supply Chain Sustainability

In today’s competitive environment, the HOQ is a key strategic

tool to aid companies in developing products that satisfy

customer needs. According to Hauser and Clausing (1988), the

HOQ is a kind of conceptual map that provides the means for

inter-functional planning and communications. Drawing from
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Figure 1: House of Quality Matrix for Supply Chain Sustainability
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the standard HOQ, this paper presents a modified HOQ for

sustainable supply chain known as sustainable supply chain

HOQ (SSC-HOQ). The six elements of the SSC-HOQ shown

in Figure 1 can be described as follows.

Sustainable Supply Chain Dimensions (WHATs)

In a standard HOQ they are known as voice of the customer,

customer attributes customer requirements or demanded quality.

In this case, these are the various requirements under the three

dimensions as derived from triple bottom-line approach. They

form the initial input for the HOQ and highlight the variables

from a supply chain perspective that should be paid attention

to. In case of product design, customer needs are usually

collected by focus groups or individual interviews which should

be expressed in customers’ own phrases. For SSC-HOQ

presented in this paper, these variables are the result of a

comprehensive literature review coupled with discussion with

supply chain experts.

PTRs (HOWs) or Sustainability Enablers

In a standard HOQ, product technical requirements (PTRs)

also known as design requirements, product features, engineering

attributes, engineering characteristics or substitute quality

characteristics. They describe the product in the language of

the engineer; therefore, are sometimes referred to as the voice

of the company. The PTRs are used to determine how well the

company satisfies the customer needs. Customer needs tell the

company ‘what to do’ while the PTRs tell ‘how to do it.’ In

our case PTR’s are the sustainability enablers. These variables

define the supply chain’s capability to improve sustainability.

For the purpose of this research, these variables are identified

by exhaustive literature review and discussion with experts.

Relative Importance of Supply Chain Sustainability

Dimensions

There are three dimensions of sustainability and each one of

them has several their sub-variables and thus too many to deal

with simultaneously, and so they must be rated. This rating

reflects the requirements of the stakeholders in driving the

supply chain’s efforts towards sustainability. This leads to a

trade off among various supply chain sustainability

dimensions, and the supply chain managers should start to

improve on the most important variables and slowly move to

others which are relatively ranked lower. The relative

importance can be determined, by using 5-, 7- or 9-point scales.

For determining relative importance of sustainability

dimensions AHP/ANP scale (Saaty, 1980; 1996) can also be

used. Relative importance of sustainability can be obtained by

discussion with various stakeholders. For example, with a

growing awareness about environmental degradation and its

impact on societies many local communities would be looking

forward towards organization’s commitment towards

environment while for some other community (like many

underdeveloped parts of the country) social commitment of

the organization might be more important. In this research, the

sustainability dimensions are rated for two supply chains. One

is from a small and medium enterprises cluster in India with

buyers outside the country and suppliers within the country.

The other supply chain is a fresh food supply chain for a

company that can be categorized as a medium size organization,

operating in Gulf. Various sustainability sub-categories as

enunciated in are ranked with the help of a discussion with

various stakeholders, all the sub-categories of sustainability

are considered for ranking on a scale of 1-10 scale where 10

indicates most important (Figure 1).  Then the major categories

relative values are calculated by taking the average of values of

all the sub-categories under that category.

Relationships between WHATs and HOWs

The relationship matrix indicates how much each of the

sustainability enabler affects each sustainability requirement.

The relations can either be presented in numbers or symbols.

In this paper, we have used symbols to denote the relationship

between WHATs and HOWs. In the present research we have

three categories, strong, medium and weak and the

corresponding values as 9, 5 and 1. These values are used to

calculate weighted importance ratings for each of the

sustainability enabler. For example the weighted importance

rating for information sharing among supply chain partners is

86.3 while for vendor certifications is 33.6. This implies that

to improve supply chain sustainability, supply chain managers

perceive that it is  more important to improve information

sharing among supply chain partners rather than focusing on

vendor certifications.

Inner Dependence among the Sustainability Enablers

The SSC-HOQ’s roof matrix is used to specify the various

sustainability enablers that have to be improved collaterally,

providing a basis to calculate to what extent a change in one
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variable will affect other variables. In our case also,

sustainability enablers have inner dependence among them.  An

effort to improve one variable may have a positive influence

on some other variable or there might be a negative effect on

another variable. This correlation facilitates to understand trade-

offs among variables.

Overall Priorities of the Sustainability Enablers and

Additional Goals

Here the results obtained from preceding steps are used to

calculate a final rank order of sustainability enablers’ ratings.

These metrics help in determining priorities and directions for

improvement, as well as providing an objective means of

assuring that requirements have been met.

A structured communication device, the SSC-HOQ, is developed

using the six elements mentioned above. SSC-HOQ would serve

as a valuable resource for supply chain managers to understand

the priority of various dimensions of sustainability, their

relationships with sustainability enablers and would help to

formulate better policies to manage sustainability in a supply

chain. Better understanding of supply chain sustainability and

their relationships with sustainability enablers facilitate

developing policies to transform the supply chain into a more

sustainable entity so as to not only meet the legislative and

regulatory requirements but also create a competitive advantage

using sustainable supply chain.

Conclusions

QFD has been in existence for over four decades, and apart

from its conventional use in product design it is also used in

many other applications. This research utilizes the QFD

approach to relate triple bottom-line dimensions of

sustainability and sustainability enablers for a supply chain.

The advantage of using house of quality matrix for supply

chain  sustainability are that it helps to prioritize sustainability

enablers for a supply chain which would facilitate the supply

chain managers to develop suitable strategies to improve supply

chain performance on sustainability dimension accordingly. The

research also provides a weighted value for the supply chain

sustainability enablers. This is of extreme importance as out of

so many variables that could impact the supply chain

sustainability, it can be gauged which of the variables are more

important for the supply chain under consideration. Lastly,

the proposed SSC-HOQ also presents the inner dependence

among various enablers of supply chain sustainability. It is

expected that the proposed methodology would provide the

supply chain managers a tool to improve sustainability in

supply chains.

To achieve sustainability supply chain managers should develop

long term relationships with their suppliers’ majority of which

are in SMEs category. They need to get these SMEs more

involved in sustainability efforts. It is now imperative for large

organizations to monitor their suppliers’ performance, but they

do need to provide their suppliers the training support. To

enforce sustainability practices, they may have direct visits to

these SMEs or should involve local NGOs that can help them

in providing information regarding local legal frameworks and

the existing conditions in these SMEs. In the beginning majority

of the SMEs would find adoption of sustainable practices taking

a part of their profits. In this transition phase, the role of the

large organization is much wider in the form of support to

these SMEs. These large organizations should facilitate transfer

of best practices from their suppliers globally; there should

also be some visits by these SMEs to the plants which already

have adopted sustainable practices and frequent visits by the

representatives of these large organizations to develop a broad

understanding of sustainability by these SMEs.
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Entrepreneurial Orientation:
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hhattisgarh is a state plenty of natural and mineral

resources. Its natural diversity and rich soil has given

it an edge to the state. The agricultural produce is

sufficient for the local population. But value addition and

export of such agro products is very less in this area.

Traditional methods and old technologies have reduced the

pace of industrialization here. Total number of agro-processing

units and technology used as compared to the units at Punjab,

Haryana, U.P. and West Bengal is very less. There are around

800 paddy mills (Udyam Se Pragati, 2004-2005) in the state

which are still running traditionally. Government and

Business houses are unable to tap the real profit from paddy

processing.  Every two third of the registered units die within

five years of its operation, leading to a huge loss to the

economy (CSIDC, 2007). Traditional methods, old techniques,

lack of awareness and entrepreneurship are found to be the

major cause of this decline.

Development of entrepreneurship is the best solution for

removing all such lacunas. As Entrepreneurship is an essential

feature of high performing firms (Peters and Waterman, 1982).
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For both start-up ventures and exist ing f irms,

entrepreneurship carried on in the pursuit of business

opportunities spurs business expansion, technological

processes and wealth creation (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996).

Entrepreneurship has been characterized by a number of

researchers as a combination of innovativeness, risk taking

ability and pro-activeness.  These three dimensions have been

adopted in most previous studies to define entrepreneurship

(Lumpkin and Dess 1996; Covin and Slevin 1989; Lee and

Peterson 2000; Kreiser et al. 2002; Tarabishy et al. 2005,

Miller, 1983).

However the clear description of EO is given by Lumpkin

and Dess as well as Covin and Slevin, where they have defined

EO separately. Covin and Slevin, (1989) labelled the concept

of EO as the entrepreneurial  strategic posture of a firm and

stated that firms are entrepreneurial if they are innovative,

proactive and risk taking. Lumpkin and Dess (1996) described

EO as the process, practice, and decision making activity

that leads to new entry. It can be characterized as an

entrepreneurial  process that  managers use to act

entrepreneurially. The distinction between entrepreneurship

and entrepreneurial orientation is comparable to the one made

in the strategic management literature between content and

process (Bourgeois, 1980). The early strategy literature

equated entrepreneurship with going into business, and the

basic “entrepreneurial problem”(Miles and Snow, 1978) was

to address the principal question of strategy content, that is,

“What business shall we enter?” The answer to this question

determined a firm’s domain and guided its product-market

relationships and resource deployments. As the field of

strategic management developed, however, the emphasis

shifted to entrepreneurial processes, that is, the methods,

practices, and decision-making styles managers use to act

entrepreneurial ly.  These includes such processes as

experimenting with promising new technologies, being willing

to seize new product-market opportunities, and having a

predisposition to undertake risky ventures. That is, new entry

explains what  entrepreneurship consists  of ,  and

entrepreneurial orientation describes how new entry is

undertaken (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996).

However studies have been conducted on entrepreneurship

but there is a paucity of research in the field of food processing

units. So the present research tries to identify EO’s impact

on Mill’s performance and find out the effect of other internal

variables such as size, generation, categories and types of

investment on firm performance.

In order to understand more about the dimensions and

to study more about EO exhaustive literature review was

done.

Literature Review

Many researchers have done their studies in the field of

entrepreneurship, especially to study the relationship between

entrepreneurial orientation and performance of a firm. A major

contribution to the study of Entrepreneurial orientation is by

Lumpkin and Dess,  1996 where they have defined

Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) as the propensity of firms

to be innovative, proactive to the market place opportunities

and be willing to take risk. EO is described as a Process and

Entrepreneurship as the content.  The entrepreneurial

characteristics of a firm are characterized by risk taking,

innovativeness and pro-activeness. The answer of “What

makes a firm entrepreneurial?” is that “Any firm that operates

with an effective combination of autonomy, innovativeness,

risk taking, pro-activeness, and competitive aggressiveness

is entrepreneurial” (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996).

The definition of Entrepreneur by Hisrich [1988; 1990] also

integrates the three dimensions of EO, as he posited that

entrepreneur is characterized as someone who demonstrates

initiative and creative thinking, is able to organize social and

economic mechanisms to turn resources and situations to

practical account, and accepts risk and failure. In his study,

four separate traits were used to define the entrepreneurial

profile: innovation, risk-propensity, internal locus of control,

and energy level.

Entrepreneurial firms are defined as those that are geared

towards innovation in the product-market field by carrying

out risky initiatives, and which are the first to develop

innovations in a proactive way in an attempt to defeat their

competitors (Miller, 1983, p.771).

Miller, 1983 provided a useful starting point. He suggested

that an entrepreneurial firm is one that “engages in product

market innovation, undertakes somewhat risky ventures, and

is first to come up with ‘proactive’ innovations, beating

competitors to the punch” (1983: 771). Accordingly, he used

the dimensions of “innovativeness,” “risk taking,” and “pro-

activeness” to characterize and test entrepreneurship. He
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studied the correlates of entrepreneurial behaviour in a sample

of 52 large, diverse Canadian firms.

The Various Dimensions Studied by Researchers

All the above researchers agree that risk taking, innovativeness

and pro-activeness are integral part of entrepreneurial

orientation and they characterize entrepreneurship. According

to early researchers; Risk taking is defined as venturing into

the unknown (Baird and Thomas, 1985).  Innovativeness was

described as a tendency to be creative in thought and action

(JPI Manual, 1994) and Pro-activeness as acting in anticipation

of future problems, needs or changes (Webster’s Ninth New

Collegiate dictionary, 1991).  These three dimensions are

described in the further sections of literature review.

Miller’s (1983) original framework has been widely adopted

by numerous empirical studies on EO and its impact on the

organization. When it comes to the relationships among

dimensions, Miller (1983) and Covin and Slevin (1989)

adopted EO as a one-dimensional construct. They insisted

that these three dimensions can be combined into a single

scale. On the other hand, Lumpkin and Dess (1996) and

Kreiser et al. (2002) claimed that dimensions of EO can vary

independently of each other. In this study the approach of

Lumpkin and Dess (1996) is adopted.

It has been revealed through research that EO is positively

related to performance.

The results from many previous studies have supported the

relationship between EO and firm performance (Covin and

Slevin 1989; Lumpkin and Dess 1996; Becherer and Maurer

1997; Dess et al. 1997; Wikilund 1999; Lee and Peterson

2000).

Lumpkin and Dess (1996) argued that the relationship

between EO and firm performance is context specific and

introduced the integrative framework for exploring this

relationship between EO and firm performance.

Another major finding of the study on Entrepreneurial

orientation was by Kroeger in 2007.  It was that EO is a

combination of risk taking, pro-activeness and  innovativeness

and it is positively related to performance.

Becherer and Maurer (1997) investigated the relationship

among EO, marketing orientation, and firm performance, and

showed that EO is directly related to profit change. Dess et

al., (1997) examined the nature of entrepreneurially oriented

strategy making and i ts  relat ionships with strategy,

environment, and firm performance. Covin and Slevin’s (1989)

study also suggested that EO is related to performance among

Source: Entrepreneurial orientation and the performance of service business,  Sang M. Lee Æ  Seongbae Lim, 2008, pg-3.

Study EO Dimensions Used
Miller (1983)
Covub and Slevin
(1989)

Innovation, Proactiveness, and risk taking

Innovation, Proactiveness, and risk taking

Covub and Slevin
(1989)

Autonomy, innovativeness, risk taking
proactiveness, and competitive
aggressiveness

Wikilund (1999)

Lee and Peterson (2000) Autonomy, innovativeness, risk taking,
proactiveness, and competitive
aggressiveness

Kreiser et al. (2002) Innovation, Proactiveness, and risk taking

Marino et al. (2002) Innovation, Proactiveness, and risk taking
Innovation, Proactiveness, and risk taking

Innovation, Proactiveness, and risk taking
Messeghem (2003)
Tarabishy et al. (2005)
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small firms in hostile environments. Wikilund (1999) examined

the sustainability of the relationship between EO and firm

performance. He analyzed the data from small Swedish firms

and found a positive relationship between EO and firm

performance.

Tarabishy et al, (2005) study found the relationship between

the CEO’s leadership and the firm’s ESP. The results from

previous studies indicate that a meaningful relationship exists

between EO and firm performance.

a) Innovativeness :  The innovation dimension of

entrepreneurial orientation (EO) reflects the propensity of

the firm to engage in new ideas and creative processes that

may result in new products, services or technological

processes. Innovativeness can include pursuing novel and

creative solutions to challenges and opportunities facing the

firm (Wiklund, 1999).

Schumpeter (1934, 1942) was among the first to emphasize

the role of innovation in the entrepreneurial process. He

outlined an economic process of “creative destruction,” by

which wealth was created when existing market structures

were disrupted by the introduction of new goods or services

that shifted resources away from existing firms and caused

new firms to grow. The key to this cycle of activity was

entrepreneurship: the competitive entry of innovative “new

combinations” that propelled the dynamic evolution of the

economy (Schumpeter, 1934). Thus “innovativeness” became

an important factor used to characterize entrepreneurship.

Some researchers have posited innovation as the foremost

among all  the traits that comprise entrepreneurial profile,

they have argued that value creation is the fundamental role

of entrepreneurs in a free market system and hence defined

entrepreneurs as individuals who exploit market opportunity

through technical and/or organizational innovation.  Carland,

Hoy, Bolton, and Carland observe that “the entrepreneur is

characterized principally by innovative behaviour” [Hoy,

Boulton, and Carland, 1984:358].  Innovativeness represents

a basic willingness to depart from existing technologies or

practices and venture beyond the current state of the art

(Kimberly, 1981).

In the broadest sense, innovativeness may occur along a

continuum from a simple willingness to either try a new

product line or experiment with a new advertising venue, to a

passionate commitment to master the latest in new products

or technological advances.

The Jackson Personality Inventory Manual (JPI) defines

innovativeness as a tendency to be creative in thought and

action. Adjectives on the instrument used to describe

entrepreneurs which highly correlate with innovativeness

include imaginative, inventive, enterprising, original,

resourceful, and farsighted [Jackson, 1994].  A high score on

the JPI innovativeness scale indicates a preference for novel

solutions to problems and an appreciation for original ideas.

Innovativeness reflects a firm’s tendency to engage in and

support new ideas, novelty, experimentation, and creative

processes that may result in new products, services, or

technological processes.

b) Risk taking:  Cantillon (1734), who was the first to

formally use the term entrepreneurship, argued that the

principal factor that separated entrepreneurs from hired

employees was the uncertainty and riskiness of self-

employment. Risk has various meanings, depending on the

context in which it is\applied. In the context of strategy, Baird

and Thomas identified three types of strategic risk: (a)

“venturing into the unknown,” (b) “committing a relatively

large portion of assets,” and (c) “borrowing heavily” (1985:

231-232).  Many have argued that the act of venture creation

necessarily includes some level of personal financial and

psychological risk. A number of researchers have found

empirical evidence in support of the view of entrepreneur as

risk-taker. Begley and Boyd (1987), for example, found that

business founders scored significantly higher than non-

founders on risk-taking propensity. Thus entrepreneurs are

generally characterized as moderate risk takers (Begley and

Boyd, 1987).

Empirically, the positive impact of EO on firm performance

and growth has been supported by several studies and in a

Meta analysis. Rauch et al., (2004) found that the risk-taking

dimension is positively related to performance, even if

significantly smaller than other aspects of EO.

Pro-activeness

Taking ini t iat ive by anticipat ing and pursuing new

opportunities and by participating in emerging markets also

has become associated with entrepreneurship.  This

characteristic of entrepreneurship is often referred to as pro-

activeness. The term pro-activeness is defined in Webster’s

Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (1991: 937) as “acting in

anticipation of future problems, needs or changes.”
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Lieberman and Montgomery (1988) emphasized the

importance of first-mover advantage as the best strategy for

capital izing on a market  opportunity.  By exploit ing

asymmetries in the marketplace, the first mover can capture

unusually high profits and get a head start on establishing

brand recognition. Thus, taking initiative by anticipating and

pursuing new opportunities and by participating in emerging

markets also has become associated with entrepreneurship.

Venkatraman, who suggested that pro-activeness, refers to

processes aimed at anticipating and acting on future needs by

“seeking new opportunities which may or may not be related

to the present line of operations, introduction of new products

and brands ahead of competition, strategically eliminating

operations which are in the mature or declining stages of life

cycle” (1989a: 949). A proactive firm is a leader rather than a

follower, because it has the will and foresight to seize new

opportunities, even if it is not always the first to do so. Pro-

activeness refers to how a firm relates to market opportunities,

in the process of new entry.  It does so by seizing initiative

and act ing opportunist ical ly in order  to “shape the

environment,” that is, to influence trends and, perhaps, even

create demand.

Research Methodology

The purpose of this study is to identify the impact of EO on

the performance of small scale family owned enterprises of

the firm. Fig.1 represents the model.

Sampling Frame: Small and Medium Scale Family Owned

Business of Chhattisgarh.

Sample Size: 319 Paddy Processing Units

Sampling Design: Convenience sampling is used to collect

data from Small Scale Family business (FOB) in Chhattisgarh.

Sample: Paddy Processing Units

Sample element: Owners

Research Instrument – Structured Questionnaire constructed

on likert scale (1-7 was administered to entrepreneurs of small

family enterprises operating in Chhattisgarh.

Analytical Tools- Regression analysis was done to analyze

data.

Hypothesis-

H
1
: EO has a significant impact on performance.

H
1a

: Risk taking has a significant impact on performance of

firm.

H
1b

: Innovativeness has a significant impact on performance

of the firm.

H
1c

: Proactiveness has a significant impact on performance of

the firm.

Entrepreneurial Orientation

Innovativeness

Risk taking

Proactiveness

Performance
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A Study of Relationship between Entrepreneurial

Orientation and Firm Performance

Analysis and Interpretation

The correlation between performance, entrepreneurial

orientation, generation, size the firm, category, investment

and type was studied. Majority of the ventures belong to the

small and medium categories and were the type of sole

proprietorship. Investment pattern was self and bank. The

firms were from 1st, 2nd and 3rd generations. Performance was

measured   on the basis of the owner’s judgement about their

firms as compared to past years. Average of sales, growth and

profit was taken as performance of the firm and denoted as

Pm in further study. Three dimensions innovativeness, pro-

activeness and risk taking ability (rtgm) are measured with

three questions for each constructed in likert scale (1-7).  Mean

of the three dimensions were taken as Entrepreneurial

Orientation (EO).  The questionnaire is derived from Wiklund

et al., 2007 and changed for the study.

In further study to find out the most significant impact of a

particular dimension, a multiple regression was done with

performance as dependent variable and innovativeness, pro-

activeness and innovativeness as independent variable.

Regression analysis was done to identify the impact of EO

on performance.

From table 3, column 3 it is clear that EO is showing high

correlation with performance (0.781).

The model summary reveals that R2 is 0.611 which shows

that 61.1 percent of variance in performance is explained by

EO which is a significant figure.

Anova table shows that a significant positive relationship

exists between EO and performance, because significance level

is 0.00<0.05.The Durbin Watson is 1.310.

Since, there is a significant impact of EO and performance,

therefore hypothesis H
1
 is accepted.

The regression equation from coefficients table is:

Performance= +2.779 + 0.238EO

Value of Beta is 0.781

Dependent Variable
Performance (Pm)

Statistics

Model

Variables in Equation

E0 Risk taking
ability
(rtgm)

G1

Multiple R

R Square

Adjusted R Square
Standard Error

Durbin-watson

Df Regression
Residual

Regression
Residual

Unstandardized
Coefficients

B

Std Error

Beta

Sig

Sum of squares

F

Sig.

Coefficients

Standardized
coefficient

Constant

variable

Constant

variable

0781

0.611
0.607
0.8210199

1.310

1
98
103.559
66.059

153.631
0.00

2.779

0.238

0.147

0.019

0.781

0.00

0.784

0.614
0.610
0.81733902

1
98
104.141
65.476

155.871
0.00

2.852

0.184

0.141

0.015

0.784

0.00

0.555

0.308
0.301
1.09439.56
1.691

1
98
52.243
117375

43.619
.000

3.843

1.610

0.129

0.244

0.555

0.00
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When the variables; gen, investment and category are taken

only gen shows high correlation with performance. Thus

taking EO and gen (GEN) as independent variables further

multiple regression was done to study their relationship with

performance, table 4 and table 5 show that the model is

significant at 95 percent, because significant Value is

0.00<0.05. The R value is 0.798, R2 is 0.637, and adjusted R2

is 0.630.

The regression equation is:

Performance = +3.883 (Constt.) +0.203EO - 0.496GEN

The coefficients table reveals that  GEN (0.009) and

EO (0.00) has an impact on performance which was

posited by the earlier researchers so it  is proved here

also.

T h e r e f o r e  t o  s t u d y  f u r t h e r ,  f i r m s  w e r e  s e p a r a t e d

i n t o  f i r s t ,  s e c o n d  a n d  t h i r d  g e n e r a t i o n s  a n d

r e g r e s s i o n  w a s  d o n e  k e e p i n g  p e r f o r m a n c e  a s

dependent  var iab le .

Gen is showing a negative relationship with perfor-

mance of the firm.

Model Summary

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate

1 .798a      .637           .630                .79659

a. Predictors: (Constant), gen, EO

Coefficientsa

Model       Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta T Sig.

1 (Constant) 3.883 .438 8.865 .000

EO .203 .023 .665 8.840 .000

gen -.496 .186 -.200 -2.665 .009

a. Dependent Variable: PERFORMANCE

The correlation of performance with generation is

highest and positive in the first generation, after that it

becomes lesser. Since gen is correlated with performance of

the firm, it was further analyzed and the results of correlation

describes that G
1
 shows highest correlation with the

performance (Pm).

Multiple regression reveals - R2 is 0.308, adjusted R2  is 0.301,

while R is 0.555.

Pm=3.843+1.610(G
1
), so it reveals that the first generation

firms have more focus on Performance  as compared to second

and third generation firms. When all the generations (a

cumulative) are considered it shows a negative relationship

with performance, it can be interpreted as the generations

pass the performance declines. Second and third generation

have a poor/weak relationship with performance.

To test the hypothesis H
1a, 

H
1b, 

H
1c

 stepwise regression

analysis was done, while considering the dimensions of EO

separately, it is found that the equation becomes:

Performance= +2.852 + 0.184Rtgm. (Table 3, Col.4)

It was found that risk taking has strong impact on performance.

From the above, it can be interpreted that there is a significant

impact of risk taking on the performance of firms rather

than innovative and pro-activeness. So, H
1a 

is accepted, H
1b

and H1c are rejected.

Discussion of Results

Through analysis it can be easily understood that there is a

significant relationship between Entrepreneurial orientation

and performance. While studying each dimension separately
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the significance of risk taking is found to be highest for better

performance. First generation is more serious to establish

them in the market, this can be one of the reasons for the

strong positive relationship between first generation and

performance. As the owner strives more for sustainability

when he starts a new venture he tries to generate more profit,

sales and attain growth and therefore he and his firm performs

well.  However the results depicts that this correlation reduces

as the generations passes. The reasons can be the absence of

right successor, the dedication of the successors or because

of prioritising expansion, diversification strategies instead of

strictly keeping an eye on increasing sales or profit, which

leads to decrease in performance of the established venture.

Suggestions

To achieve sustainability in performance the owner must devise

management techniques. However SMEs have resource

constraints, but there are examples where such firms have

excelled. The silicon-valley is a real example of this. Paddy

processing units cannot exactly follow the same models as

them, but Entrepreneurial orientation can be developed by

proper training. Government must promote new ideas, latest

technology adaptation by entrepreneurs. Regular training

programmes including examples (cases) of entrepreneurs from

foreign countries and different states of our own country as

well as self revelation by some    successful entrepreneurs can

be a useful remedy for development of such units. Separate

sessions about new techniques, processes, technologies related

to the area will generate awareness in entrepreneurs; stimulate

curiosi ty;  provoke innovativeness and enhance their

competitiveness.

Besides this, the owner in order to achieve sustainability must

have clear vision for the firm. He should plan and develop

appropriate strategies.

Limitations

The researcher has collected data from the owners of paddy

processing units. These units are still very traditional and

labour intensive. Very few owners are well educated; however

each one of them wants their children to be highly educated.

While taking their response it was very difficult to explain

the questions, it was converted into easier language and then

the questionnaire was filled. It was difficult for the researcher

to convince them to fill the questionnaire as they are not

aware of the importance of research, lack of  time and could

not understand the benefit. So, they were explained everything

from the scratch and then the motive was fulfilled.

Conclusion

Thus analysis   reveals that there is a strong relationship

between entrepreneurial orientation and performance of the

paddy mills. This emphasizes the importance of developing

EO of Small and Medium family owned enterprises.  A higher

EO of firm will result in better performance. Risk taking has

highest  impact  on the performance as compared to

innovativeness and pro-activeness of paddy processing units.

Thus, an entrepreneur should be a risk taker for the growth of

his firm. The study also reveals that as the family business

moves to the next generation the performance declines.
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Working Capital Management:
Impact of Profitability

Vivek U. Pimplapure and Pushparaj P. Kulkarni

Wo r k i n g  c a p i t a l  m a n a g e m e n t  i s  v e r y  v i t a l  a s p e c t  i n  f i n a n c i a l

management  o f  a  bus iness .  A  f i rm can  be  very  pro f i tab le ,  bu t  i f

th i s  i s  no t  rendered  in to  cash  f rom opera t ions  wi th in  the  same

opera t ing  cyc l e ,  t he  f i rm  wou ld  need  to  borrow to  suppor t  i t s

c o n t i n u e d  w o r k i n g  c a p i t a l  n e e d s .  F o r  t h i s  s t u d y  v a r i o u s

s t a t i s t i c a l  t o o l s  s u c h  a s  c o r r e l a t i o n  a n d  m u l t i p l e  r e g r e s s i o n s

are  used .  The  s tudy  comes  to  conc lus ion  tha t  the  increase  in  the

p r o f i t a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  c o m p a n y  i s  l e s s  t h a n  t h e  p r o p o r t i o n  t o

decrease  in  work ing  cap i ta l .
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hile the performance levels of business organi-

zation have traditionally been attributed to

general managerial factors such as manufacturing,

marketing and operations, working capital management may

have a consequent impact on survival and growth of business

organization. The management of working capital is important

to the financial health of businesses of all sizes. The amounts

invested in working capital are often high in proportion to

the total assets employed and so it is vital that these amounts

are used in an efficient and effective way.

A firm can be very profitable, but if this is not translated into

cash from operations within the same operating cycle, the

firm would need to borrow to support its continued working

capital needs. Thus, the twin objectives of profitability and

liquidity must be synchronized and one should not impinge

on the other for long. The problem is that increasing profits

at the cost of liquidity can bring serious problems to the firm.

Therefore, there must be a trade-off between these two
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objectives of the firms. One objective should not be at cost of

the other because both have their importance. If we do not

care about profit, we cannot survive for a longer period. On

the other hand, if we do not care about liquidity, we may face

the problem of insolvency or bankruptcy. For these reasons

working capital  management should be given proper

consideration and will ultimately affect the profitability of

the firm.

This discussion of the importance of working capital

management, its different components and its effects on

profitability leads us to the problem statement which we will

be analyzing.

This research is focusing on working capital management and

its effects on profitability for a Bharat Petroleum Corporation

Ltd.

Objectives of the Study

The main objectives are:

• To establish a relationship between Working Capital

Management and Profitability over a period of five

years from 2005-06 to 2009-10.

• To find out the effects of different components of

working capital management on profitability.

• To Study a relationship between the objectives of

liquidity and profitability of the Bharat Petroleum

Corporation Ltd.

• To draw conclusion about relationship of working

capital management and profitability of Bharat

Petroleum Corporation Ltd.

• To ascertain the working capital leverage (WCL) for

examining the sensitivity of ROI to changes in the

level of working capital of the company.

Data Source

The s tudy is  mainly based on secondary sources  of

information. The required data have been collected from

published Annual Reports of the BPCL. And also from the

published Annual Reports of the Public Enterprise Survey

by the Ministry of Petroleum, Govt. of India over the

period of five years i.e. 2005-06 to 2009-10. For collecting

relevant data for the purpose of conducting this study

internet surfing has also been made for obtaining the

requisite and latest information. Editing, classification and

tabulation of the financial data collected from the above

mentioned sources have been done as per requirement of

the study.

Methodology of Study

For the analysis of data some important ratios relating to

working capital management and the ratios which are

s ign i f i can t  to  measures  o f  p ro f i t ab i l i ty  have  been

calculated on the basis of data available of the Bharat

Petroleum Corporation Ltd. (BPCL). The ratios which

have been applied for highlighting the efficiency of

working capital management are Current Ratio (CR), Quick

Ra t io  (QR) ,  Cu r r en t  Asse t s  t o  To t a l  Asse t s  Ra t i o

(CATAR), Current Assets to Sales Ratio (CASR), Working

Capital Turnover Ratio (WCTR), Inventory Turnover

Ratio (ITR), Debtors Turnover Ratio (DTR) and Cash

Turnover Ratio (CTR) and the measure of profitability

which has been selected is Return on Investment (ROI).

For measuring the degree of relationship between the

work ing  cap i t a l  managemen t  and  the  p ro f i t ab i l i t y

Pearson’s simple correlation coefficient have been applied

taking into account their degree. For judging the joint

influence of the selected measures relating to working

cap i t a l  managemen t  on  t he  p ro f i t ab i l i t y,  mu l t i p l e

correlation analysis has been applied. In order to assess

the joint effect of the selected measures of working capital

management on the profitabili ty,  multiple regression

analysis has been used. Further to examine whether the

computed values  of  correla t ion coeff ic ients ,  par t ia l

regression coefficients are statistically significant or not,

‘t’ test has been used and whether the multiple correlation

coefficient (R) is statistically significant or not, ‘F’ test

h a s  b e e n  u s e d .   I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h i s ,  t o  j u d g e  t h e

effectiveness or the reliability of this relationship the

multiple coefficient of determination (denoted by R2) has

been used and it  is defined as the ratio of explained

variation to the total variation of the dependent variable

(ROI). For measuring the sensitivity of ROI to changes

in the level of working capital, working capital leverage

(WCL) has been computed.
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Findings of the Study

Analysis of Correlation between the selected ratios relating

to Working Capital  Management and the measure of

Profitability: In Table - I, an attempt has been made to

measure the impact of working capital on profitability by

computing Karl Pearson’s correlation coefficients between

ROI and the selected measures relating to the working

capital management. Table - I shows that the correlation

coefficient between ROI and CR is (-) 0.34 which indicates

that there is a negative association between the profitability

and the current ratio of the company and the correlation

coefficient is found to be statistically significant both at

five  percent and one percent levels respectively. This

significant correlation coefficient implies that there is

s ignif icant  associa t ion between ROI and CR of  the

company during the study period. It is observed from Table

- I that the correlation coefficient between ROI and LR

during the period under study is negative and is calculated

at (-) 0.40 which is found to be statistically significant

both at five percent and one percent levels respectively. It

also reveals that there is a negative relationship between

the ROI and QR. It is evident from these two ratios that

the higher the company’s margin of safety to the short-

term credi tors ,  the  lower  is  the  prof i tabi l i ty  of  the

company.

Table - I:  Simple Correlation Analysis between selected ratios relating to Working Capital Management and
Return on Investment of BPCL Ltd.

2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 Correlation Calculated

Coefficient (r) value of t

CR 1.38 1.18 1.28 1.15 1.23 -0.34 0.62

LR 0.71 0.87 0.79 0.99 1.17 -0.48 0.94

CATAR 0.71 0.52 0.79 0.70 0.77 -0.37 0.68

CASR 0.21 0.13 0.19 0.15 0.18 -0.39 0.73

WCTR 17.44 51.95 23.93 51.25 29.62 0.51 1.03

ITR 9.99 19.65 10.39 11.15 8.35 0.43 0.82

DTR 45.15 94.04 68.51 63.58 57.40 0.35 0.65

CTR 351.14 303.64 114.61 111.76 153.49 -0.07 0.12

ROI (%) 7.22 8.72 8.44 10.82 3.08

It is highlighted from Table - I that the coefficient of

correlation between ROI and CATAR during the study

period is (-) 0.10. It  implies that there is a negative

correlation between the profitability of the company and

the ratio of current assets to total assets. The coefficient

of correlation is found to be statistically significant both

at five percent and one percent levels during the study

period. It is evident from these two ratios that the greater

the CATAR, the lower the profitability of the company.

The computed value of correlation coefficient between ROI

and  CATAR under  s tudy  conforms  to  the  accep ted

principle.
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Table - I exhibits that the coefficient of correlation between

ROI and CASR during the period under study is (-) 0.27

which is also found to be statistically significant both at

five percent and one percent levels respectively. It indicates

a lower degree of negative association between the two

variables. Generally speaking, the lower the current assets

to sales ratio (CASR), the greater the efficiency of the

employment of working capital and larger is the scope of

profitabil i ty and vice-versa.  The calculated value of

correlation coefficient between CASR and ROI conforms to

this principle. It is seen from Table - I that the correlation

coefficient between ROI and WCTR is 0.12 which implies

that there is a positive relationship between these two

variables. The calculated value of correlation coefficient is

found to be statistically significant both at five percent and

one percent levels of significance respectively. It is an

accepted principle that the faster the working capital

turnover ratio (WCTR), the slower is the relative investment

and greater  is  the profi tabil i ty of  the company.  The

computed value of correlation coefficient between ROI and

WCTR under study conforms to this accepted principle. It

is observed from Table - I that the correlation coefficients

between ROI and ITR is positive and is computed at 0.33

during the period under study. The coefficient is found to

be statistically significant at five percent and one percent

levels. The most acceptable principle is that the higher the

ITR, the greater is the efficiency of inventory management

and the larger is the scope of profitability. The computed

value of correlation coefficient between ROI and ITR under

study conforms to the accepted principle. Table - I highlights

that the correlation coefficient between ROI and DTR is

positive and is computed at 0.20 during the period under

study. It is found to be statistically significant at five percent

and one percent levels respectively. The study of the

relat ionship between the profi tabil i ty (ROI) and the

receivable management (DTR) conforms to the generally

accepted rule that the faster the DTR, the lower is the relative

investment in receivable and the higher is the profitability.

Lastly, the correlation coefficient between ROI and CTR

shows (from Table - I) a negative association of (-) 0.60

which is found to be statistically insignificant at five percent

and one percent levels of significance respectively. The more

acceptable principle is that higher the CTR, the more will

be the efficiency of cash management and the larger will be

the scope of improving capital productivity. The study of

correlation coefficients between ROI and CTR reveals that

the computed value of correlation coefficient does not

conform to this acceptable principle.

Table – II: Correlation Matrix of BPCL for the study period from 2005-06 to 2009-10

Ratios  ROI CR QR CATAR CASR WCTR ITR DTR CTR

ROI 1

CR -0.34 1

QR -0.48 -0.60 1

CATAR -0.37 0.38 0.18 1

CASR -0.39 0.88 -0.33 0.76 1

WCTR 0.51 -0.93 0.36 -0.66 0.61 1

ITR 0.43 -0.44 -0.22 -0.95 0.69 0.67 1

DTR 0.35 -0.65 0.03 -0.73 0.80 0.71 0.89 1

CTR -0.07 0.47 -0.52 -0.60 0.64 -0.16 0.44 0.02 1
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Table – III:  Analysis of Multiple Correlations and Multiple Regression of BPCL for the period from
2005-06 to 2009-10  (Multiple Regression Equation: ROI = b0 + b1.CR + b2.WCTR)

Variables B0 B1 B2

Regression Coefficient -41.50 32.19 0.26

Standard Error 63.45 44.38 0.25

Calculated value of ‘t’ -0.65 0.73 1.03

Significant ‘t’ 0.00 0.01 0.02

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.64

R Square 0.41

Adjusted R Square -0.17

Standard Error 3.10

Observations 5

Residual Output

Observation Predicted ROI Residuals

1 7.48 -0.26

2 10.07 -1.35

3 5.96 2.48

4 8.92 1.90

5 5.84 -2.76

Analysis of Multiple Correlation and Multiple

Regression

The combined impact of the selected measures relating to

working capital management on the profitability of the BPCL

has been studied in Table - III. While fitting the regression

equation, ROI has been taken as the dependent variable and

CR and WCTR have been considered as the independent or

explanatory variables. The multiple regression equation which

has been fitted in this study is: ROI = b0 + b1.CR + b2.WCTR

where b0 is the constant, b1 and b2 are the respective partial

regression coefficients.

In order to select the independent variables in this analysis,

the Correlation Matrix has been constructed in Table - II

which represents the correlation coefficient between the

independent variables. It is observed from Table - II that

there is a very high degree of correlation between CR and

WCTR (0.89), between CATAR and ITR (-0.95), and between

CR and WCTR (–0.93). This high degree of correlation

indicates that there is an existence of multi co linearity because

multi co linearity refers to the existence of high correlation

between the independent variables. Theoretically we know

when two independent variables are highly correlated they

basically convey the same information and logically only one

of the two variables could be used in the regression equation.

For this purpose QR, CATAR, CASR, ITR, DTR and CTR

have not taken into account while fitting the regression line

(i.e. the regression equation of ROI on CR and WCTR).

Table - III shows the detailed results of the multiple correlation

coefficient (R), multiple coefficient of determination (R2) and
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the regression coefficients of ROI on CR and WCTR showing

the strength of relationship between dependent variable (ROI)

and all the independent variables (CR and WCTR) taken

together and the impact of these five independent variables

on the profitability of the BPCL during the study period

from 2005-06 to 2009-10. It is observed from Table - III (the

multiple regression equation of ROI = -41.60 + 32.19 CR +

0.26 WCTR) that when CR is increased by one unit (keeping

WCTR remain constant), the ROI is increased by 23.04 units

and this positive impact of CR on the profitability is found

to be statistically significant at one percent and five  percent

levels .  While for  one unit  increase in WCTR (other

independent variable held constant) the ROI is reduced by

8.89 units and the negative influence of WCTR on the

profitability of the company under study is statistically

significant both at one percent and five percent levels.

It is exhibited from Table - III that the multiple correlation

coefficient of ROI on CR and WCTR for the study period

from 2005-06 to 2009-10 is 0.64.  It reveals that the

profitability of the company is highly influenced by the

selected indicators of working capital management i.e. CR

and WCTR. This multiple correlation coefficient is found to

be statistically significant at one percent level and also five

percent level.  It indicates that the joint influence of the

selected measures relating to working capital management on

the profitability has been satisfactory during the study period.

It is also evident from Table - III that the multiple coefficient

of determination (R2) is 0.41 which interprets that the 96.8

percent of the total variation in ROI is explained jointly by

the variation in the CR and WCTR.

Analysis of Working Capital Leverage

In order to assess the impact of the level of working capital

on the profitability of Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd.,

under study the working capital leverage (WCL) for the period

from 2005-06 to 2009-10 has been computed. It measures the

sensitivity of return on investment (ROI) due to changes in

the level of current assets (CA). The higher the degree of

WCL, the greater is the risk and vice versa. But at the same

time, it increases the possibility of higher return on investment.

The formula used for measuring the WCL is given below:

WCL = CA / (TA + DCA)

Table – IV:  Analysis of Working Capital Leverage (WCL) of BPCL Ltd

For the study period from 2005-06 to 2009-10

Year 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

CA 24,883.94 17,275.18 20,971.33 14,841.40 13,528.98

TA 35,281.91 33,299.52 26,699.22 21,102.78 17,513.02

DCA 0 -7608.76 3642.15 -6129.93 -1312.42

WCL 0.71 0.67 0.69 0.99 0.84

An assumption has been made while calculating the WCL

that the change in current assets investment in the previous

year will be maintained in the current year also. The WCL of

the BPCL under study for the period from 2005-06 to 2009-

10 is depicted in Table - IV. It is observed from Table - IV that

the WCL of BPCL is fluctuated during the study period. It is

highest (i.e. 0.99) in the year 2008-09 indicating that the

maximum sensitivity of ROI due to changes in the level of

investment in current assets during the period under study.

In the year 2006-07, the WCL of BPCL is found lowest which

is computed at 0.67 showing the least responsiveness of ROI

for variability of the level of investment in current assets.

Therefore, the variability in the level of investment in current

assets is more helpful in the 2002-03 and least supportive in

the year 2004-05 for improving the profitability of the

company under study. The Table - IV also reveals that the
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values of WCL in all the years under study are less than one

(1). It signifies that in all the years under study, the increase

in the rate of return on investment is less than the proportion

to decrease in the level of working capital investment i.e.

level of investment in current assets.

Conclusion

The study of correlation analysis reveals both positive and

negative coefficients. Out of eight ratios relating to working

capital management selected during the period under study,

in case of three ratios namely, WCTR, ITR and DTR registered

positive association with the selected profitability ratio (ROI)

and the remaining ratios like CR, QR, CATAR, CASR and

CTR witnessed negative association with the selected

profitability ratio. All these eight selected ratios have no

significant association with the profitability ratio. The study

of multiple regression analysis reveals that the slope of

regression line associated with CR, and WCTR reveals both

positive and negative impact of the independent variables on

the profitability of the company under study. Out of two

partial regression coefficients of the ROI line, of the two

regression coefficients, three coefficients all are found to be

statistically significant at one percent and five percent levels

which signifies that there is a significant influence of these

three measures of working capital management on the

profitability of the company and the remaining coefficients

are found to be statistically insignificant during the study

period. The study of multiple coefficient of determination

(R2) reveals that forty one percent of the total variation in

the profitability of the company is jointly explained by the

two independent measures relating to working capital

management. The study of working capital leverage (WCL)

of the company under study registered a fluctuating trend

during the study period. The values of WCL in all the years

under study are always less than unity (i.e. less than one).

Hence,  i t  may be concluded that  the increase in the

profitability of the company is less than the proportion to

decrease in working capital throughout the study period.
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Emotional Intelligence
Competent Professionalism

Umashankar K. and Ranganatham G.

T h e  p a p e r  p r i m a r i l y  d e a l s  w i t h  t h e  c o m p a t i b i l i t y  o f  e m o t i o n a l  i n t e l l i g e n c e  w i t h  t h e

c o r p o r a t e  r e q u i r e m e n t s .  I n d e e d ,  t h e  m i l e s t o n e s  i n  E I  s t u d i e s  i n c l u d e  t h e  s t u d i e s  b y

Char les  Darwin  the  or ig in  o f  Soc io logy  o f  Emot ions  in  Amer ica  threw much  l igh t  on

emot iona l  in te l l igence .   Bes ides ,  the  two  major  b locks  o f  Emot iona l  In te l l igence  tha t

form the  whole  essence  o f  Emot ional  Mind are  carefu l ly  s tudied ,  analyzed and in terpreted ,

and  the  va l id i t y  o f  emot iona l  in te l l igence  in  bu i ld ing  competen t  pro fess iona l i sm i s  we l l

es tab l i shed .  The  psycho log ica l  acr imonies  or  in f i rmi t i es  are  iden t i f i ed  in  the  paper  and

prac t i ca l  so lu t i ons  a re  sugges t ed  i n  o rder  ove rcome  t he  emo t iona l  imba lance  i n  t he

workp lace .
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n this contemporaneous world of corpocracy, the

corridors of Business and Information Technology are

deluged with the grinding competitions. In return, the

corporate companies superimpose their expectations on

workforce in order to claim their existence. Simultaneously,

the professionals, a part of the workforce, strive to fulfill

the inordinate expectations of the ergonomic setup. In this

inf la ted  marathon of  expecta t ions ,  ac t ions  and

accomplishments, the professionals may be victimized by

the psychological infirmities like prejudiced thinking,

destructive automatic thoughts, anxiety, and malicious

at t i tude ,  u l t imate ly  leading to  depress ions .  As  a

consequence, the untreated psychological maladies lead to

the individual’s emotional imbalance and finally erode one’s

work efficiency.

Definitions of Emotional Intelligence

According to John D. Mayer and Peter Salovey emotional

intelligence (EI) is “the ability to monitor one’s own and

others’ feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them
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and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and

actions”.  Emotional Intelligence is also knit with the Social

intelligence that deals with the emotional setup of one’s

surroundings.

The research of John D. Mayer and Peter Salovey suggest a

model on emotional intelligence that suggests four different

elements that effect emotional intelligence.

• the perception of emotion,

• the ability of reasoning using emotions,

• the ability to understand emotion,

• the ability to manage emotions

Importance of Emotional Intelligence

In general, emotional intelligence may be understood as

moderating and strategically using intrapersonal emotions

to deal with interpersonal exchange of emotions. Besides

dealing with others’ emotions, emotional intelligence deals

with one’s own regulation of emotional flow.

For an example, if emotions are symbolic to water and

flooding refers to untapped emotional flow that causes

destruction. If the same water flow (emotions) is regulated

and moderated; obviously, this tapped emotional flow may

be used for constructive purposes.

In this competitive edge of business and corporate world,

the relationships are turning to be more delicate and fading.

However, the relationships have to be retained for the

continuation or betterment of the work-life balance,

ergonomic relationships, personal or social relationships.

Henceforth, the companies and professional are expressing

their keen interest in enhancing their EQ (Emotional

Quotient) for their betterment. Besides, the companies are

per iodical ly  organizing workshops and seminars  on

emotional intelligence to improve the work efficiency of

their human capital.

Review of Literature

Indeed, the need for emotional strengths in augmenting one’s

work efficiency has been realized and the concept of

emotional management has been institutionalized in most of

the sectors in this globalized corporatism. The exclusive

research or studies in emotional management may be dated

back to  the  s tudies  of  Char les  Darwin (an  Engl ish

anthropologist who lived between 1809 and 1882). In his

work on the importance of emotional expression for survival

and second adaptation, he says emotions as an inert remnant

of the primordial bodily preparation for action. Later, the

research found some scientif ic  devaluat ion in terms

influential emotional setup in the individuals. However, the

origin of Sociology of Emotion, a school of thought started

by American sociologists in around 1975, has thrown much

light on the sociological implication in emotional expressions.

Besides, Howard Gardner’s (1983) work on Frames of Mind:

The Theory  of  Mul t ip le  In te l l igences  deal ing wi th

interpersonal intelligence and intrapersonal intelligence and

Wayne Payne’s doctoral  thesis ,  A Study of  Emotion:

Developing Emotional Intelligence (1985) threw much light

on the importance of emotional  management and i ts

productive nature in social situations.  In the span of a decade,

the  concept  of  emot ional  in te l l igence over took the

applicability of Intelligence Quotient in the management

situations as the emotional intelligence has claimed its

validity in terms of dealing with interpersonal related issues

in the process of human engineering. Evidently, the above

studies have fertilized the areas of research in emotional

intelligence and their applicability in the work place.

Objectives

In the light of earlier research and studies on Emotional

Intelligence, objectives of the paper are thoughtfully devised

for the better understanding of the concept of Emotional

Inte l l igence and i t s  val id i ty  for  the  management

professionals:

• To understand the role of emotions in ergonomic

setup and

• To suggest  practical  solutions for emotional

infirmities and its repercussions

The Major Blocks  of  Emotional  Management  or
Emotional Intelligence

Intrapersonal Awareness and Interpersonal Awareness are

the two major components of emotional intelligence. The

intrapersonal awareness deals with self understanding
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Functioning of Emotional Intelligence

Fig. 1 - Functioning of Emotional Intelligence System and Its Repurcussions

Moderating

Emotions

Relationships

MIND

wherein the professional has to understand his/her emotional

setup or  s tructure.  Besides,  intrapersonal  awareness

attempts to understand preset emotional responses to the

internal and external situations. In brief, this aspect of human

understanding deals with understanding ones’ emotions

before they reciprocate emotions with others.

Interpersonal Awareness deals with the social setup of one’s

surroundings and the individuals involved in such social

setup. The name itself implies the interplay of emotions

among two or more individuals. In this stage of emotional

reciprocity, a serious professional has to be inquisitively or

observant.

A Story of Two Horses

Just up the road from a home is a field, with two horses in it. From a distance, each horse looks like any other horse. But if

you get a closer look you will notice something quite interesting…

One of the horses is blind.

His owner has chosen not to have him put down, but has made him a safe and comfortable barn to live in. If you stand nearby

and listen, you will hear the sound of a bell. It comes from a smaller horse in the field. Attached to the horse’s halter is a small,

copper-colored bell. It lets the blind friend know where the other horse is, so that he can follow.

As you stand and watch these two friends, you’ll see that the horse with the bell is always checking on the blind horse, and

that the blind horse will listen for the bell and then slowly walk to where the other horse is, trusting he will not be led astray.

When the horse with the bell returns to the shelter of the barn each evening, he will stop occasionally to look back, making sure

that the blind friend isn’t too far behind to hear the bell.
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Intrapersonal Intelligence and its Components

As discussed earlier, intrapersonal intelligence deals with

the better understanding of oneself and integrating the

divers i f ied  thought  process .  At  large ,  in t rapersonal

intelligence refers to the identification of one’s emotional

setup and its repercussions on the self consciousness or

behavioural  responses .  There  are  many factors  that

augment intrapersonal intelligence that are reflected in

the Figure 2.

Introspection/Inner dialogues and Its Influence on

Individual’s Emotional Setup

This term refers to creeping deeper and deeper into the

realms of one’s emotions that are intrinsically lying

within. In addition, it suggests investigating observantly

the fabric and the anatomical structures of diversified

emotions. Subsequently, dissecting the emotions into

various groups based on their productive, unproductive

and destructive features.

This process of analyzing, classifying, adopting and

eliminating one’s emotions demands self time, wherein, a

person can meditate over the inner happenings. Indeed,

the professional diligently sparing some calculated time to

understand oneself and the emotions’ implications on

overall physical and psychological responses to the external

factors is very much important.

Personal Emotional Setup and Its Contribution in

analyzing Emotional Intelligence

Indeed, introspection into one’s inner dialogues will

obviously lead to the better  understanding of personal

emotional setup.  I t  is  a revealed fact  that  most of the

i n d i v i d u a l s  d o n ’ t  a t t e m p t  t o  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e i r

emotional matrix. Therefore, such individual might not

be able to tame the excessive emotional progressions

in their  mind. In contrast ,  the moderation of emotional

f l o w  m a y  b e  a c h i e v e d  i f  t h e  p r o f e s s i o n a l s  a r e

considerate enough in understanding their  emotional

s e t u p .

Intrapersonal Intelligence

Fig. 2 Intrapersonal Intelligence and Its Components

Inner Dialogues/introspection Personal Emotional Setup

Boosting Selfesteem Valuing Personal Feelings

Knowing Strengths

& Weakness

Knowing Personal

Likes & Dislikes

Self Appreciation Self Criticism
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Boosting Self Esteem and Its Positive Implications on

Work Productivity

Boosting self esteem constitutes one of the primary factors

that motivate a professional to accomplish greater tasks. In

order to understand the concept Boosting Self esteem, it is

better to define self esteem in terms of psychologists.

Layman defines self esteem as the way a person measure’s

his overall worth and this can be attributed to the sum total

of his own gifts and abilities versus his perceived failures.

In general, self esteem may be defined as a realistic respect

for or favorable impression of oneself; self-respect.

Self esteem is a key factor that defines greatness of a

professional. Moreover, it  is this factor that acts as a

driving force to face any kind of imperative or complex

situations. Contrastingly, a person with low self esteem

may hamper the professionals’ self dignity. Gradually,

th i s  l eads  to  the  de te r io ra t ion  of  one’s  p roduc t ive

energy.

T h e r e f o r e ,  i t  i s  v e r y  m u c h  a d v i s a b l e  f o r  a

p r o f e s s i o n a l  t o  i n c o r p o r a t e  h e a l t h y  p r a c t i c e s  f o r

b o o s t i n g  s e l f  e s t e e m  t h a t  a r e  v e r y  r e f l e c t e d  i n

F igure  3 .

Valuing Personal  Feel ings  and augmenting one’s

Emotional Intelligence

Personal feelings are spontaneous and may subject to change

from time to time. Indeed, suppression of such intrusive

feelings or thoughts (obsessive-compulsive disorder) might

lead to  many harmful  repercussions.  Gradual ly,  the

professional might suffer from drastic behavioural changes

that may harm his/her professional reputation.

For an example: A person who has some bitter experiences

of past wishes to abandon such experiences and insists upon

the same frequently to suppress such memories. In such

conditions, such frequent attempts to suppress such bitter

experiences might lead to anxiety and aggressive behaviour.

Hence, there should not be any frequent attempts to

suppress the memories; instead, one can value and adopt

positive set of mind towards any bitter memories without

recollecting them that may consequently disappear from

Boosting Self Esteem

Fig. 3 - Suggestions to Boost Self Esteem
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one’s mind. In fact, it is the law of mind to fade the memory

with any intensity if it is not recollected.

Self  Motivation and Emotional Stability

Self motivation acts as a self driving force to accomplish the

given responsibilities. Self motivation is characterized by

intuitive inducement or stimulant.

In fact, motivation emerges through intrinsic and extrinsic

agents. Intrinsic agents like inner dialogues and enforcements

within. Besides, confidence about one’s strengths and ability

to overcome weaknesses may also be a good source of

motivation. The extrinsic agents like role models, peer group;

physical surroundings etc… contribute much to augment

motivation factors.

It is an evident fact that the extrinsic motivating factors

might not be relied much up on since, is subject to availability.

Therefore, a true professional tries to derive the essence of

motivation within. A few of intrinsic agents of motivation

are reflected in Fig. 4.

Strengths and Weaknesses; Self Assessment of One’s

Own Strengths and Weaknesses

Strengths and weakness collectively forms the skill matrix

of  a  professional  and decide the eff ic iency of  such

professional. In fact, knowing about one’s own strengths

crystallizes one’s confidence and weaknesses open the doors

of perfectionism.  Knowing personal likes and dislikes:

Knowing one’s likes and dislikes build a cordial rapport

within and it avoids friction in life. It is vividly observed

that most of the people choose the careers that they are not

interested in or it may be any other social or personal

commitments .  In  such cases ,  the  profess ional  may

compromise in  terms of  qual i ta t ive outputs  in  their

commitments.

Healthy Attitude

Retaining
the Old Saints

Deligence

High Self esteem

Self dependence

Indomitable faith

Perfectionism

Measuring
timely performance

Self Motivating
Factors

Fig. 4 - Self Motivating Factors
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Moreover, it is inevitable to understand the history of likes

and dislikes of oneself. Subsequently, the validity and

unprejudiced nature of those likes and dislikes have to be

analyzed.  Later ,  those l ikes and disl ikes have to be

prioritized to achieve the valid purpose.

Self Appreciation, a Psychological Device to Balance

Personal Emotional Setup

Self appreciation is a device by which one can neutralize self

conflicts or contradictions. Indeed, self appreciation refers

to valuing ourselves.

For an example: If you give on charity some desirable amount

of money or help to the needy, a kind of appreciation comes

within for helping the person in need.  Such kind of

appreciation cures many psychological infirmities. In

addition, self appreciation boosts one’s energy level to act

further.

Self Criticism and the Validation of one’s Actions

Self criticism is a psychological tool to evaluate one’s

performance. In addition, it reprimands oneself for the

prejudiced or inefficient actions. It is the self criticism that

gauges the value of our actions. Moreover, self criticism

also  ac ts  mot ivat ing tools  tha t  keep the  t rack of  a

professional intact and avoid the alienation. The following

quote justifies the true nature of self criticism.

I have offended God and mankind because my work didn’t

reach the quality it should have. - Leonardo da Vinci

Interpersonal Intelligence and Its Components

In terpersonal  Awareness  deals  wi th  the  emot ional

interactions between two or more persons in an organized

structure. Obviously, the relationships are built up or pulled

down during the period of these interactions. Hence, a serious

professional has to be observantly conscious over these

interactions. In this juncture, he/she must be vigilant in

evaluating the correspondence of emotions among the people.

Wherein, a professional has to lubricate the friction among

the emotions (if there are any) in order to avoid the conflict

or deterioration of relationships.

In order to serve the purpose of harmonious and productive

relationships, the following features have to be incorporated:

Constructive Criticism or Anger: Constructive criticism and

anger are two inevitable and situational psychological tools

to move the people from their areas of unconscious tenacity,

non deliberative mistakes or unintentional lethargy. Frank

A. Clark, a renowned writer, says “Criticism, like rain,

should be gentle enough to nourish a man’s growth without

des troying his  roots .”  Mr.  Clark’s  concept ions  of

constructive criticism are much legitimate enough to be

practiced in this current corporate world. Literally speaking,

anger is a short term madness that immediately adds fuel to

the deterioration of flaming relationships. Therefore, a

professional has to be conscious about anger management.

One should be aware of the following questions before they

moderately release their anger:

• What is the reason for my anger?

• Why should I be angry?

• Where should I be angry?

• When should I be angry?

• Which is the channel to express my anger?

• Who is the recipient of my anger?

• How will be the reception of my anger?

Indeed, the interpersonal intelligence is a key tool through

which the professional  of  top management or  lower

management may build amicable relationships in their

organizational setup. The figure below reflects upon the

various components of Interpersonal Intelligence.

Admiration for others: Admiration is a nourishing fuel that

increases the productivity of relationships and work

efficiency among the professionals.  Thomas Mann, a

renowned English writer and novelist, says, “I have always

been an admirer.   I  regard the gif t  of  admiration as

indispensable if one is to amount to something; I don’t know

where I would be without it.” The stated quote is very much

reflective on the efficacy of admiration on others.

Understanding Social Emotions: Social emotions are very

much intrinsic to the cultural background of a particular

place or people. Most of the times, cross cultural and social

interactions of emotions might lead to the aberrations of

relationships.
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Interpersonal Intelligence

Fig. 5 - Interpersonal Intelligence and Its Components

For an example: the perceptions, notion, emotional likes and

dislikes, emotional preferences are very much based on the

influences of external world. Indeed, the way a person

perceives other people are very much based on their

interaction, dress etiquette, habitual actions and relationships.

In this way, a person builds a kind of objective emotions in

oneself through which the relationships are constructed or

destroyed. Besides, language barriers are much contributive

to the worsening of relationships because the emotions with

particular social or cultural context might not be expressed

effectively in the alien languages. Therefore, understanding

of social emotions focuses much on the emotional responses

of the social surroundings to the professional’s behavioral

responses is much valued and considered.

Following are the factors influenced by the social or cultural

context that may hamper in the better understanding of social

emotions:

♦ Multiethnic cultural backgrounds

♦ Diversified perceptions

♦ Multifarious personal likes and dislikes

♦ Emotional sensitivity and sensibility

♦ Subjective thoughts/emotions

♦ Objective thoughts/emotions

Understanding Group Dynamics:  The corpora te

achievements are knit with the group efforts are but not

purely an individual effort. Aristotle says “Man is a Social

Animal.” In fact, a person can never work in isolation nor

exist in isolation. The human being always craves to be in

association with others.  The professional or business tasks

may not be accomplished by an individual effort but there

should be a collective effort to complete the tasks. Hence,

a professional has to be observant in understanding the

group dynamics.

Motivating Others:  The motivational factors may be

subjective or objective. The objective motivating factors

include like in the salaries, additional monetary or other

incentives and promotions whereas subjective motivating

factors include conveying compliments, complimentary

interaction of a senior with a junior, sharing good-will of

the employers, felicitations etc…
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Indeed, in most of the situations the practical constraints

might not permit a manager to extend his/her objective

mot ivat ion.  Hence,  a  profess ional  wi th  excel lent

magnanimous personality trait can influence others thorough

his soft edged conversations. In this regard, subjective

motivational factors are of much importance to influence

the people around.

Empathizing:  The dict ionary of psychology defines

empathy as an ability to understand and feel what another

person is feeling, not in a physical sense, but in an emotional

sense. The expression “put yourself in someone else’s shoes”

is actually a description of empathy. Therapists are usually

trained to be more empathetic so that they can have more of

an appreciation for what their clients are experiencing. This

helps them understand their client’s situation, perspective,

and problems much better.  For an example: a mock interview

was conducted for one of the students of MBA in one of the

esteemed institutions of India. Wherein, the interviewer

posed a question to the interviewee “Assume yourself as a

manager and how will you deal with a person who was regular

to  h is  job  and he  was  perfec t  in  d ischarging his

responsibilities. Contrastingly, he became quite unpunctual

and deficient in work efficiency? The reply of the candidate

was apathetic that the panel members were astonished. In

reply, he said “I would fire such employee?

The above interview conversation is very much reflective

on the apathetic behaviour of a prospective manager. Instead

of trying to understand the gradual decline of employee’s

work efficiency, it is a corporate sin to take extreme actions

against the accused. It is psychologically proved that

empathy may prove to be itself an effective psychological

tool to enhance the work efficiency among the employees

and it also helps the employees to build a strong sense of

belongingness towards their company.

Appreciating Others’ Emotions: A good professional is

one  who th inks  tha t  h is  personal  emot ions  and the

emotions of others are the two faces of the same coin.

Hence, a true professional knows how to respect and

consider even others’ emotions in a formal or an in formal

setup of a company.

Destructive Emotions: The professional has to be observant

and discriminating among the constructive and destructive

emotions as these emotions may renovate or destroy the

relationships. Obviously, a working ambience is a web of

relationships that is knit with the emotional filaments. If

the emotional affiliations are slackened, it may result in the

chaotic emotional interactions and finally lead to the

malfunctioning of interpersonal relationships. Therefore, a

professional has to analyze and scrutinize the emotions that

Fig. 6 - Emotional Intelligence

and Its Positive Implications
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Positive Emotions Pay

One day, a poor boy who was selling goods from door to door to pay his

way through school, found he had only one thin dime left, and he was

hungry.

He decided he would ask for a meal at the next house. However, he lost

his nerve when a lovely young woman opened the door. Instead of a meal he asked for a drink of water. She

thought he looked hungry so brought him a large glass of milk. He drank it slowly, and then asked, “How much

do I owe you?”

“You don’t owe me anything,” she replied “Mother has taught us never to

accept payment for a kindness.” He said... “Then I thank you from my

heart.”

As Howard Kelly left that house, he not only felt; stronger physically,

but his faith in God and man was strong also.

He had been ready to give up and quit.

Years later that young woman became critically ill. The local doctors

were baffled. They finally sent her to the big city, where they called in

specialists to study her rare disease. Dr. Howard Kelly was called in

for the consultation. When he heard the name of the town she came from, a strange light filled his eyes.

Immediately he rose and went down the hall of the hospital to her room.

Dressed in his doctor’s gown he went in to see her. He recognized her

at once. He went back to the consultation room determined to do his best

to save her life. From that day he gave special attention to the case.

After a long struggle, the battle was won. Dr. Kelly requested the

business office to pass the final bill to him for approval. He looked

at it, and then wrote something on the edge and the bill was sent to her room.

She feared to open it, for she was sure it would take the rest of her

life to pay for it all. Finally, she looked, and something caught; her

attention on the side as she read these words.....

“Paid in full with one glass of milk.” (Signed) Dr. Howard Kelly.

Tears of joy flooded her eyes as her happy heart prayed: “Thank You,

GOD, which your love has spread abroad through human hearts and hands.”
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contaminate healthy relationships. In addition, the automatic

thoughts give rise to most of the destructive emotions.

Conclusion

The study and the observations in this paper have proved

that emotional intelligence may be an effective tool in dealing

with social or ergonomic complexities. With special reference

to the corporate ambience, wherein, the professionals from

top management to lower management are exhausted by the

perennial responsibilities, the researcher had a conceptual

study on emotional intelligence and its compatibility with

the requirements of the corporate portals.

Emotional Intelligence helps in various dimensions of

intrapersonal  and interpersonal  emotional  f low l ike

perception appraisal, expression of emotions, emotional

facilitation of thinking, employing emotional knowledge and

reflective regulation of emotions to ensure the intellectual

and emotional growth.

It is an evident fact that corporate or business professionals

in this globalised world are stressed out and they need

immediate  psychological  a t tent ion.  Part icular ly,  the

emotional frictions or acrimonies are to be treated in order

to  ensure  the  personal i ty  of  posi t iv ism among the

professionals. Moreover, the tools of emotional intelligence

will energize the professionals’ matrix of hard skills and

soft skills.

The above figure vividly reflects the positive implications

of Emotional Intelligence. Besides, a professional with a

serious concern for emotional intelligence can ensure

wholistic personality development.
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P r o d u c t i v i t y  r e l i e s  o n  e m p l o y e e s '  s a t i s f a c t i o n .   T h e  c o n t e n d e d  e m p l o y e e s

a r e  t h e  a s s e t  o f  t h e  o r g a n i s a t i o n .  T h e y  a r e  m o r e  l i k e l y  t o  b e  c r e a t i v e  a n d

i n n o v a t i v e .  T h e  h e l p  t h e  o r g a n i z a t i o n  c h a n g e  p o s i t i v e l y  w i t h  t i m e  a n d

c h a n g i n g  m a r k e t  c o n d i t i o n s .  T h o u g h  t h e r e  a r e  d i f f e r e n t  w a y s  t o  m a k e  t h e

e m p l o y e e s  f e e l  s a t i s f i e d ,  p r o v i d i n g  t h e m  a d e q u a t e  r e m u n e r a t i o n  i s

p a r a m o u n t  a m o n g  a l l  o f  t h e m .  I n  t h i s  p a p e r  a n  a t t e m p t  h a s  b e e n  m a d e  t o

a n a l y s e  a n d  p r e s e n t  a  c o m p a r a t i v e  p i c t u r e  o f  t h e  s a t i s f a c t i o n  l e v e l  o f  t h e

e m p l o y e e s  w o r k i n g  i n  b o t h  p u b l i c  a n d  p r i v a t e  s e c t o r  e n t e r p r i s e s  i n  J a m m u

a n d  K a s h m i r.
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etter performance, more productivity and high profit,

these are the outcome of employee’s commitment and

dedication toward work. Employees are more devoted

when they feel contented and satisfied with reward which they

get from the employers. If organizations understand what

satisfies  people and try to establish parity between effort and

reward, they have at their  command the most powerful tool

for dealing with them to get them achieve extraordinary results.

So, an endeavour to improve employee satisfaction leads to an

improvement in the quality of products or services, customer

satisfaction, a competitive advantage, increased market share

and improved profit.

Review of Literature

‘Solaced and Satisfied’ employees can make the organisation

‘Strong and Successful.’ Though there are numerous parameters

for making them feel contended and satisfied but at least a

serious attempt to establish a parity between efforts and rewards

and  giving them attractive remuneration  can  be a good step in
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this regard. Pay is one of the most important means to attract,

retain and motivate employee in the organization. Therefore,

employees should be motivated through proper compensation

system. (George T. et al, 1990) History is witness about the

fact that those organisation which consider employees simply

as a cog in the administrative machinery they could not survive

in the long run. (Michael J.Juius, 1979) Present era is knowledge

era, if the employees have knowledge, skill and ability they

may find better avenues somewhere else. It is therefore,

imperative for the employers to pay adequate attention to the

compensation package of the employees. Slightest laxity in

this regard may result in the loss of efficient employees to the

organisation. (Dale. S. Beach, 1960) Dissatisfaction is the root

cause for conflicts and disputes. They manifest in the form of

strikes and lockouts. The consequences of disputes are loss of

production, loss of profit and even closure of plants which can

affect adversely the economy of the nation (K.Aswathappa,

1970). Robust economy of the nation as well as state depends

on the strong and healthy industrial set up. Furthermore, any

industry can grow if at all the human resource working in it feel

part of it and be part of it for longer period. There is therefore,

need to get hold of the best talent. In the present scenario

employees are moving to grab the best opportunity while their

employers are struggling to hold on to the best managers and

workers and match the spiralling pay scales (Shefali Rekh,

1994). If adequate remuneration inclusive of perks and bonus

are not paid to them, organisations will fail to activate

psychological impulse of workers to channelize their behaviour

towards achieving the organisational goal of maximum

production with efficiency. Inadequacy in payments further

affects adversely willingness as well as ability to work and

both these factors are cardinal for better performance

(C.N.Weaver, 1884).

Scope of the Study

The study covers only four categories of the employees working

in selected public and private sector undertaking in J&K state.

It does not cover undertakings operating in Kashmir division.

Objectives of the Study

• To what extent compensation policy is fair and equitable.

• To what extent fringe benefits are sufficient to motivate

the employee to stay longer in the organisations.

• To analyse the relationship between employees satisfaction

and their retention in the organisations

• To suggest measures to frame rational remuneration policies.

Research Methodology

Present study is based  on both primary and secondary data.

Primary data have been collected by conducting a survey among

325 employees. Secondary data have been collected from books,

journals, newspapers periodicals industry reports, internet and

published and unpublished data.

The State of Employee Satisfaction

Committed and loyal employees are the most influential factor

in organization’s success story. It is only dissatisfied employees

who do not put their mind and heart for achievement of

organizational goals. It’s no surprise that companies and

organizations face significant challenges in case dedicated

employees leave the organizations. However, there is plenty

of research to show that increased employee satisfaction and

trust in leadership can positively impact the company’s bottom

line. In fact, the true potential of an organization can only be

realized when the productivity level of all individuals and teams

are fully aligned, committed and energized to successfully

accomplish the goals of the organization.

Apart from achieving serious commercial goals, every company

should frame policies for improving the desire of employees to

stay in the relationship they have with the company. When

companies understand and manage employee loyalty this is a

big step toward their retention. Committed and contented

employees are more likely to go “above and beyond” to meet

customer needs and are highly motivated to work to the best of

their ability. Both of these traits are crucial for continued

customer commitment and ongoing revenue and growth for the

company.  In order to test whether employees are comfortable

with their employers and satisfied with monetary and welfare

policy etc, their responses were collected under following main

heads:

1.     Basic wage/salary.

2.     D.A./ COLA.

3.     H.R.A.

4.     Medical and Other Allowances.

4.     Perks.
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5.     Working conditions.

6.     Work culture.

7.     Job security and Rate of turnover etc.

Finally their views were categorised under three main headings:

1.   Responses regarding wage/salary (compensation).

2.   Responses regarding perks and other benefits.

3.   Responses regarding job security etc.

Table 1.1 which incorporates the responses regarding

remuneration shows that employees working in both the

sectors are not satisfied with the wage/salary paid to them

by their employers. This is evident from the average mean

scores of the responses of different categories of employees

in public and private sectors. In the public sector, the

average mean score of responses has been worked out at

2.19 which is far below than average on the Lickert Scale

(3). Corresponding average mean score of responses of

employees in private sector is worked out at 2.88 which is

also lower than the average on Lickert Scale (3).  Analysis

of table under reference shows that the level of satisfaction

of employees regarding wages/salaries  in private sector

which is 2.88, is little higher than their counterparts in

public sector (2.19) but it is  lower than the average on

lickert scale.

Table1.1: Mean Score of Respondents regarding Wages/Salaries (Compensation)

                               Public Sector                                             Private Sector

Designation     No. of    No. of

Employees Mean Designation Employees Mean

Officers        10 3.02 Officers       04 3.99

Supervisors        15 2.20 Supervisors       06 2.72

Clerks        60 1.78 Clerks       40 2.51

Workers        115 1.76 Workers       75 2.30

Average 2.19 Average 2.88

Table1.2: Mean Score of Respondents regarding Perks and Other Benefits

                               Public Sector                                             Private Sector

Designation     No. of    No. of

Employees Mean Designation Employees Mean

Officers        10 3.01 Officers       04 3.25

Supervisors        15 2.20 Supervisors       06 2.68

Clerks        60 2.79 Clerks       40 3.01

Workers        115 1.76 Workers       75 2 .99

Average 2.49 Average 3.11

Table1.2 under reference depicts the level of satisfaction

of the employees regarding perks and incentives. This is

apparent from the responses that neither the employees in

public sector are satisfied neither with the remuneration

nor  wi th  the  incen t ives  p rov ided  to  them by  the

management.
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Contrary to this, employees in private sector are bit satisfied

with the perks provided by the management. This is evident

from the average mean score of all the categories of the

employees in both the sectors. The average mean score of public

sector employees (2.49) is lower than the average on Lickert

Scale (3). But average mean score of private sector employees

(3.11) is higher than the average on Lickert Scale (3) and also

higher than their counterparts in public sector.

Application of Chi-Square (χ 2) Test: Chi-square test is

applied in statistics to test the goodness of fit to verify the

distribution of observed data with assumed theoretical

distribution. It is used to study the divergence of actual and

expected frequencies.

Chi-square test (χ2)        = (0-E)2

                                    E

E = Expected frequency   =   Row Total x Column Total

                                                         Grand Total

O = Observed frequency

DF = Degree of Freedom = (R-1) (C-1) Where,

R= Row and C= Column.

For the purpose of the study, Null hypothesis that

compensation of the employees is not fair and equitable has

been framed.

 Table 1.3:  Respondents stating Compensation as Fair and Unfair

Sector                     Unfair                Fair           Total Respondents

Public sector            190                 10                          200

Private sector           121                  4                           125

Total                       311                 14                           325

Result of Chi-square Test (χχχχχ2)

Degree of freedom      =        1

Table value at 5% level      =        3.84

Calculated value      =        0.429

Since calculated value of chi-square (0.429) is less than the

table value (3.84), it is therefore concluded that remuneration

policies followed by the employers in both the sector are not

fair and equitable.

Though on the basis of the opinion survey it was found that

private sector employees are slightly better than their counter

parts so for as the perks and other benefits are concerned.  But

on the whole they are not fully satisfied by non monetary

benefits they are getting from their employers. However, views

of the employees in this regard have been tested by framing the

hypothesis that employees are not getting adequate perks and

other non monetary benefits in public sector and same

hypothesis has been framed for private sector.

Table-1.4:  Respondents viewing perk as Inadequate and Adequate
(Public Sector Enterprises)

Categories of the Employees Inadequate Adequate Total

Officers and Supervisors 15 10 25

Clerks and Workers 115 60 175

Total 130 70 200
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Result of Chi-square Test (χχχχχ 2)

Degree of freedom             =   1

Table value at 5% level             = 3.84

Calculated value             = 0.313

For 1 Degree of freedom and at five percent level of significance

the calculated value (0.313)  is less than the table value (3.84).

So, it is concluded that employees are not getting adequate

amount of perks and other non monetary benefit from their

employers.

Hypothesis: Employees are not getting adequate perks and

other non monetary benefits in private sector.

Since calculated value of chi-square (72.48) is higher than the

table value (3.84), it is therefore, concluded that private sector

employees are getting fair amount of non-monetary incentives.

Relationship between Rational Compensation Structure /

Favourable Employee Welfare Policies and Retention of

the Employees

Labour cost constitutes the most important component in the

total cost of every type organisation ranging from manufacturing

enterprises to even service origination. Findings of many of

the researchers have shown that it is the adequate compensation

package that makes employees feel as part of the organisation

and helps them to stay longer.  In order to analyze the

relationship between compensation and employee retention,

chi-square test has been applied.

Table 1.5:  Respondents  viewing  perks as Inadequate and Adequate
(Private Sector Enterprises)

Categories of the Employees                    Inadequate       Adequate                 Total

Officers /Supervisors                                  6       4   10

Clerks  /Workers                                        ……                      115 115

Total                                                                                                                  125

Result of Chi-square test (χχχχχ2)

Degree of freedom             =   1

Table value at 5% level              = 3.84

Calculated value             = 72.48

Table. 1.6: Respondents stating relationship between favourable compensation policies and

Job stability /Retention.

Sector                           Opposing                                 Favouring                             Total

                                        the Statement                         the Statement                   Respondents

Public sector                          5       195                                    200

Private sector                         0       125                                    125

 Total                                    5       320                                    325
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Result of Chi-square test (χχχχχ2)

Degree of freedom             =   1

Table value at 5% level             = 3.84

Calculated value             = 1.18

Hypothesis: There is significant relationship between

favourable compensation policies and employees retention.

Since calculated value of chi-square (1.18) is less than the table

value (3.84), it is therefore, concluded that there is significant

relationship between adequate compensation and   retention of

the employees.

Conclusion

Economy of the country in general and state in particular grow

if at all industrial set up is healthy and robust. Industrial set

up could be strong with the committed and satisfied employees.

Committed employees are the most valuable asset for any of

the organisation. Their belongingness and dedication toward

work provide strength to the organisational set up. Loyal

employees are the strong pillars for any of the organisation. It

is the employees   who carry and sustain the successful

organisations. It is therefore, imperative that all the categories

of the employee should feel contented.  It could be inferred

that no organisation can sustain for longer time by making

contented to only policy makers or those who are at the helm

of the affairs. Until and unless people working at middle levels

and those who are in rank and file are not satisfied, most of the

strategies can not be implemented successfully, which may be

threat for existence of any undertaking. In the present study

the above average mean score indicates that the satisfaction

level of the employees in private sector, is better than the

public sector. But other side of the coin is that supervisors and

workers are in worst position and satisfaction level of these

two categories of the employees can not be ignored. Present

study shows that wages/salaries are not adequate to sustain

the efficiency of the employees in both the sector because

average mean score of the employees regarding their satisfaction

level is less than the average on the Lickert Scale. Average mean

score is 2.19 in case of public sector employees and 2.88 in

case of private sector employees. Comparatively the public

sector employees are in touching position than their

counterparts in private sector.

It is apparent from the analysis of the data that private sector

employees are satisfied with perks provided to them by the

organisations. But the situation is altogether different in case

of public sector employees as the mean score regarding the

wages/salaries including perks is 2.49 which is less than the

average on Lickert scale. So this is clear from the mean scores

that neither the wages / salaries nor the perks suits to the need

of the employees working in public sector.

Suggestions

Employees constitute the most important component in the

organisation. They should be motivated by fulfilling their social

and ego needs apart from physiological needs. No employee

will feel motivated unless he is adequately compensated for

work done by him. The organisation should have capacity to

pay on the one hand and commitment to employees’ welfare

on the other. Because higher capacity will result into higher

pay package which will enhance the satisfaction level of the

employees and only satisfied employees provide their

maximum efforts for the achievement of the organizational goals.

Management should frame policies to provide fair and equitable

benefits to all of the employees to sustain their efficiency on

the one hand and growth of the organisation on the other.

It is further suggested that the remuneration should be fixed in

accordance with the increase/decrease in cost of living allowance

in case of public sector employees-and dearness allowance in

case of private sector employees without giving trade unions

any chance to exploit. The issue of Bonus as per statutory

provision should be paid without any interception. Wages board

ought to be constituted regularly and a fresh look should be

provided at the determination of wages. The recommendations

of the wages review committee could serve as a guide line for

the wage fixation in the future to come.  Steps should be taken

to provide the welfare measures to the employees. In the

absence of welfare measures, an employee seems simply as a

cog in the administrative machinery. Concept of incentive

scheme should be given proper regard in total organisational
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set up. Incentives serve as lubricants as they gear up not only

the capacity and ability to work of the employees but they

also gear up the entire economic machinery.
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T h i s  s t u d y  f o c u s e s  o n  t h e  p o s t  p u r c h a s e  b e h a v i o u r  o f  c u s t o m e r s  o f

H y u n d a i  w i t h  s p e c i a l  re f e re n c e  t o  t h e  n e w  v a r i a n t  i 1 0  i n  C h e n n a i  c i t y .

T h e  s t u d y  a l s o  h e l p s  t o  i d e n t i f y  t h e  s a t i s f a c t i o n  l e v e l  o f  c u s t o m e r s  a n d

t h e  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  o f  a f t e r  s a l e s  s e r v i c e .   T h e  s a m p l e  s i z e  w a s  t a k e n  a s

1 5 0 .  T h e  s t a t i s t i c a l  t o o l s  s u c h  a s  p e r c e n t a g e  a n a l y s i s ,  c h i  s q u a r e

a n a l y s i s  a n d  m u l t i p l e  r e g r e s s i o n  a n a l y s i s  w e r e  u s e d  f o r  t h e  a n a l y s i s .

T h e  s t u d y  a l s o  s u g g e s t s  t h e  w a y s  t o  i m p r o v e  t h e  s a t i s f a c t i o n  l e v e l  a n d

a f t e r  s a l e s  s e r v i c e  o f  c u s t o m e r s  o f  i 1 0  a n d  g i v e s  a  c l e a r  p i c t u r e  o f  t h e

o p i n i o n  o f  t h e  c u s t o m e r s  t o w a r d s  H y u n d a i  i 1 0 .
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he Automotive Industry directly and indirectly

employs 13 mil l ion  individuals  in  India .  The

industry  is  valued at  about  US$ 35 bi l l ion

contributing about 3.1 percent of India’s GDP (nominal).

India’s cost-competitive auto components industry is

the  2
nd l a rge s t  i n  t he  wor ld .  In  add i t i on ,  I nd i a ’s

motorcycle market is also the 2
nd largest in the world

with annual sales of around five million units.

The high growth in the Indian economy has resulted in

all major international car manufacturers entering the

Indian market. General Motors, Ford, Toyota, Honda,

Hyundai and others set up manufacturing plants. Rolls

Royce, Bentley and Maybach are examples of the few

high end automobile manufacturers which entered India

in the recent years. Then in January 2008, Tata Motors

launched Tata Nano, as the world’s cheapest car in the

passenger car segment at $2500.

Maruti registered a 2.1 percent decline in volumes while
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Hyundai’s i10 wrested the market share in the A2 segment

in March 2008.

Hyundai  Motor  Ind ia  c rossed  the  500 ,000  mark  in

exports.  HMIL doubled i ts  production capacity from

300,000 units to 600,000 units p.a. This has led to an

increased target production of 5.3 lakh units and export

to 2.12 lakh units with the i10, Santro, Getz and Accent

models on the export list for 2008.

Some of the major characteristics of Indian Automobile

sector are:

√ Second largest two-wheeler market in the world.

√ Fourth largest commercial vehicle market in the

world.

√ 11th largest passenger car market in the world

√ Expected to become the world’s third largest

automobile market by 2030, behind only China

and  the  US.  (Source :  www. i love india .com/

economy of India).

The passenger car industry in India has grown steadily

during the last few years except during the year 2000-01

when there was negative growth due to global economic

reces s ion .  Pas senge r  ca r  i ndus t ry  i n  Ind i a  has  15

manufacturers with an installed capacity of 12,37,000

units.

Company Profile

Hyundai Motor India Limited (HMIL) is a wholly owned

subsidiary of Hyundai Motor Company, South Korea and

i s  t he  second  l a rges t  and  the  f a s t e s t  g row ing  ca r

manufacturers in India.  HMIL presently markets 34

variants of passenger cars across segments.

Production

The production management processes at Hyundai Motor

Ind i a  a r e  ove r l a id  w i th  an  o rgan i za t i on -wide

implementation of manufacturing best practices like Just-

in-time inventory management, Kaizen, TPM and TQM,

that help in making the world’s best cars in India.

HMIL has many awards in its bouquet. Hyundai’s i10

has captured the entire gamut of the most prestigious

of Indian automobile awards with its distinction and

performance.

Taking advantage of the demand for more small cars in

the Indian auto industry, Hyundai rolled out i10 with a

powerful engine and an upscale interior. It  is one of

India’s most popular ‘B+’ segment small cars. It is built

to  t a ke  on  sub -compac t  segment  ca r s  such  as  the

Chevrolet  Spark,  Marut i  Suzuki  Zen Est i lo ,  Marut i

Suzuki WagonR, and Tata Indica Xeta.

The well-equipped i10 is an affordable small car and a

perfect  combinat ion of  superior  technology,  roomy

inter iors , and the  s tamp of  re l iabi l i ty .   It gains the

conf idence  of  ca r  enthusiasts  with  i ts  aerodynamic

design,  array  of  s tandard convenience  and comfort

features, and luxurious fittings. It comes with all elements

that would please a buyer looking for a small family car

at an affordable price.

Need for the Study

� Understanding of consumer negative perceptions,

fears, inhibitions, and anxieties, is one of the

critical aspects of consumer buying behaviour.

� Marke t e r s  a l so  need  t o  unde r s t and  t he

consumer ’s preferences and fears,  needs and

perceptions thoroughly before attempting to deal

with their behaviour. Here arises the need for the

study.

� The study helps the Company to know about

satisfaction level and preference of the customers

of i10 and the customers’ expectations regarding

after sales service.

Objectives of the Study

� To ident i fy  the  pos t  purchase  behaviour  of

customers of Hyundai i10 car.

� To identify the customers satisfaction level

� To find the effectiveness of after sales service

provided to Hyundai i10.
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Hypotheses of the Study

There is significant relation between income and factors

influencing customer to buy Hyundai i10.

There is significant relation between income and people

perception about i10 value.

There is significant relation between age and customer

expectation.

Overall satisfaction of the customers and the factors that

contribute overall satisfaction was positively contributed.

Overall satisfaction of the customers with delivery time

and after sales service has positive contribution.

Review of Literature

Post-purchase behaviour involves all  the consumers’

activities and the experiences that follow the purchase.

Usually, after making a purchase, consumers experience

post-purchase dissonance. In other words, they regret

their purchase decision.

The reasons for high post-purchase dissonance can be

attractiveness and performance of forgone alternatives,

difficult purchase decision, large number of alternatives,

etc.

A high level of post-purchase dissonance is negatively

related to the level of satisfaction the consumer draws

out of product usage. While experiencing post-purchase

dissonance, consumers become actually aware of the

marketers’ communication.  To reduce post–purchase

dissonance, consumers may sometimes even return or

exchange the product. Marketers, therefore, can use these

opportunities to reduce consumers’ risk perception by

way of good return/exchange policies and reduce their

post-purchase dissonance by messages targeted at this

segment of their consumers.

Post-Purchase Evaluation - Cognitive Dissonance

The final stage is the post-purchase evaluation of the

decis ion.  I t  is  common for  customers to  experience

concerns after making a purchase decision. This arises

from a concept that is known as “cognitive dissonance.”

The customer, having bought a product, may feel that an
a l t e rna t i ve  wou ld  have  been  p r e f e r ab l e .  I n  t he se
c i r cums tances  t ha t  cu s tomer  w i l l  no t  r epu rchase
immediately, but is likely to switch brands next time.

To manage the post-purchase stage, it is the job of the
marketing team to persuade the potential customer that
the product will satisfy his or her needs. Then after having
made a purchase, the customer should be encouraged that
he or she has made the right decision.

Post Purchase Behaviour

The post purchase behaviour and research shows that
there  exis t s  a  common t ra i t  amongst  purchasers  of
products. Manufacturers of products clearly want recent
consumers to feel proud of their purchase; it is therefore
just as important for manufacturers to advertise for the
sake  o f  t he i r  r e cen t  pu rchase r  so  consumer s  f ee l
comfortable that they own a product from a strong and
repu t ab l e  o rgan i za t i on .  Th i s  l im i t s  pos t  pu rchase
behaviour.

No two organizations can have similar set of rules for
maintaining relationship. Even if on a particular occasion
a situation prompted a particular behaviour, it  is not
necessary that a similar behavior is necessary on another
occasion.

The time, place and group of person might be the same
but behave in different way, though circumstances and
situations might be identical. To a great extent relationship
depends upon the character of contracting parties. This
is thus a study of human behaviour and forms part of the
behavioral science.

Customer’s Expectations

Customer’s expectation plays a major role in determining
their post purchase behavior. If the product matches the
expectat ions  of  the  customer then the customer get
satisfied, if it exceeds their expectation then they will be
delighted likewise if the product doesn’t match their then
they will be dissatisfied.

How do Customers buy?

Research suggests that customers go through a five-stage
dec i s ion -mak ing  p roces s  i n  any  pu rchase .  Th i s  i s
summarized in the diagram.
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This model is important for anyone making marketing

decisions. It forces the marketer to consider the whole

buying process rather than just the purchase decision

(when it may be too late for a business to influence the

choice!)

The model implies that customers pass through all stages

in every purchase. However, in more routine purchases,

customers often skip or reverse some of the stages.

Research Methodology

The questionnaire had been administered with st rict

accordance without deviating from the research objectives

and recording the response precisely as given in terms of

measurement that one called for.

The questionnaires were circulated among the customers

who came for servicing their cars in various service

centers, situated in and around Chennai.

The sampling size was restricted to 150.

The  sampl ing  t echn ique  used  was  S imple  Random

Sampling.

Data Collection

In this study primary data along with some secondary

data had been used to carry out the research work.

Primary data had been collected through the structured

quest ionnaire designed special ly for  measuring post

purchase behaviour of the customers of Hyundai i10 in

Chennai City alone.  Secondary data was collected from

the journals, magazines, old research reports and from

the companies’ websites.

Tools used for the Study

Decision making scale of Likert’s type, constructed and

validated by investigators, has been used.  The reliability

of the tool is found to be 0.82.  The scale consists of 17

statements with one open ended question along with

personal details of the respondents.

Analysis of the Data

Descriptive (Table 1 – Table 7) and Inferential Statistics

(Table 8 - Table 12) have been employed for testing the

hypotheses.  The data were analyzed using Percentage

Analysis (Table 1 – Table 7), Analysis of Association

was measured using Chi-square Test (Table 8 – Table 10),

and Positive contribution of the factors was analyzed

us ing  Regres s ion  Ana lys i s  (Tab le  11  –  Tab le  12 ) .

Percentage Analysis had been employed to assess the

gender, age, occupation, income, factors’ influence the

customers to go in for Hyundai i10, factors that motivated

the customers to go in for Hyundai i10 and the customers’

satisfaction level towards after sales service of Hyundai

i10. Chi-square test was employed to identify if there

was any s ignif icant  di f ference between income and

motivating factors, income and customers’ perception,

i ncome  and  cus tomer s ’  s a t i s f ac t i on ,  and  age  and

customers’ satisfaction. Regression test was employed

to ident i fy  i f  there  exis ts  any posi t ive  contr ibut ion

between the factors taken for the study as well as the

delivery time with after sales service.

Limitations of the Study

♦ The study has been limited to the customers within

Chennai city with a sample size of 150.

Need Recognition &
Problem Awareness

Information
Search

Evaluation of
Alternatives

Evaluation of
Alternatives

Post - Purchase
Evaluation
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♦ The s tudy deals  only about  the  post  purchase
behaviour of customers of Hyundai i10 and not for
the other variants of Hyundai.

Summary of Findings

Of the 150 respondents, 87 were male and the rest were
female.

82 percent of the respondents, whose age group is 25 and
above have owned Hyundai i10.

65 percent of the respondents, who, owned Hyundai i10
are, employed somewhere.

Surprisingly, 60 percent of the respondents whose income
was less than ` five lakhs have owned this car.

The factors such as stylish, space and interior, comfort
and  t echno logy  have  in f luenced  91  pe rcen t  o f  the
respondents to switch over their preference to Hyundai
i10.

The motivating factors such as stylish, special features,
brand image, comfort and mileage and after sales service
were some of the factors, which influenced 62 percent of
the respondents to prefer Hyundai i10.

94 percent of the respondents agreed that Hyundai i10 is

a fuel efficient car.

All the respondents were agreed in the same line that

Hyundai i10 is a spacious car.

All the respondents were agreed that Pick up of the car

was excellent.

93 percent of the respondents were agreed that the said

car fulfills the expectation of the customer.

100 percent of the respondents were agreed that Hyundai

i10 is value for their money.

86 percent of the respondents were satisfied with after

sales service.

91 percent of the respondents have recommended their

close circle to go in for Hyundai i10.

Income was found as one of the motivating factors, which

influence the respondents to prefer Hyundai i10.

It was found that performance, interior, gear box and

suspension contributes positively towards the overall

satisfaction of the customer experience with Hyundai i10.

It was found that both delivery time and after sales service

contribute positively towards the overall satisfaction of

customers.

Table No.1 - Classification of Respondents by Gender

Gender No. of Respondents Percentage

MALE 87 58

FEMALE 63 42

Table No.2 - Classification of Respondents according to Age

Age Class i f icat ion No. of Respondents Percentage

Under 25 27 18

26 – 35 63 42

36 -  50 41 27

50 & above 19 13

Tota l 150 100
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Table No.3 - Classification of Respondents according to the Occupation

O c c u p a t i o n No.  of  Respondents P e r c e n t a g e

Sel f  employed 53 35

E m p l o y e d 97 65

To t a l 1 5 0 1 0 0

Table No.4 - Classification of Respondents according to Income

Income Classification No. of Respondents Percentage

< 5lakhs 91 60

5 - 7lakhs 31 21

7 – 10lakhs 27 18

Above 10lakhs 1 1

Total 150 100

Table No.5 - Factors Influenced the Customers who used other Cars and switched over to Hyundai i10

Factors No. of Respondents Percentage

European style 31 46

Space & interior 17 25

Comfort 9 14

Technology 4 6

Others 6 9

Total 67 100

Table No.6  - Factors  motivated the customers to  buy Hyundai  i10

Factors No. of Respondents Percentage

Price 12 8

Brand image 10 7

Features 29 19

After sales service 11 7

Comfort 12 8

Power steering 2 2

Mileage 13 9

Safety 0 0

Power 0 0

Space 7 4

Drivabil i ty 7 4

Word of mouth 3 2

Style 33 22
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Advertisement 9 6

Brand ambassador 2 2

Availability of service outlet 0 0

Easy availability of finance 0 0

Others 0 0

Total 150 100

Table No.7 - Customers Satisfact ion Level  towards after Sales  Service

Satisfaction Level No. of Respondents Percentage

Highly satisfied 37 25

Satisfied 91 61

Neither/ nor dissatisfied 22 14

Dissatisf ied 0 0

Highly dissatisfied 0 0

Total 150 100

Table No.8 - Cross  Tabulat ion of  Income of  the Respondents  and the motivat ing factors
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Table No.9 - Cross  Tabulat ion of  Age of  the Respondents  and Satisfact ion of  the Customers
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Table No.10 - Cross Tabulation of Income of the Respondents and Satisfaction of the Customers

Table No.11 - Overall Satisfaction of the Customers and
Factors that contributes to Overall Satisfaction
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SATISFACTION = 0.682 performance + 0.446 interior + 0.302 gearbox + 0.211 suspension +

0.103 ride quality - 0.063 design - 0.097 power - 0.134 engine _ 0.081 fuel efficiency - 0.0.92

dynamic ability - 0.150 creature comfort - 0.133 space - 0.010 handling _ 0.132 a/c - 0.070 pickup.
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Table No.12 - Overall Satisfaction Level of the Customers with Delivery Time and After Sales Service

SATISFACTION = 0.444 delivery time + 0.028 after sales service.
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Suggest ions

� Some more choice of colours of car can be made

available to the car pearl white, cycus grey, quartz

black, metallic midnight black, brilliant yellow etc.

because the customers felt that more colours are

available among the competitors.

� The price of the car is ok now but if the company

reduces the price of the car, for sure it will increase

the sales because nowadays cars are available at very

lower price in the market from the competitors by

focusing on middle income group.

� Most of the customers do not have enough time to

let their car for service to the service center. In order

to please the customers the company can introduce

an innovative method.  Through this  method the

company can give a centralized helpline number to

their customers especially for service. So, if the

customers want service to their car or they want to

repair their car they can call to that number and by

telling their location the company personnel can go

directly to that location and they can pick the car

and service the car. Finally, the service personnel

should let their car back to the place of the customer

after service.

� There can be a piece of metal till the engine block so

that the engine won’t be affected in case of any

accident as it is few inches ahead of the dash board.

� The company can increase the number of service

centers in Chennai.

� The serv ice  personnel  should  main ta in  prompt

delivery after servicing the cars.

Conclusion

i10 the most successful car of Hyundai motors,  beats the

success  of  san t ro  in  a l l  aspec ts .  On the  whole  the

customers of Hyundai i10 are satisfied with the car after

purchase  and th is  i t se l f  a  great  achievement  to  the

company. It gives the feel of luxury to the customers and

a convenience of smaller cars in the crowded area. It is

the most stylish car ever manufactured by Hyundai when

compared to other cars.
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T h i s  a r t i c l e  i n v e s t i g a t e s  t h e  s e r v i c e s  q u a l i t y  o f  S t a t e  B a n k  o f  I n d i a  b y  c o n t a c t i n g

6 2 7  B a n k  C u s t o m e r s  i n  U r b a n ,  S e m i - U r b a n  a n d  R u r a l  L o c a t i o n  o f  t h e  S B I .  S e r v i c e s

Q u a l i t y  o f  S B I  w a s  c l a s s i f i e d  i n t o  P h y s i c a l  S e r v i c e s  Q u a l i t y  a n d  C o re  S e r v i c e s  Q u a l i t y .

T h i s  s t u d y  a t t e m p t s  t o  l i n k  t h e  P h y s i c a l  a n d  C o r e  S e r v i c e s  Q u a l i t y  o f  S B I  w i t h  t h e

s a t i s f a c t i o n  a n d  c o m m i t m e n t  o f  c u s t o m e r s .  B e s i d e s  t h i s ,  t h e  a u t h o r s  p r o p o s e d  m o d e l s

t o  v a l i d a t e  a n d  e v a l u a t e  t h e  s e r v i c e s  q u a l i t y  o f  t h e  b a n k  a n d  e m p i r i c a l l y  t e s t e d  t h e

m o d e l s  b y  a d o p t i n g  s t r u c t u r a l  e q u a t i o n  m o d e l i n g  a p p r o a c h .  T h e  r e s u l t s  f o u n d  t h a t

t h e  s e r v i c e s  q u a l i t y  o f  S B I  g i v e s  a  p o s i t i v e  i m p a c t  t o  t h e  s a t i s f a c t i o n  a n d  c o m m i t m e n t

o f  c u s t o m e r s .
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he concept of banking was first introduced in medieval

Florence in 1397. A powerful merchant family named

Medici established a network of shops that allowed

patrons to place money on account and withdraw the money

in another city that had a Medici representative. Many

powerful families and even the Church kept their money in

Medici banks. This allowed rich people to travel without the

need to carry large sums of money and risk robbery while

travelling. Banking continued to gain popularity throughout

Europe by 1700 and nearly every country in Europe had

some form of established banking. Modern banking has come

a very long way from those humble beginnings in Florence,

England. Banking today covers the entire spectrum of finance

from simple savings to credit cards and home loans. Typically,

a bank generates profits from transaction fees on financial

services or the interest spread on resources. It holds in trust

for clients while paying them interest on the asset. Origins of

the Indian banking system date back to the latter part of the

eighteenth century with the establishment of the General Bank

of India in the year 1786. During the nineteenth century,

three presidency banks were established, that were later
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amalgamated in 1920 to form the new Imperial Bank of India.

The state bank of India was formed under the SBI Act in 1955

with the takeover of Imperial Bank and amalgamation of Bank

of Bengal, Bank of Bombay and Bank of Madras. The

government mopped up around 93 percent of the equity,

leaving seven percent to private ownership. By this act the

equity of RBI cannot be diluted below 55 percent. SBI enjoys

a pool of best managerial talent, assured government business,

a countrywide network of branches and strong brand credibility

in the Indian market. It is a strong belief that without

providing better service to the customers, be it at the micro

level or macro level, no service industry can progress and

banking industry is no exception. Banking is perhaps the only

service industry where customers play a pivotal role in its

development. Delivering quality service to customers is a

must for success and survivals in today’s competitive banking

environment. Among others, provision of high quality services

enhances customer retention rates, attracts new customers

and increases customer satisfaction and their commitment

towards the bank.

Framework of Services Quality

Service quality is concerned with the ability of an organization

to meet the customer ’s expectations. The measure of

performance is perceived as service quality. It has been argued

that the quality of a service has two important components

namely, technical quality – the outcome dimension of the

service operations process and functional quality – the process

dimension in terms of the interaction between the customer

and the service provider. These two dimensions of service

quality highlight the subjective nature of quality assessments.

Generally clients of professional service firms such as

accounting and law firms have difficulty in distinguishing

between good and outstanding technical quality of the service;

thus judgements are often made on the subjective basis of

how the client was treated. Several experts suggest that

technical and functional quality determine much of the

corporate image which, in turn, can influence the customer’s

perceived service quality. In recent years research has been

undertaken in an effort to understand the factors which

influence service quality. Work by Berry and his colleagues

have identified five key areas such as Tangibles, Reliability,

Responsiveness, Assurance and Empathy. These dimensions

represent how consumers organize information about service

quality in their minds. On the basis of exploratory and

quantitative research, these five dimensions were found

relevant for banking, insurance, appliance repair and

maintenance, securities brokerage, long-distance telephone

service, automobile repair service, and logic suggests they

would be relevant for internal services as well. Sometimes

customers will use all the dimensions to determine service

quality perceptions,  at  other t imes not.  The services

dimension such as tangibles, reliability, responsiveness,

assurance and empathy existed in determining the service

quality provided by State Bank of India. For SBI, these

dimensions were treated as sub-dimensions which call under

the major two dimensions such as physical services and core

services. The dimension of physical services quality includes

tangibles and the core services quality includes the reliability,

responsiveness, assurance and empathy.

Physical Services Quality

It is defined as the Quality of appearance of physical facilities,

equipment, personnel and communication materials. All these

provide the physical representations or images of the service

that customers, particularly new customers, will use to

evaluate quality. Service industries that emphasize tangibles

in their strategies include hospitality services where the

customer visits the establishment to receive the service, such

as restaurants and hotels, retail stores, and entertainment

companies. More specifically it comprised Modern-looking

and Up-to-date equipment, Appearance of physical facilities,

Appearance of employees, Visual Appeal of pamphlets and

statements, Accuracy of records, Operating hours.

Core Services Quality

It is defined as the ability to perform the promised service

dependably and accurately. In its broadest sense, the company

delivers on its promises – promises about delivery, service

provision, problem resolution and pricing. Customers want

to do business with companies that keep their promises,

particularly their promises about the core service attributes.

This dimension emphasizes attentiveness and promptness in

dealing with customer request, questions, complaints and

problems. To excel on this dimension, a company must be

certain to view the process of service delivery and the handling

of requests from the customers’ point of view rather than

from the company’s point of view. Core services Quality is

determined by the core services namely understanding specific

needs of customers, Keeping customer’s best interest at heart,
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Personal  at tention given,  Individual  at tention given,

Employee’s knowledge in answering, Politeness of employees,

Safety in transactions, Trustworthiness of employees,

Response to customer requests ,  Helping at t i tude of

employees, Promptness in performing services, Promptness

in conveying  information, Providing time promised services,

Performing right service at first time, Interest shown in solving

a problem and Keeping promises at certain time.

Measurement of Service Quality

The most relevant approach in defining and measuring service

is the user-based approach. The idea that quality is subjective

and will be strongly linked to the individual’s needs and

expectations recognizes that consumers have different criteria

for judging service quality. This user-based approach equates

quality with maximum levels of satisfaction. In measuring

quality in this way, however, a distinction needs to be drawn

between quality of service delivery and the service output, or

benefit. The customer may be involved in the service

production, thus impacting on the quality of the service

delivery process. The actual output of the service may be

judged by the customer in terms of their expectations of the

outcome or benefit. The customer’s overall judgement of

service can be an evaluation of both the process and the

outcome, compared with the customer’s own expectations

and desired benefits. This leads to an important idea in

assessing quality from a service marketing perspective:

perceived service quality. Perceived service quality represents

the customer’s judgement of an organization’s service based

on their overall experience of the service at counter.

Understanding how customers arrive at their judgement- that

is to say, how they decide whether or not they are satisfied

with a particular service is very important for services

marketing management.

Benchmarking

In order to evaluate service quality it is important to establish

a firm’s performance relat ive to i ts  competi tors .

Benchmarking involves looking for the best ways to achieve

competitive advantage. The company’s products, service and

practices are continually compared with the standards of the

best competitors and identified industry leaders in other

sectors. By observing and measuring the best within and

outside the industry it is possible to improve the performance

of the company. Benchmarking has now come to be recognized

as appropriate for any area of a company’s operations. The

task of  creat ing competi t ive advantages involves

outperforming,  rather than matching,  the efforts  of

competitors. This, together with the obvious difficulties in

gaining all the information required on competitors, and their

internal systems and processes, led to the adoption of a

broader perspective on benchmarking. Thus benchmarking was

expanded from a focus solely on competitors to a wider, but

selective,  focus on the products and services of  top

performing companies regardless of their industry sector. This

broader perspective on benchmarking has been used as a major

element in increasing both quality and productivity.

Customer Satisfaction

The importance of customer service for capturing business in

banks has become as focus point in all stages of marketing of

banking services, since almost all banks offering more or less

the same products with little changes in nomenclature. Here

the concept of enhancing the customer satisfaction is a pivotal

point to attract more and more people to banking by a

particular bank. In the present day situation, customers

becoming more and more demanding, bankers have had to

evolve new approaches, new and innovative products to keep

pace with growing expectations. With the opening up of the

economy customer satisfaction “has acquired new meaning

and different dimensions” as banks are discovering more and

more innovative products to meet increasing competition

among themselves. In order to service the customer more

efficiently and to the highest level of satisfaction, technology

up gradation is an important aspect to speed up the servicing

in all spheres of banking and to fulfill the customer needs.

Truly the customer is the king in the present day banking,

since the banks are providing tailor made services to the

changing needs of customer to face the competition from the

rival banks. Today the customer preferences keep on changing

at a rapid speed and their demands are turned insatiable. In

order to cater to the changing preferences, bankers are bound

to provide the services suitable to their needs to survive in

the competition. Customers are not ready to accept any delay

in service today and are in need of information for instant

decisions. Therefore, customer satisfaction is more important

in servicing. It has become a challenging and tough job for

bankers in retaining the existing customer base and winning

the new customers. Otherwise sustaining in the banking

business is a tough phenomenon. Bankers are in the peoples’

business and it is the goal of the bankers to make the customers
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happy to achieve their targets. To achieve this challenging

task of customer satisfaction, bankers are turning to technology

for help.

Commitment

The next task for the banker is not only to satisfy the customer

but also he should trigger the attitude of the customers towards

the bank. More technically, this aspect is called commitment.

Commitment on the part of the customers refers to continue

to do their business in the same bank for a long period.

Suppose the bank increases its banking charges, then it may

or may not affect the attitude of the customer about the bank,

in this situation if the customer feels indifferently, this only

shows the commitment of the customer to have decreased. If

the customers experience a problem with the bank services,

then he or she may consult the fellow customer or the bank

employees. Here the emphasis is in order to make the

customers commit themselves with the bank, the banker

should not create any adverse situation and he should instead

provide prompt services without any problem.

Review of Related Literature

In most models of client evaluations of retail banking services

the focus has been on a comparative judgment of expectations

versus perceived performance resulting in the two major

evaluative judgements of perceived service quality and

satisfaction [Murphy (1996), Smith (1992)]. Both concepts

have been frequently used and measured in the retail banking

services area [Lewis and Mitchell (1990), Smith (1992)].

However, it has been argued that problems of definition,

delineation and conceptualization concerning these evaluative

judgments still exist De Ruyter et al., (1997). Much of the

confusion arises from the fact that both forms of evaluative

judgements are based on comparable underlying constructs.

Clients form expectations prior to their encounter with a bank

(employee), they develop perceptions during the service

delivery process and subsequently they compare their

perceptions to their expectations in evaluating the outcome

of the service encounter. While service quality and satisfaction

are concepts that have a number of similar characteristic, they

have points of differentiation as well, as becomes clear from

major advances in the services marketing literature Patterson

and Johnson (1993). In the first place, it is frequently argued

that in order to form a satisfaction judgement, consumers

must have experienced a service, whereas perceived service

quality is generally viewed as being not necessarily experience

based. Second, it has been argued that the two concepts are

determined by different antecedents. Evidence exists regarding

a number of cognitive and affective processes (equity,

attributions, and cost/benefit analyses) that influence

satisfaction. The number of antecedents to service quality is

regarded as more limited Oliver (1993). Clearly the two types

of evaluative judgement are not perceived as isomorphic and

increasingly treated as separate constructs in research on

services. There is a growing consensus on the sequential order

of service quality and satisfaction. The latter is increasingly

regarded as the super ordinate construct based on conceptual

work by Oliver (1993) and Rust and Oliver (1994), and

empirical evidence provided by Cronin and Taylor (1992)

and De Ruyter et al. (1997) Cronin and Taylor (1992)

undertook an empirical test of the reciprocity between

satisfaction and quality across several service industries. Using

structural equation modeling, they found that service quality

can be seen as a determinant of satisfaction which in turn

influences purchase intentions. Lately, however, it has been

suggested that, in addition to service quality and satisfaction,

commitment is also an important determinant of customer

patronage.

Methodology

S e l e c t i o n  o f  B a n k  a n d  St u d y  Area

Among the various public sector banks in Tiruchirappalli

District, State Bank of India played a major role in offering

the various services for the past five decades. Hence, we

motivated to identify and evaluate the quality of services in

State Bank of India.

Sampling Method

It is a sample survey to measure the service quality of the

State Bank of India. As per the reports of State Bank of India

head office, Tiruchirappalli District, the population size of

the customers as follows:

Based on the table, we adopted stratified random sampling

method to select the sample respondents from the branches

located in urban, semi-urban and rural area. we selected two

branches from urban area ( including Tiruchirappall i

commercial branch and town branch), three from semi-urban

area (Ariayalur, Kulithalai, Lalgudi) and two branches from

Vangal, Ponparappi, Kamarajapuram. The main reason for
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Location of Bank No. of Branches Customers Population Percentage Proportion(w)

Urban 13 91,000 40.24 0.4024

Semi-urban 12 69,200 30.60 0.360

Rural 19 65,900 29.16 0.2916

Total 44 2,26,100 100.00 1.00

selecting these branches for survey because of high frequency

of customers and transactions occurring in these branches.

Determination of Sample Size
3
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The sample size for the study was scientifically determined

with the help of the following formula.

Where n is the required sample size, Z is the value (1.96) of

standard normal variate at 95 percent confidence level, e is

the allowable sampling error at five percent level is the

population proportion for urban, semi-urban and rural area, S

is the sample standard deviation of raw service quality Score

calculated in the pilot study for urban (0.71880), semi-urban

(0.68599) and rural (0.63724) area. Substituting the values of

Z, e, W, S in the above formula, we get the required sample

size as 627 and it is the lower limit which is used to evaluate

the service quality of State Bank of India. The table shows

the stratum or location wise sample size.

Pilot  Study

A draft questionnaire was prepared in a regional language as

well as in official language, for the purpose of pretesting. We

randomly selected 50 customers from different areas of

location of banks such as urban, semi-urban and rural. The

questionnaire comprised only 22 service quality items, five

satisfaction items, and four commitment items. After the

collection was over, we checked the reliability of these items

and the results of the Cronbach’s alpha showed that the 22-

service quality items achieved reliability co-efficient of 0.878

and commitment, satisfactory items together achieved 0.658.

This confirms that the service quality items attained high

internal consistency of 87.8 percent followed by the

satisfaction, commitment items with 65.8 percent (greater

than or close to a recommended level of 0.7). Moreover

Hotelling’s T-Squared test was used to find the mean

equivalence of  the service quali ty,  sat isfact ion and

commitment items. The results confirm that there is significant

difference in the means of the service quality items,

commitment and satisfaction items at one percent level.

Finally, we also verified the validity of the service quality

items. At first, 22-service quality items were classified into

first 11 and second 11 items randomly. Split half validity was

conducted by using the common factor analysis procedure.

Based on the Eigen value, we identified four  different factors

emerging from first 11 service quality items; this shows that

the first 11 service quality items contained more information

than the second 11 items regarding the service quality of the

State Bank of India. Moreover, to purify the instrument, we

adopted the judgmental validity procedure. After an in-depth

discussion with experts and bank managers of State Bank of

India, we classified the 22 service quality items into two

different factors such as physical services (6) and core services

(16).

Location of Bank Total Sample Size Proportion Areawise Sample Size

 (1)  (2)  (1) x (2)

Urban 627 0.4024 252

Semi-urban 627 0.360 192

Rural 627 0.2916 183
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Collection of Data

After the questionnaire was structured, it is used to measure

the service quality of State Bank of India and its impact on

customer satisfaction. The questionnaire was classified into

six different parts. Part I elucidates nine personal and

demographic variables of respondents. Part II and III

comprised six conceptual items for physical service quality

and 16 items for core service quality respectively. Similarly,

parts IV and V measure the satisfaction and commitment, by

raising five satisfaction items and four commitment items

respectively. Moreover, we also identified and included five

rational items in part VI. The authors collected data based on

the location of the bank more specific in rural area; the

respondents were well familiar in their regional language when

compared to formal language.  For this  purpose the

questionnaire was translated into their regional language and

issued to the respondents in rural area. After the collection

was over, again the questionnaire was converted into a formal

structure and organized for the purpose of analysis.

Data Analysis

After data collection was over, the collected data was organized

and analyzed with the help of SPSS Version 17 and SPSS

AMOS Version 17. At first simple tabulation shows the

position of the personal, demographic and rational background

of the customers of SBI. In the next stage structural equation

modeling was applied to evaluate the services quality and its

impact on the satisfaction and commitment of bank customers.

Moreover, resampling method was also adopted to scrutinize

the services quality. The resampling strata was the location

of the bank namely Urban, Semi Urban and Rural area. Finally,

the services quality was evaluated on a pooled basis for the

overall sample size of the study.

Personal and Demographic Profile of Bank Customers

The personal and demographic profile of bank customer

includes his/her gender, age, residential area, marital status,

nature of family, number of family members, occupation,

qualification, etc. Among the total of 627 bank customers

majority of them are males (78.3 percent). As far as their age

as concern, most of them are in the age category between 20

to 40 years (64.9 percent) and the customers of SBI, are from

the remote outskirts of the (Rural) City (43.7 percent). They

are married (68.3 percent) and their nature of family is nuclear

(58.5 percent) majority 36.8 percent of the bank customers

having four members of the family. Moreover, 28.9 percent

of the customers were business men as well as self employed

and 35.1 percent of them are graduates. On the other hand,

38.6 percent of them earn a monthly income between

` 4000 to ` 8000 respectively.

Rational Profile

The rational profile of customers of SBI comprised  the nature

of deposit account hold at present, criteria for choosing the

bank, frequency of withdraws of deposits, purpose of holding

the bank account. A maximum of 62.7 percent of the customers

hold the saving bank accounts. 40.2 percent of them reveal

that the bank was located near to their home and also 34.3

percent of them holding the bank account for the past two

years. The majority of 29.2 percent in the sample size

withdraws and deposits the money twice in a week at the

bank. Maximum of them holding the bank account is just for

savings.

Structural Equation Modeling

In order to propose a multidimensional model for evaluating

the services quality, SEM was applied and it gives a fruitful

result. The result is presented on the basis of location of

bank namely, Urban, Semi-Urban and Rural. Moreover, a

pooled analysis was also conducted and it is illustrated with

a following path diagram and interpretation.

Path Diagram-1 shows the result of the Measurement model

of services quality with confirmatory factor analysis and path

analysis. From the equation it is inferred that if the physical

service quality changes by one unit, there will be 1.022 units

increase in the appearance of physical facilities. Similarly,

the physical service quality affects and increases the service

indicators by achieving a path coefficient of 0.078 for the

visual appeal of pamphlets and statements, 0.747 for

appearance of employees, 0.571 for accuracy of records and

0.541 for operating hours respectively. Similarly, if the core

services quality changes by one unit, there will be 1.098 units

increase in the “keeping promises at certain time.” Similarly,

the core service quality contributes and increases the service

indicators by attained a path coefficient of 1.075 for interest

shown in solving a problem, 0.990 for performing right service

at first time, 0.983 for promptness in performance services
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Path Diagram - 1

and 0.975 for keeping customers best interest at heart, etc

respectively. If the State Bank of India changes the physical

services quality by one unit, there will be 0.518 units decline

in the overall service quality of SBI, when the core service

quality is kept constant and vice versa. Moreover, the

correlation coefficient of 0.734 confirms that there exists a

relationship of 73.4 percent between the physical and core

services quality. Similarly, the State Bank of India changes

the overall service quality by one unit, there will be 0.365

and 0.589 units increase in the satisfaction and commitment

of the Bank customers. The contribution and impact of

satisfaction and commitment to the various indicators was
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Path Diagram 2

also identified from the path diagram.  If the satisfaction of

respondents changes by one unit, there will be 1.384 units

increase in the satisfaction about Willingness to help and

provide prompt services in the SBI. Similarly, the unobserved

satisfaction of the customers’ increases then it will lead to an

increase in indicators by attaining a path coefficient of 1.333

for knowledge and courtesy of employees, 1.193 for caring

individual attention, 1.131 for ability to perform promised

services respectively.  Moreover,  if  commitment of

respondents changes by one unit there will be 1.318 units

increase in the commitment of customers in an adverse

situation. Likewise, if the commitment changes, then it will

lead to an increase in the path coefficient of 0.426 for

consultation with bank employees and 0.350 for consultation

with consumers. The result of critical ratio test confirms that

the estimated path coefficient was highly significant at one

percent level. In order to evaluate the model fitness, the

Goodness of Fit Index (GFI =0.833 or 83.3 percent) and

Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI =0.807 or 80.7

percent)  were evidence and i t  shows i t  is  close to a
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recommended level of one. The Root Mean Residual (RMR=

0.055) and Root Mean square error of Approximation

(RMSEA =0.057) suggest that the error involved in calculating

the parameter was close to a recommended level of Zero.

Additionally the result of Chi-Square test is good and it shows

that the fitted model is strongly recommended at one percent

level. All the above said model fitness index and the test of

model fitness revealed that the proposed model to evaluate

the services quality of SBI was good in urban banks.

From Path Diagram-2, it is inferred that if the physical services

quality changes by one unit, there will be 1.290 units increase

in the accuracy of records. Similarly, the physical services

quality affects and increases the service indicators by

achieving a path coefficient of 1.171 for the operating hours,

1.150 for visual appeal of pamphlets and statements, 0.863

for appearance of employees and 0.787 for appearance of

physical facilities respectively. Similarly, if the core services

quality changes by one unit, there will be 1.023 units increase

in the “keeping customer’s best interest at heart.” The core

services quality contribute and increase the service indicators

by attaining a path coefficient of 0.914 for promptness in

performing services, 0.903 for providing time promised

services, 0.816 for politeness of employees and 0.809 for

interest shown in solving a problem respectively. The impact

of physical and core services quality on the overall services

quality provided by SBI and also its effect on the satisfaction

and commitment of the customers is also visualized in the

path diagram. If the State Bank of India changes the physical

and core services quality by one unit, there will be 0.300

units and 1.642 units increase in the overall services quality

of SBI respectively. Moreover, the correlation coefficient of

0.919 confirms that there exists a relationship of 91.9 percent

between the physical and core services quality. The State

Bank of India also changes its overall service quality by one

unit, there will be 0.358 and 0.518 units increase in the

satisfaction and commitment of the customers. The path

diagram also visualizes the contribution and impact of

satisfaction and commitment of the various indicators. If the

satisfaction of customers changes by one unit, there will be

1.322 units increase in the satisfaction about caring individual

attention, in SBI. Similarly, the unobserved satisfaction of

the customers’ increases then it will lead to increase in

indicators by attaining a path coefficient of 1.197 for ability

to perform promised services, 1.179 for knowledge and

courtesy of employees, 1.140 for willingness to help and

provide prompt services. Moreover, if commitment of

customers changes by one unit there will be 0.374 and 0.229

units decline in the commitment in the consultation with bank

employees and consultation with consumers respectively.

Likewise if the commitment changes then it will lead to

increase and attain a path coefficient of 0.285 for commitment

in an adverse situation. The result of critical ratio test confirms

that the estimated path coefficient was highly significant at

one percent level. In order to evaluate the model fitness, the

GFI (0.790 or 79 percent) and AGFI (0.757 or 75.7 percent)

were evidence and it shows it is close to a recommended level

of one. The RMR of 0.59 and RMSEA 0.070 suggest that the

error involved in calculate the parameter was closed to a

recommended level of Zero. In addition, the result of Chi-

Square test is a good result that the fitted model is strongly

recommended at one percent level. All the above said model

fitness index and the test of model fitness revealed that the

proposed model of measuring the service quality of SBI was

good in Semi-urban banks.

Path diagram-3 visualizes the result of the confirmatory factor

analysis with the path analysis.  It is inferred that, if the

physical service quality changes by one unit, there will be

2.104 units increase in the operating hours. Similarly, the

physical service quality affects and increases the service

indicators by achieving a path coefficient of 1.890 for the

visual appeal of pamphlets and statements, 1.886 for accuracy

of records, 1.672 for appearance of employees and 0.946 for

appearance of physical facilities respectively. Similarly, if

the core service quality changes by one unit, there will be

1.052 units increase in the “Promptness in conveying

information.” Similarly, the core service quality contributes

and increase the service indicators by attaining a path

coefficient of 1.051 for performing right service at first time,

1.048 for promptness in performance services and 1.044 for

response to customer request,  respectively. The State Bank

of India changed its physical service quality by one unit,

there will be 3.357 units increase in the overall service quality

of SBI and if SBI change the core service quality by one unit,

there will be 0.274 decline in the overall service quality.

Moreover, the correlation coefficient of 0.927 confirms that

there exists a relationship of 92.7 percent between the physical

and core service quality. The Bank changed the overall service

quality by one unit, there will be 0.340 and 0.672 units increase

in the satisfaction and commitment of the customers. If the

satisfaction of Bank customers changes by one unit, there
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Path Diagram -3

will be 1.452 units increase in the satisfaction about caring

individualized attention in SBI. Similarly, the unobserved

satisfaction of the customers increases then it will lead to

increase in the indicators by attaining a path coefficient of

1.284 for knowledge and courtesy of employees, 1.258 for

willingness to help and provide prompt services and 0.839

for ability to perform promised services. Moreover, if

commitment of customers changes by one unit there will be
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1.085 units increase in the score of consultation with

consumers. Likewise if the commitment changes then it

will lead to increase and attain a path coefficient of 0.762

for consultation with bank employees. The result of critical

ratio test confirms that the estimated path coefficient was

highly significant at one percent level. In order to evaluate

the model fitness, the GFI (0.791 or 79.1 percent) and

AGFI (0.759 or 75.9 percent) were evidence and it shows

Path Diagram-4

Pooled Analysis of Banks in Three Areas
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it is close to a recommended level of one. The RMR of

0.61 and RMSEA 0.066 suggest that the error involved in

calculating  the parameter was closed to a recommended

level of Zero. In addition, the result of Chi-Square test is a

good result that the fitted model is strongly recommended

at one percent level. All the above said model fitness index

and the test of model fitness revealed that the proposed

model of measuring the service quality of SBI was good in

rural banks.

Path Diagram-4 shows the result of the confirmatory factor

analysis with the path analysis. If the physical service quality

changes by one unit, there will be 1.192 units increase in

perception score of  visual  appeal  of  pamphlets  and

statements. Similarly, the physical services quality affect and

increase the service indicators by achieving  a path coefficient

of 1.018 for the appearance of physical facilities, 1.025 for

appearance of employees, 1.054 for accuracy of records and

1.073 for operating hours respectively. Similarly, if the core

service quality changes by one unit, there will be 1.051 units

increase in the “promptness in conveying information” and

“performing right service at first time.” The core service

quality contributed and increased the service indicators by

attaining a path coefficient of 1.048 for promptness in

performing services, 1.043for response to customer request

and 1.037 for providing time promised services respectively.

The State Bank of India changed the physical service quality

by one unit, there will be 3.153 units increase in the overall

service quality of SBI. Moreover, the correlation coefficient

of 0.926 confirms that there exists a relationship of 92.6

percent between the physical and core service quality. If the

Bank changes the overall service quality by one unit, there

will be 0.390 and 0.714 units increase in the satisfaction and

commitment of the customers. The contribution and impact

of satisfaction and commitment of the various indicators also

visualize in the path diagram. If the satisfaction of Customers

changes by one unit, there will be 1.414 units’ increase in the

satisfaction about caring individualized attention in the SBI.

Similarly, the unobserved satisfaction of the respondents

increases then it will lead to increase in indicators by attaining

a path coefficient of 1.243 for knowledge and courtesy of

employees, 1.223 for willingness to help and provide prompt

services and 0.830 for ability to perform promised services.

Moreover, if commitment of customers changes by one unit

there will be 1.112 units’ increase in the consultation with

consumers. Likewise if the commitment changes, then it will

leads to increase and attain a path coefficient of 0.791 for

consultation with bank employees. The result of critical ratio

test confirms that the estimated path coefficient were highly

significant at one percent level. In order to evaluate the model

fitness, the GFI (0.791 or 79.1 percent) and AGFI (0.758 or

75.8 percent) were evidence and it shows it is close to a

recommended level of one. The RMR of 0.062 and RMSEA

0.065 suggest that the error involved in calculating the

parameter was closed to a recommended level of Zero. In

addition,  the result of Chi-Square test is good result that the

fitted model is strongly recommend at one percent level. All

the above said model fitness index and the test of model fitness

revealed that the proposed model to measure the service

quality of SBI in Tiruchirappalli District was good.

Discussion and Conclusion

We studied the service quality of SBI and its impact on

customer satisfaction based on the location of bank such as

urban, semi-urban, rural areas of Tiruchirapalli district. Based

on the analysis  we give sui table suggest ions and

recommendations on the following grounds.

Urban Banks

In Tiruchirappalli District, the State Bank of India established

13 branches in the urban area because the area consisted of a

population above 10 lakhs. Majority of the customers are

from urban area, this is greater, when compared to semi-urban

and rural area. This was due to the various physical and core

services provided by the SBI to its customers. As per the

analysis, the physical services and core services provided by

SBI were not excelled in their performance. In order to boost

up and trigger the satisfaction and commitment of the

customer the bank should take necessary steps and remedial

measures regarding the physical services. Though the

equipments were modern looking, they were not very much

attracted and this would lead to non-fulfillment of customer’s

requirement and it creates dissatisfaction. For this purpose it

should concentrate on satisfying the requirements of the

customers by increasing the waiting chairs, by providing fully

air-conditioned environment in all branches, supply of cool

water, etc. Moreover, the appearance of employees in SBI is

not up to the mark. As a bank employee he or she in a position,

has to mingle with public in daily life. So the researcher

suggests the appearance of employees regarding their dress

ethics and neatness should improve and it will lead to an
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increase in the customer satisfaction and commitment.

Similarly, the visual appeal of pamphlets and statements such

as DD Challan, pay in slip, withdrawal slip should be arranged,

ordered and it should be highlighted in the specific place. At

a certain time, handling of the transaction in the peak hours

will lead to failure in clear entries in the passbook. To avoid

this, the employees should make a detailed narration clearly

about their transaction whether it may be withdrawal or

deposit. The customers are also dissatisfied regarding the

working hours of SBI. So, the researcher recommended to

extending the working hours of SBI in the evening time. This

will meet the requirements of the customers. As far as core

service is concerned the employees should visualize the helping

attitude transparently, perform the right service at the first

time to attract the new customers, behave politely and show

some interest in solving the problem faced by the customers.

Moreover, in this area majority of the customers were low in

their satisfaction and commitment. In future, to change their

dissatisfaction into satisfaction and make them committed

with the bank, the bank should concentrate on the services

such as operating hours, appearance of employees and they

should understand the specific needs of the customer.

Moreover,  the bank should give importance to the

trustworthiness of  employees and the knowledge of

employees in answering the customers’ enquiry will alone

increase the satisfaction and commitment in future. All these

above said remedial measures regarding the physical and core

services will enhance the overall service quality of SBI. If the

overall service quality has to shine bright in the future, then

the bank will definitely satisfy their customers and attract

the new customers in the coming scenario.

Semi-Urban Banks

Apart from the urban area, the SBI also started their branches

in the outskirts of Tiruchirappalli District. The main reason

to start the branches in this area, before nationalization of

banks that there were no branches in this area. So the SBI

established a cut-off of a population above two lakhs to 10

lakhs as a criterion to start 12 branches and named it as semi-

urban area. Irrespective of areas, the banks’ performance was

purely determined by the services provided to their customers.

As in the urban area, the physical services failed to satisfy

the customers. In order to increase the satisfaction and

commitment the banks in the semi-urban area should

concentrate on the updating of equipments, appearance of

employees and maintenance of accurate records. As far as the

core services are concerned the bank should motivate its

employees to behave in a polite manner, to show their helping

attitude, give immediate response to customer request and

handle their transaction in a safer manner. Most of the

customers in this area were low in their satisfaction and

commitment. In order to enhance their satisfaction and

commitment, the SBI branches in this area should concentrate

on the appearance of physical facilities, appearance of

employees,  promptness in performing services and

promptness in conveying the information to their customers

respectively. At present and in future the customers are willing

to retain and continue their commitment to the SBI. SBI may

expect the new account holders from other nationalized banks

in the coming future.

Rural Banks

Apart from the urban and semi-urban area, the SBI also

performed their banking services in the rural areas of

Tiruchirappalli District. At present the SBI established and

was running 19 branches in the rural areas. The main purpose

to start the SBI in rural area is to attract the farmers, giving

loans and advances for agriculture purpose and to motivate

the habit of thrift and savings to the rural customers. In this

area also, the physical services were not excelled to trigger

the satisfaction and commitment of customers. In order to

curtail this, the bank should give more emphasis to maintain

accuracy of records and operating hours of the bank. Though

the customers of the rural area are illiterate, the employees

should give a proper guidance about the transactions and

explain the formalities to open a new account, about the rules

and regulations,  interest  charged of various deposits

respectively. The employees working in this area should give

more importance regarding their punctuality and they should

be in chairs during the operating hours of the bank. As far as

the core services are concerned they should show some

interest in solving customers’ problem, behave in a polite

manner and understand the specific needs of rural customers.

Majority of the customers in this area were highly satisfied

and they have high commitment to do business with the bank.
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Overall Service Quality of SBI

In Tiruchirappalli District the researcher identified that the

overall service quality of SBI should be enhanced by taking

proper remedial measures regarding the physical and core

services provided to its customers.  On a priority basis, first

the bank should improve the physical services and it should

give emphasis to the core services also. At present, majority

of the customers in Tiruchirappalli District were low in their

satisfaction and commitment towards their banks. In order to

increase the level of satisfaction and commitment the bank

should give importance to the updating of equipments and

accuracy of records. Regarding the core services it should

give concentration to improve all the core services provided

at present. Finally, all these remedial measures will boost and

enhance the overall service quality of SBI and it will lead to

increase the satisfaction and commitment of SBI customers

as well as attract new customers in the coming future.
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rganized food retailing is a relatively new pheno-

menon in India, with small Western-style super-

markets starting to appear only since the 1980s.

Most food is still sold through local wet market vendors,

roadside pushcart sellers, or tiny kirana (grocery) stores.

Although less than one per cent of food is estimated to be sold

through supermarkets, this share is growing rapidly. Most

supermarkets resemble the small independent operations that

existed in Australian cites and towns about 20 years ago,

typically occupying 275-750 square meters and carrying about

6000 stock-keeping units.  Most of the supermarket

developments have occurred in the south of the country in the

major cities of Bangalore, Chennai and Hyderabad, as well as

New Delhi and Mumbai in the north.

According to the Images-KSA Technopak India Retail Report

2005, an estimated 500 shopping malls are expected to be built

by 2010 from a near-zero base in 2000, in a trend that can
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benefit Australian producers by providing greater visibility

and shelf space. Convenience stores are also taking off in major

cities, usually in the form of Shell  Shops or Food Stops attached

to petrol station outlets. The format and product range is

surprisingly similar to those in Australia, and they often include

chilled and refrigerated sections. Market analysts estimate that

the organized retail sector has been growing by nearly 30 percent

year since 2000 with similar growth likely in the short-to-

medium term. The sector is expected to undergo further change

with prospective new domestic and global foreign entrants,

and the takeover or exit of some existing participants. Global

players such as Wal-Mart (US) and Carrefour (France) have

indicated their plans to enter India once Indian foreign

investment regulations permit.

Food Retailing in India – An Overview

Traditional local markets and small-scale retailing continue to

dominate India’s food retail sector. There are an estimated 12

million retail outlets, of which almost seven million sell food

and grocery products. The vast majority of these are small

kiosks (17 percent), general provision stores (14 percent) and

grocery stores (called kirana; 56 percent of all rural retail

outlets) run by a single trader and his family. With more than

71 percent of the population living in small villages and engaged

in agriculture, most of India still does its food shopping at

small-scale vendors in the local village, or at larger-scale weekly

markets often serving several villages in one area, where small

individual vendors trade. In the towns and cities, most

consumers do their food shopping at the local neighborhood

independent small retailers, kiosks and street hawkers. Servants

in high income households usually undertake this task. Most

cities and towns also have one (or more) large central fresh

produce market where wholesalers and retailers (plus some

consumers) procure their supplies for the day from individual

traders.

The Food Corporation of India (FCI) has an extensive

nationwide network of about 478,000 fair price shops and sells

subsidized food grains and certain other staples, but since the

retargeting of the Public Distribution System (PDS) in 1997 to

focus on the poor, these are only available for those below the

poverty line set by the government. There are also a few other

chains of government-operated provisions stores, such as the

Kendriya Bhandar (about 120 stores nationwide) run by the

Ministry of Personnel. Grievances and Pensions and the canteen

stores (about 34 plus 3400 canteens) run by the Ministry of

Defense, which are exclusively for Defense personnel. Thus

the majority of food and beverage retailing in India is categorized

as belonging to the unorganized sector. There is no firm data

for the total value of India’s annual food and beverage

expenditure; however there are various calculations and

estimates, such as about US$90 billion by 2000 based on the

Indian government’s estimates of average urban and rural

household expenditure on food and beverages, and about

US$135 billion by 2004 and growing at 4-5 percent a year,

based on industry estimates cited by the USDA.

However it is commonly believed that less than one percent of

food and beverage retail sales take place through the organised

retail sector, though this share is estimated to be growing

rapidly. An early form of ‘supermarket’ has been around in

India for some time’ the single-unit, smaller family-owned

grocery and provisions store, now calling itself a supermarket

(while others may call it a ‘super-kirana’) of which there are at

least 5 to 20 in each city. Another form is a specific food and

grocery section contained in some department stores, such as

the Sahkari Bhandar department store chain, which has about

16 acres in Mumbai. However, it is only in the past decade or

so that a form of supermarket akin to a Western-style

supermarket, albeit on a smaller scale, has started to appear in

India, mainly in certain cities of southern India plus in New

Delhi and Mumbai

RPG’s Spencer’s

RPG Enterprises is not only one of the biggest, but also one of

the most respected names in the industry. A US$ 2.55 billion

business conglomerate, RPG is one of the powerhouses that

drive Indian Industry. With more than 20 companies, it spans

seven business sectors, Retail, Technology, Entertainment,

Power, Transmission, Tyres and Specialties- all under the RPG

banner. With such a diverse portfolio, the fact that RPG

Enterprises has had nothing but only unrivalled success in all

these sectors, speak very highly of the efficiency and vision

with which the company is run. Over the years RPG Enterprises

has built a huge reservoir of trust and goodwill among the

people of India. We at Spencer’s are truly proud to be a part of

the RPG family. Spencer’s quality is a time-tested phrase, which

has been ingrained in the minds of the Indian consumer for over

100 years now. Spencer’s express is your store next door for

your fresh needs at arms length. These stores are around 1000
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sq. ft. in size. They are open from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. and also

provide you with home delivery. Express stores stock dairy,

fruit and vegetable, bread and bread products, cut vegetables/

ready to cook, fruit juices, fresh butter, fresh coffee/tea, fresh

spices, fresh pickles, fresh ghee, fresh fish and meat. Spencer’s

Fresh stores provide you with an enjoyable and convenient

shopping environment in your very own neighbourhood. These

2000 sq. ft. air-conditioned stores are well stocked with fresh

food of the very best quality, such as fresh farm produce,

vegetables, fruit, milk, eggs, breads and much more. With an

impressive range and a clean, bright and hygienic ambience,

Spencer’s Fresh is far better than the regular vegetable outlets.

Spencer’s Fresh provides fresh, clean and tasty farm produce

at lowest possible prices in the locality. The Spencer’s store is

your friendly neighbourhood store, which caters to your entire

daily shopping needs - from regular groceries to fresh food and

also weekly top-up shopping. About 4000-7000 sq. ft. in size

and with a bright and friendly atmosphere, Spencer’s saves the

hassle of bargaining with the local Kirana shop owners.

Nilgiris

Another pioneer, the Nilgiris supermarket chain opened its

first supermarket in Bangalore in 1971 and by 2005 had built a

network of 30 stores, both company-owned and franchised in

the states of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and

Karnataka. Muthusamy  Mudaliar  opened  a  small  bunk

shop  in  Ooty.  That was in 1905 and the beginning of a long

story in procurement and customer satisfaction. In 1936, the

shop moved  to  Bangalore  with  its  registered  office  on

Brigade  Road,  a  small  shop  exactly where  the  huge  mother

store  is  now  located.  The  first  expansion  happened  when

Muthusamy  Mudaliar’s  son  Chenniappan,  also  the  chairman,

established  Nilgiris  as  a modest  store  carrying  Nilgiris’  own

products,  mostly  dairy  and  bakery.  Eventually, it evolved

into a supermarket when Mr. Chenniappan visited the U.S.

and Europe and was influenced by the old supermarket concept

in the west. This chain has now blossomed to cover  a  vast

region  in  South  India  with  26  outlets  and  annual  sales  of

about  `2300 Millions. They plan to open an additional 30

outlets in their next phase of expansion.

Margin Free

Margin Free Markets is the largest retail chain in the state of

Kerala and one of the leading retail chains in India. The first

outlet of this chain started functioning on 26th January 1994

at Thiruvananthapuram. There are currently more than 275

franchisees of Margin Free Markets spread all over south India.

The outlets are franchises and are not actually owned by the

chain.  The  Consumer  Protection  and  Guidance Society

currently control margin free markets, which is  a  registered

charitable  institution  that  started functioning  in  1993. The

consumers  are  assured of  quality,  quantity  and  the  fair

price  of  the goods sold through the Margin Free Markets.

Any retailer can upgrade his shop into a Margin Free outlet,

by sending in an application to this society.  If his application

is accepted, he has to make the necessary investment required.

The Kerala-based Margin Free discount stores, the ‘pure retail’

chain with arguably the largest presence in the country. The

retail store chain is uniformly spread across the 240- odd

Margin Free franchisees in Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka.

Margin Free draws inspiration   from   the   undying   loyalty

of   its   customers   who   have   wholeheartedly welcomed all

its growth plans in the past. Margin Free plans to open huge

hypermarkets (50.000sq.ft  each) in Ernakulam,

Thiruvananthapuram and Kozhikode in the immediate future.

Reliance Fresh

The contribution to the Indian food retail success being done

by other premier retailers like Pantaloon’s Food Bazaar,

Reliance Retail and Heritage@fresh are also doing innovations

in the food retail sector. The Indian government has taken a

cautious approach to allow Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)

in food retailing (and retailing generally), with majority of

foreign ownership in food retail chains not allowed, and

approvals generally given on a case-by-case basis (In February

2006 the government made a small concession on FDI in retailing

by announcing that up to 51 percent in retailing of “angle brand”

products would be allowed). Major Indian retail groups, such

as the RPG Group and the Pantaloon Group, have expressed

their strong opposition to allow  more foreign direct investment

into Indian retailing especially majority foreign ownership.

They argue that the sector is still at a very early stage of

development and multinationals such as Wal-Mart would

swamp local players. However, the Indian government appears

to be considered some degree of liberalisation in the interests

of improving efficiency in retailing and supply chains and so

strengthening the integration of the Indian agrifood market,

plus opening possible new avenues for Indian exports via

multinational retailers.
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Review of Literature

Retailing is the most dominant business in India. Though,

various types of retail formats have existed in our country,

food retailing plays a vital role. In this current scenario the

concentration of the researchers, academicians and retail

managers were diverted and expanded into scrutinizing the food

retailing business. This is possible through the quality of

services provided by the food retailers to each and every

individual in the society. The quality of services provided by

food retailers can be assessed by the pioneering work done by

the experts in retail marketing.  Dinesh Kumar Gauri, (2008),

two powerful, highly effective strategic tools that retailers

possess involves pricing and store format decisions. From the

several strategic choices available for each decision, a retailer

can choose any combination. We focus on two gaps in the

literature. First, both decisions are specific to the consumers

to whom the stores cater and the environments within which

they operate, yet little academic research study them jointly.

Thus, it is important to determine the joint effects of considering

pricing and format decisions in a single framework. Second, do

retailers, privy to findings from rich prior literature pertaining

to consumer store choices related to their pricing and format

preferences; actually take such information into account when

making strategic choices. Ann Marie Fiore (2007), – empirically

studied that shopping experience has expanded. Reflecting the

integrative (experiential and utilitarian) nature of shopping

experience, he aims to propose an overarching stimulus-

organism-response based shopping experience framework. He

offers a framework that integrates components of both the

hedonic experience related consciousness-emotion-value model

and the utilitarian experience-related cognition-affect-behaviour

model. Tomas Palaima, et.al. (2006), recognised the value of

close relationships with their customers because customer

retention in intensifying competition is more and more

important. He analyses services quality in the new relationship

marketing paradigm. The article focused on Anglo-Australian

approach to relationship marketing. This research approaches

the integration of quality management, services marketing

concepts and customer relationship economics are emphasized.

The different services quality models are analyzed in order to

determine how these models are adequate to changing

relationship marketing paradigm. The adequacy of service

quality GAP model, the perceived service quality model and

the Gummeson 4Q model of offering quality is analyzed. The

analysis reveals that service quality models and instruments

are limited to evaluation of a service episode and are static

while relationship marketing paradigm requires dynamic

approach which could help to assess service quality in long-

term perspective along with other relationship quality

dimensions. Michel Laroche (2005), indicated that consumers’

evaluations of service quality in a shopping environment mediate

their pleasure and purchase intention. Consumer mall shopping

decision-making process is invariant across English and French

Canadian consumers. Practical implications – For researchers

who are interested in understanding consumer mall shopping

behaviour cross-culturally, this research provides a model that

can be tested in cross-cultural contexts. For mall operators and

store managers attempting to improve the mall environment,

product quality, and offer better service, the study provides

interesting solutions. Originality/value – By incorporating

service quality into consumer mall shopping decision making,

this research has demonstrated that consumers’ moods evoked

by their perceptions of shopping mall environment and of

product quality influence their purchase intentions through

their perceptions of service quality. The mall shopping decision-

making process of English and French Canadian consumers is

universal, regardless of their cultural orientations. Dirk

Morschett, et. al., (2005), developed a framework for

competitive strategies in food retailing. Managers of food retail

channels were surveyed in order to derive the basic dimensions

of competitive advantages that companies attempt to achieve

in this industry sector. In a second study based on consumers,

the central dimensions of retail store perception were

investigated. Both studies reveal that three basic types of

competitive advantage seem to prevail in food retailing: (1)

price, (2) quality (with a comprehensive set of quality-orientated

instruments, including customer service), (3) convenience. We

find quality leadership and price leadership to be independent

factors which can be achieved without conflicting with one

another. Prem Vrat, et.al., (2005), critically appraised various

service quality models and identifies issues for future research

based on the critical analysis of literature. The article critically

examines 19 different service quality models reported in the

literature. The critical review of the different service quality

models is intended to derive linkage between them, and highlight

the area for further research. The review of various service

quality model revealed that the service quality outcome and

measurement is dependent on type of service setting, situation,

time, need etc factors. In addition to this even the customer’s

expectations towards particular services are also changing with

respect to factors like time, increase in the number of encounters
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with a particular service, competitive environment, etc. This

article provides a rich agenda for future research in the subject.

Gordon Fullerton (2005) has produced two schools of thought

on the cause of customer loyalty in services industries. The

service quality perspective puts forward that service quality

evaluations substantially drive customer loyalty in services

industries. The relationship marketing perspective puts forward

that customer commitment to the service provider substantially

drives customer loyalty in services industries. In addition,

commitment is a complex construct with at least two forms,

one based in liking and identification (affective commitment)

and one based in dependence and switching costs (continuance

commitment). These positions were examined in an integrated

model of retail–service relationships Amy Wong and Amrik

Sohal (2003). This study attempts to examine the impact of

service quality dimensions on customer loyalty, on two levels

of retail relationships: person-to-person (salesperson level)

and person-to-firm (store level). A total of 1,261 surveys were

administered to shoppers who were leaving a large chain

departmental store in Victoria, Australia. The results showed

that service quality is positively associated with customer

loyalty, and that the relationship between the two is stronger

at the company level, rather than at the interpersonal level.

Specifically, among the dimensions of service quality, the most

significant predictor of customer loyalty at a company level is

tangibles, while the most significant predictor of customer

loyalty at an interpersonal level is empathy. Further discussion

and managerial implications can be drawn from these

findings Valarie A. Zeithaml, Leonard L. Berry, and A.

Parasuraman (1996). If service quality relates to retention of

customer s at the aggregate level, as other research has indicated,

then evidence of its impact on customers’ behavioural responses

should be detectable. The authors offer a conceptual model of

the impact of service quality on particular behaviors that signal

whether customers remain with or defect from a company.

Results from a multi company empirical study examining

relationships from the model concerning customers’ behavioural

intentions show strong evidence of their being influence by

service quality. The findings also reveal differences in the nature

of the quality-intentions link across different dimensions of

behavioural intentions. The authors’ discussion centers on

ways the results and research approach of their study can be

helpful to researchers and managers. The authors respond to

concerns raised by Cronin and Taylor (1992) and Teas (1993)

about the SERVQUAL instrument and the perceptions-minus-

expectations specification invoked by it to operationalize

services quality. After demonstrating that the validity and

alleged severity of many of those concerns are questionable,

they offer a set of research directions for addressing unresolved

issues and adding to the understanding of service quality

assessment. Ruth N. Bolton and James, H. Drew (1991). The

authors develop a longitudinal model of the effect of a service

change on customer attitudes about service quality. The model

is estimated with data from a field experiment with three survey

waves. Service changes are found to have a strong influence on

customer evaluations of service quality through their effect on

customer perceptions of current performance and

disconfirmation. The effect of disconfirmation is longer and

the effect of prior attitudes is smaller directly after the service

change then in a subsequent time period. Emin Babakus, Carol

C. Bienstock et al., (2004). Effects of perceived merchandise

and service quality, relative to competition, on retail store

performance are investigated using store traffic and revenue

growth as outcome variables. A model is proposed and tested

using aggregate customer data and store performance outcomes

from a group of stores owned by a national retail organization.

Results suggest that both service and merchandise quality exert

significant influence on store performance, measured by sales

growth and customer growth, and their impact is mediated by

customer satisfaction. Implications of the results and future

research directions are discussed. Lun Hou (2008), studied to

construct a gap model for dual customer values. A basic

description of customer values is given, and then the gaps

between products and services in different periods for the

customers and companies are analyzed based on the product

or service life-cycle. The main factors that influence the

perceived customer value were analyzed to define the

“recognized value gap” and a gap model for the dual customer

values was constructed to supply companies with a tool to

analyze existing customer value gaps and improve customer

relationship management.

Scope of the Study

This research article is exclusively conducted as a case study

for the major food retailers in India. The human capital of food

retailers in India are in a need to get a clear picture about the

food retailing world. For this purpose the study focused on

the in-depth issues regarding the nature and quality of services

provided by the food retail stores to the Indian Customers.
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Research Design

This study attempts to codify the service quality dimensions

within the scope of the Organized Retailing Sector in India. It

is a known fact that organized retailing is making a strong impact

in many parts of India’s growing economy. This research article

studied the services quality of major food retailers by taking

important services quality dimensions like Physical Aspects,

Reliability, Personal Interaction, Problem Solving and Policy

which assess the retail service users, especially the food retailers.

Moreover, the study made an attempt to scrutinize the impact

of services quality dimensions on the overall services quality

of food retailers.

In order to measure the impact of services quality dimensions,

we contacted 630 retail shoppers from major food retail stores

namely Spencer’s, Nilgiris, Reliance Fresh and Margin Free.

Then we issued the instrument which comprised 28 services

quality items under the five dimensions to the retail shoppers.

After data collection is over, the Marginal Normality and Joint

Normality of Servqual were also checked by using the Shapiro

Wilk Test, Mardia’s Multivariate Skewness Test, Mardia’s

Multivariate Kurtosis Test and Henze Zirkler Test respectively.

The result of the above test clearly portrays the services quality

items are purely departed from the normality assumption.

Hence we forced to undertake a non-parametric estimation

technique to dissect the impact of services quality facet. For

the purpose of estimation we utilize the causal approach of

research by introducing the new technique of LAD Estimation

in data analysis. We used Systat Version 12 to perform the Lad

Estimation and treat the overall Services Quality as dependent

variable and independent variables are items under the services

quality dimensions. The results of the analysis are presented

in a sequential manner.

Table 1: Shapiro Wilk Marginal Normality Test

D i m e n s i o n s Variables Test  Stat i s t i c p- Value

Modern Equipment and Fixtures 0.723 0.000

Physical  Facil i t ies 0 .706 0.000

Good looking Shopping Materials 0 .805 0.000

Physical  Aspects Attractive and Convenient Public Areas 0.808 0.000

Easy Accessibil i ty 0.817 0.000

Easy Internal  Mobil i ty 0.813 0.000

Promising Services 0.867 0.000

Time Promising Services 0.876 0.000

Rel iab i l i ty Doing i t  Right 0 .865 0.000

Supply of Right Products 0 .822 0.000

Error Free Transactions 0.821 0.000

Employees Knowledge 0.858 0.000

Employees Confidential  Behaviour 0.861 0.000

Security in Transactions 0.777 0.000

Performing Prompt Services 0.841 0.000

Personal  Interaction Performing Exact Services 0.857 0.000

Immediate Response to Customer Request 0 .868 0.000

Individual Caretaking 0.869 0.000

Courteousness of Employees 0.869 0.000

Courteous Communication 0.870 0.000
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Returns and Exchanges 0.857 0.000

Problem Solving Sincerity in Problem Solving 0.859 0.000

Handling Customer Compliance 0.857 0.000

Offering Quali ty Products 0 .762 0.000

Convenient Parking Facil i t ies 0 .896 0.000

Pol icy Convenient Operating Hours 0.784 0.000

Acceptance of Credit  Cards 0.775 0.000

(n = 630)

Table 2:  Multivariate (Or) Joint Normality Test

Test Name Coefficients Test Statistic p-value

Mardia’s Skewness 103.141 10885.040 0.000

Mardia’s Kurtosis 1019.543 75.016 0.000

Henze-Zirkler 1.384 0.000

(n = 630)

Table 1 shows the results of the marginal normality text named

Shapiro Wilk Test. The results show all the service quality

items exactly and purely departed from the univariate normality

at one percent and five percent level respectively.

Moreover, Table 2 also explains the results of multivariate or

Joint Normality test of the service quality items. We made an

attempt to prove the multivariate normality of the items

b y  u s i n g  t h r e e  b a t t e r y  o f  t e s t  n a m e l y  M a r d i a ’s

Skewness, Mardia’s Kurtosis and Henze-Zirkler Test.

The effect of the test statistic shows that the 28 service

quality items are purely departed from the multivariate

normality at one percent and five percent significance

level respectively.

Table 3 visualizes the impact of the items of physical aspects

on the overall services quality of the food retailers. The result

of the LAD regression shows that the variable “Convenient

public areas” gives a positive increase to the services quality

of Spencer’s. As far as Nilgiris, Margin Free, Reliance Fresh

are concerned, the above said variable dominantly influence

the overall services quality of the store. These results were

extracted by using the Simplex Algorithm and the SAD is 19.382

is minimum for the Margin Free retail store. This shows the

items in physical aspects accurately predict the service quality

of Margin Free retail store followed by the Reliance Fresh,

Nilgiris and the Spencer’s.

Table 4 exhibits the impact of the substance of reliability on

the overall services quality of the food retailers. The results of

the LAD regression prove that the item “Doing it Right”

produces a positive increase to the service quality of RPG

Spencer’s. As far as Nilgiris Stores, Margin Free and Reliance

Fresh are concerned the above said variable governs the overall

services quality of the retail format. These results were extracted

by using the Simplex Algorithm and the SAD is 8.084 is least

for the Margin Free retail store. This shows the proportions in

Reliability accurately predict the service quality of Margin

Free followed by the Reliance Fresh, Nilgiris, and the Spencer’s.

Table 5 reveals the impact of the substance of personal

interaction on the overall services quality of the food retailers.

The results of the LAD regression prove that the item

“Security in Transactions” produces a positive increase to

the service effectiveness of RPG Spencer’s.  As far as Nilgiris

Stores, Margin Free and Reliance Fresh are concerned the

above said variable oversees the overall services quality of

the food retail format.   These results were extracted by using

the Simplex Algorithm and the SAD is 4.052 is lowest for the

Margin Free retail store. This confirms the proportions in

personal interaction accurately envisage the service quality

of Margin Free followed by the Reliance Fresh, Nilgiris and

Spencer’s.
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Table 3:  Lad Parameter Estimates – Physical Aspects

Table 6 exposes the impact of the essence of problem solving

on the overall services quality of the food retailers. The

consequences of the LAD regression prove that the dimension

“Handling Customer Compliance” produces a positive increase

to the service effectiveness of Margin Free. As far as Reliance

Fresh, RPG Spencer’s and Nilgiris are concerned the above

said variable oversees the overall services quality of the food

retail venture.  These results haul out by using the Simplex
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Table  4:  Lad Parameter Estimates – Reliability

Algorithm and the SAD is 8.556 is lowest for the Margin Free

retail store. This confirms the proportions in problem solving

accurately foresee the service quality of Margin Free pursued

by the Reliance Fresh, Nilgiris and Spencer’s.

Table 7 examines the impact of the policy on the overall services

quality of the food retailers. The consequences of the LAD

regression prove that the element “Acceptance of Credit Cards”

produces a positive increase to the service quality of Nilgiris.

As far as Spencer’s, Reliance Fresh and Margin Free are

concerned the above said variable oversees the overall services

quality of the food retail venture.  These results illustrate by

using the Simplex Algorithm and the SAD is 9.010 is minimum

for the Margin Free Super Markets. This confirms the

proportions in policy accurately predict the service quality of

Margin Free pursued by the Reliance Fresh, Nilgiris and

Spencer’s.

Findings and Implications

The results found that the majority of the Services Quality

Dimensions gives a positive impact on the overall Services
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Table 5:  Lad Parameter Estimates – Personal Interaction
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Table 6:  Lad Parameter Estimates – Problem Solving

Quality of major food retailers. The result extracted from the

study is fruitful and helps to take the major managerial

initiatives for improving food retail service quality.

Spencer’s

Spencer’s is the leading food retailer having a dozen of retail

outlets allover the Chennai City. The customers who came

to this retail outlet are very modern and also they are

potential to this store. They perceive Spencer’s in five

different dimensions. Based on this dimension the researcher

recommends some suggestions to enhance the services quality

of the retail outlet.

Physical Aspect - The customers of Spencer’s identified the

elements of physical aspects which declined the quality of

services provided by the store. Whenever customers entered

the store, their eyes always looked for the equipments and

fixtures and the availability of physical and storage facilities

etc. In this regard, the managers of Spencer’s should enhance

the equipment and fixtures, physical facilities by providing a

modern look and a high-tech look to the customers. They

should convert the old model of storage facilities into new

modernised storage facilities to store the food products

vegetables, fruits and other perishable products. Moreover,

the managers should give due care to the conversion of old

model chillers.
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Table 7: Lad Parameter Estimates – Policy

Reliability - The second dimension is the reliability of retail

store. Reliability refers to the services which have to be done

at the right moment based on the retail shoppers’ expectations.

The promised services have to be executed at the accurate time.

The retail store must supply the suitable goods in order to

fulfill the demand of the customer. Here the customers find

that the nature of the store has to improve. First of all, the

Spencer’s retail segment has to be completely systemised by

adopting advanced system software which would execute the

services to customers at the right duration. Therefore, it leads

to speedy and error free transactions. More importance is to

use modernized billing system like POSIFLEX. It will reduce

the burden for billing in charge during the peak hours. Electronic

Point of Sale (E-POS) is to be introduced among the Spencer’s

retail outlets. Finally, these kinds of measures would

automatically make better the services quality of the store.

Personal Interaction - More specifically personal interaction

in Spencer’s refers to the knowledge of the employees in this

store, their behaviour and services performed by them in a

perfect, prompt and exact manner to their customers. The

customers of Spencer’s point out some negatives and they are

also dissatisfied about the personal interaction of employees.

The store administrator of Spencer’s should immediately give

due care to trigger and boost this dimension. This boosting

process should be taken in different elements of personal

interaction. At first, the manager in charge should give and

conduct training programmes for their employees. The training
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programmes should be segregated and organised for the newly

recruited employees as well as for the existing employees also.

The training module should include the contents such as,

personality traits, managing skills, guidance to customers,

individual caretaking, courteous communication and how to do

exact services.

Problem Solving - This element is the core for the services

criteria, because, the customers problems and issues have to be

dealt with due care. Possible solutions must be given to

customers’ grievance. The section supervisors of the food retail

chain must give stress to the sincerity in problem solving.

Similarly, the retail shoppers issues in Spencer’s have been

executed through the tool called as Yours View Matter (YVM).

The customers’ problems, which have been taken by the store

managers is sent to the corporate office for redressal.

Policy - Finally, the retail services quality is also determined

by the facet policy. Here policy means the retailers have to

offer quality food and grocery brands to its buyers. Nowadays,

the buyers are more aware about what they are going to

purchase. The store comparison is also conducted by few end

users. Here, in Spencer’s own credit cards should be mentioned

in the store name itself which has to be introduced. Own gift

vouchers are a favourable element to be introduced by Spencer’s.

Another core issue is the convenient parking facilities. Car-

parking facilities are an inadequate feature in the store, because

of the location congestion which is blockade for the customer

traffic flow. The store management has to arrange for parking

facilities in the underground areas which will have customer

resource magnetism towards the store. For this, the managers

should plan before establishing the retail outlets in the heart of

the cities.

Nilgiris

Physical Aspects - The buyers of Nilgiris identified certain

elements which decrease the nature and services quality offered

by the food retail chain. When a customer visits the food retail

chain he perceives the store environment and physical facilities

of the store. Here, the buyers find that the level of anticipation

is not upto the class. Therefore, the managers of the store must

focus in improving the services of the retail chain. For efficient

store performance the management has to introduce amazing

retail solution in order to fulfill the wants of the end-users.

They have to establish exclusive design which is a complement

to the décor of the store. They have to fit open coolers for

buyers to take the materials from the freezers. They can install

large high contrast LCD display to see weight in kilograms of

the products. They can set up high speed slide out printer for

the printing purposes. To advise more proper retail security,

Sensormatic is an American brand which provides integrated

retail security solutions to meet the safety, inventory control

and security challenges faced in the present retail scenario.

This nature of high-tech equipments will adorn the quality of

the food retail store.

Reliability - examines the steadfastness of the retail chain

through contributing a guaranteed service assurance done by

the retail store. Reliability also refers to carry out each and

every transaction with dedication and commitment. If a good

has been determined to supply in a particular date it has to be

done with faithfulness to reach the end-users level of delight.

The human resource of this food retail chain can introduce

proactive retail software called ETP V5. It gives a support to

handle proactive decisions that makes a difference between

success and failure. These kinds of retail services will create

resoluteness in the mindset of the customers for a right product

decision.

Personal Interaction - is the appraisal of the employee’s

performance in the food and grocery retail channel. This factor

also reviews the behavioural attitude of the employees. They

have to answer to the queries of the customer’s in a well

mannered way. The bay is clear and employees are advised to

stock the materials in lean time and refill if required. In this

retail store the employees who are in the billing section receive

the products from the customer, execute the transactions and

finally give away the purchase products with the right hand

only and not through the two hands. Here the employees are

given training on the soft skills. The retail managers while

recruiting the candidate must look for enthusiasm and learning

tendency of the human resource. These areas in the personal

interaction dimension must be given due care by this retail

store and should be followed to become a lead retailer in this

segment.

Problem Solving - The next aspect in evaluating the service

quality is the problem solving. From this store customers

reaction we find that they are lacking in the element such as

returns and exchanges, sincerity in problem solving and handling

customer compliance. Also, the patrons believe that the nature
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of the retail store doesn’t match the prospect at a certain level.

Here the store manager and supervisors should be trained and

empowered in handling the customers’ tough issues brought

by them. The employees must be very sincere in tackling the

problems noticed by the customer and it should be taken for

elucidation to the superiors.

Policy - To conclude, the services quality is also powered by

the façade policy. The retailers should offer branded products.

In the present retail scenario, many food retailers are increasing

at a rapid pace. In Nilgiris, the patrons have identified the

elements such as convenient parking facilities and acceptance

of credit cards being weighed at a destitute status. This under

privileged nature has to be completely changed. So for this,

acceptance of the premier credit card companies is to be taken

under consideration. Food coupons should also be introduced

to the buyers. This depressed condition should be given due

care by the store management. Sodex, is also like a coupon

introduced by this food retailer for purchasing the products

but it is under the disadvantaged profile. Vehicle parking is

also to be streamlined to create centre of attraction for the

posh customers’ attention.

Margin Free

Physical Aspects – The regular patrons of this store identified

that the physical aspects factor lessened the services quality

rendered by them. However, the customers find that the

ambience of the store has to be improved by providing a comfy

environment. The Margin Free chain store has to be made more

accessible near the residential apartments. The store has to be

modernised with adequate shopping devices such as trolleys,

shopping materials, attractive packages etc.

Reliability - The next feature which elicits the services quality

of the retail store is reliability. It refers to the timely services

obtainable to the customers. At this juncture we find that the

expectations are not fulfilled according to the customers’

preferences. The services are not executed at the right time

because of derisory man power. The delivery staff which are

available in this retail store are only few. In a day, these delivery

staff carries out twenty to thirty transactions only. Here the

managers of the store have to increase the man power ratio to

a higher extent, which is a possible solution to reach more

number of customers.

Personal Interaction - Claims about how effectively do the

employees of the store interacting with its end-users. In these

retail stores the sales executives are not well qualified, for that

reason they are not in a position to respond what the customers’

desires because they are qualified at higher secondary level

only. Here the managers have to go for highly skilled sales

persons  who provide exact services to its customers. The

store managers have to explain the objectives and aims of the

corporate retail environment and customisation concepts to be

fed to its supervisory staff. As well as the store administration

of Margin Free must devise an ideal compensation plan in which

more focus has to be made, because the pay package level is

poor.

Problem Solving - Refers to how the managers provide

possible retail solutions to its end-users. Problem solving facet

is one of the important determining causes, because the issues

have to be carefully solved. At this point, the returns and

exchanges of the products have not fulfilled the customers’

anticipation level. More queries should be raised in this feature.

The company gives replacements for only few items. So, this

has to be raised over in future by offering more replacements

for the goods purchased. The other important component which

is insufficient is handling customer compliance. The store

managers must take adequate steps through receiving a

compliant letter from the customers. Complaint letters lodged

by the customers have to be collected and produced by the

sales officer or the marketing managers in the monthly meeting

arranged by the store board. These measures will upgrade the

quality of the retail corporate.

Policy

Aspect scrutinizes the operating success of retail store. It refers

to the quality of products offered. In the present scenario, the

customers are more time conscious. In Margin Free, the end-

users perceive that the expectations are not fulfilled to their

maximum extent because of the present working hours of the

store. The operating hours of the store has to be increased

upto 10:00 p.m. Specified parking for the stores have to be

arranged near the store itself for its customers. More

membership cards have to be issued to the regular customers

which is absent in most of Margin Free outlets. They can also

affix colours to the membership holders which could be easily

differentiated among the customers.
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Reliance Fresh

Physical Aspects - The retail shoppers of Reliance Fresh have

identified that certain physical aspects have not been satisfied

according to the shopper’s expectations. The customers find

that the requirements have not been matched. Here in Reliance

Fresh, the physical facilities of the store provide more

inadequacy to the customers. Basically, in the retail outlets the

store ambience deprives the service quality component. The

store is not so modernised when compared with its competitors.

The store should be made air-conditioned and this will improve

its status consciousness.

Reliability - This variation examines about the doing the right

to the customers what they want. It is a vital correlation

between the respondents of the retail store and the store

administration. Here we find that the more gap that exists in

the availability of merchandise and customer management. The

promised service has not been done properly to the customers

at the right situation. There are more pit falls in executing the

transactions to the ideal customers. The delivery of the right

products has not been done significantly because of the lesser

number of delivery staffs. So, therefore the time promised

services can’t reach the end-users at the right moment.

Personal Interaction - Pursuing the third factor is the personal

interaction which makes an assessment regarding the man power

potential of the food retailers. The retail patrons of Reliance

Fresh find that more improvement must be done for the human

resource in the selling skills. Persuasive Selling Skills (PSS)

programme has to be given exposure for the employees. In the

retail store, the behaviour of employees also decreases the

morale of the customers. They are not promptly responded

according to the situation arises. So, the management has to

arrange Executive Development Programme (EDP).

Problem Solving is one of the core dimensions for the retail

store. Here in Reliance Fresh the customer complaints have

not been solved in proper manner according to the customer’s

expectations. Crisis exists in the number of checkout counters.

Increase in the checkout counters would carry out the work in

a easy manner. The store managers must take action for customer

complaints through the customer problems and clearance cell.

They can also plan for online customer solutions which would

be more adequate. The problems must reach the corporate office

for further clearances. Extensive care should be given for the

complete replacement of the products if damaged. Brand card

should be introduced to explain the Kilograms of the product

mentioned. POLICY - Pursuing the final variation is the policy

of the retail store. This element reviews about offering quality

products, convenient parking facilities, operating hours and

acceptance of credit cards. In Reliance Fresh, the patrons have

assessed that the products offered are  inferior when compared

with other retailers. Few retailers and manufactures sell the

products in their own brand name itself. The price mechanism

of Reliance Fresh is good at certain level but the quality

component is weakened. So, this element has to be given more

concentration by the retail managers. Imported food items such

as meat, chicken, pork etc sold by other competitive food

retailers is deficient in this retail chain and specific actions

should be taken care of.  These products will improve the

superiority of the retail brand name. Improvement has to be

done through providing private parking facilities which will

attract more buyers. Reliance Fresh can also launch the co-

branded cards through having the tie-up with the financial

companies. This also comes under the credit card nature. To

conclude, the store has to consider these elements which would

upgrade the performance of the food retailer.
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Dynamics of  Retention:

Practices and Strategies
Ananthan B.R. and  Sudheendra Rao L.N.

This  paper  h igh l igh t s  the  cr i t i ca l  need  to  inves t iga te  the  dynamics  o f  employee  re ten t ion  prac t ices  and

s t r a t e g i e s  a n d  s y s t e m s  f o l l o w e d  i n  M N C s  a n d  I n d i a n  f i r m s .  U s i n g  a  s t r u c t u r e d  s e l f  c o m p l e t i n g

ques t ionnaire  hav ing  a lmos t  s imi lar i ty  in  i t ems  for  bo th  employees  and  management  wi th  spec ia l  re ference

to  spec i f i c  re ten t ion  s t ra teg ies  and  the i r  adaptab i l i t y,  the  da ta  has  been  co l lec ted  on  550  responden ts

( 3 3 5  e m p l o y e e s  a n d  2 1 5  m a n a g e m e n t ) .   R e s u l t s  r e v e a l e d  t h a t  e m p l o y e e s  h a d  h i g h e r  s c o r e s  o n  t o t a l

re ten t ion  s t ra teg ies ,  management /organiza t iona l  s t ra teg ies ,  reward  and  recogni t ion  s t ra teg ies ,  employee

bene f i t  s t ra teg ies ,  and  employee  ideas  and  sugges t ion  s t ra teg ies .   However,  no  d i f f e rence  was  observed

be tween  Ind ian  and  MNCs on  var ious  re ten t ion  s t ra teg ies .   Impl ica t ions  o f  the  s tudy  have  been  h igh l igh ted

in  the  d i scuss ion  sec t ion .
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ndia  is  emerging as  a  super  power ,  s la ted to  be

among the  wor ld’s  f ive  la rges t  economies  and

v i ewed  by  i n t e rna t i ona l  i nves to r s ,  bus ine s s

conglomerates and tertiary education providers as a land

of opportunity. Human resources (HR) are the backbone

of an organization (Gerhart and Milkovich 1990, Pfeffer

1998). Moreover, the continuing prosperity of a firm is

likely to be enhanced by employees who hold attitudes,

value and expectations that are closely aligned with the

corporate vision (Borman and Motwidlo 1993, Spector

1997, Cable and Parsons 2001, Feldman 2003). Clearly,

hiring capable people is an attractive point of departure

in the process, but building and sustaining a committed

work fo rce  i s  more  l i ke ly  t o  be  f ac i l i t a t ed  by  t he

employment of sophisticated human resource management

(HRM) infras t ructures  (Schuler  and Jackson 1987) .

Arguably, HRM policies and practices can be strategically

designed and installed to promote desirable employee

outcomes, which include the enhancement of the in role
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and extra role behaviours of employees. Yet, despite such

costly investments, corporations are continually searching

for techniques to improve and cement the linkage between

employees  and  t he i r  o rgan i za t i ons .   Ho l tb rügge ,

Friedmann and Puck (2010) observed that foreign firms

in India currently face two major challenges in human

resource management (HRM): personnel recruitment and

retention. For this study, we assessed and tested various

employee retention strategies.

Weak employee organizational linkages are often displayed

as the phenomenon of turnover. Indeed, people are likely

to job hop to obtain better monetary rewards and career

deve lopmen t  oppo r tun i t i e s .  Howeve r ,  t r ad i t i ona l

approaches that rely heavily on competitive monetary

rewards often have limited success in staff retention and

job motivation in the long run. This limitation has brought

practitioners to consider, along with the facilitation of

sophisticated HRM infrastructures, other techniques to

enhance employee attachment towards their organization

( i . e . ,  p e r son  o rgan i za t i on  f i t  s e l e c t i on  app roach ,

performance based incentives, extension of the attractive

execu t i ve  pe rk s  t o  a l l  emp loyees ) .  Wi th  p rope r

implementation, these techniques often facilitate a more

committed workforce. This effect can be achieved through

the  enhancemen t  o f  i n  r o l e  ( i . e . ,  o rgan i za t i ona l

commi tmen t )  and  ex t r a  ro l e  ( i . e . ,  o rgan i za t i ona l

citizenship) behaviours (Allen and Meyer 1990, Organ

1990). The form of organizational attachment and in role

behav iou r ,  t he  o rgan i za t i ona l  commi tmen t  t ha t

psychologically characterizes an employee’s relationship

with the organization for which he or she works, has

implications for whether or not an employee will choose

to remain with the organization. Past research (Allen and

Meyer  1990)  found  tha t  o rgan iza t ions  wi th  s t rong

employee attachment, or organizational commitment, tend

to have lower turnover or intention to leave than would

those with weak employee attachment. Organizational

c i t i zensh ip  behaviour  (OCB) ,  a  fo rm of  ex t ra  ro le

behav iou r  and  r ec ip roca t i on  o f  f a i r  t r e a tmen t  by

employees (Colye-Shapiro, Kessler and Purcell 2004), is

considered as part of work related activities performed

by employees that contribute to organizational prosperity,

and yet, are beyond the regular scope of job descriptions

and contractual sanctions or incentives (Organ 1990). Past

work found fair management of the reward distribution

and procedures in an organization would foster employees’

intention to display OCB (Organ and Konovsky 1989),

and further enhance the employees’ intention to stay with

the current firm (Carsten and Spector 1987).

This study covered the vision and mission, the philosophy

and  pol ic ies  o f  the  Ind ian  and  MNC organiza t ions

perceptions by employees and management, particularly

with reference to employee retention strategies.

Methodology of the Study

This study is basically an exploratory one since no study

on this subject has been conducted in India. The study

adapted the descriptive–analytical study design using the

survey method.  The study was conducted in Bengaluru

covering all leading Indian and MNCs employing at least

500 people.  The study covered both the managements

and the employees for necessary data.  The respondents

from among the employees were selected using stratified

random sampling method.  A total of 550 respondents

pa r t i c ipa ted  in  the  s tudy  o f  wh ich  215  were  f rom

management side and remaining 335 were employees. They

were  s e l ec t ed  f rom n ine  ma jo r  MNCs  and  Ind i an

organizations in Bengaluru.

Tools Used

The data for the study was collected using the structured

ques t i onna i r e .  The  ques t i onna i r e s  we re  p r epa red

specifically for the study and pre-tested for their validity

and  r e l i ab i l i t y.  The  ques t ionna i r e  cons i s t ed  o f  93

statements on various retention strategies-management/

organizational strategies (28), orientation strategies (9),

communication effectiveness strategies (13), training and

development  s t ra tegies  (7) ,  reward and recogni t ion

strategies (11), employee benefit strategies (18) and lastly

employee ideas and suggestion strategies (8). Each item

is followed by a five point rating scale (Likert’s Scale)-

Strongly agree, agree, can’t say, disagree and strongly

disagree.

Prior permission was obtained from the concerned heads

and data collection was done in one session by asking the

respondents to tick one of the options for each statement,

which he/she thinks appropriate. Later, the data were
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Table 1: Mean Scores of Respondents (Employees and Management)
Working in Indian and MNC’s on Different Components of ERS and Results of MANOVA

Group Nature of N   Management /   Orientation Communication        Training and

Organization  Organizational    Effectiveness        development

      Strategies       Strategies           Strategies

Mean S.D Mean S.D Mean S.D Mean S.D

Employees Indian 70 108.73 14.55 36.24 4.92 46.91 6.91 28.01 3.55

MNC 265 109.66 14.36 36.77 5.28 47.23 7.11 28.07 4.18

Total 335 109.47 14.38 36.66 5.20 47.16 7.06 28.06 4.05

Management Indian 34 103.62 11.57 36.09 4.74 46.06 7.80 26.74 4.47

MNC 181 106.93 15.36 36.31 4.80 46.81 6.54 27.74 3.59

Total 215 106.40 14.85 36.28 4.78 46.69 6.74 27.58 3.75

Total Indian 104 107.06 13.80 36.19 4.84 46.63 7.19 27.60 3.90

MNC 446 108.55 14.82 36.58 5.09 47.06 6.88 27.94 3.95

Total 550 108.27 14.63 36.51 5.04 46.98 6.93 27.87 3.94

Group F=5.468;  P=.020 F=.271; P=.603  F=.640; P=.424  F=3.162; P=.076

Organization F=1.600;  P=.206          F=.416; P=.519      F=.443; P=.506       F=1.376; P=.241

Interaction (Group* Organization) F=.503;    P=.478          F=.065; P=.799      F=.073; P=.787       F=1.095; P=.296

scrutinized, checked, and a master chart was prepared

and fed to computer using SPSS for windows.  Multivariate

ANOVA was employed to find out the difference between

employees and management as well as Indian and MNC’s

on various retention strategies including interact ion

effects.

Results

Table  1  presents  mean re tent ion  s t ra tegy scores  of

employees and management on various strategies by

re sponden t s  i n  I nd i an  and  MNCs  and  r e su l t s  o f

MANOVA.

Management / Organizational Strategies

Employees  and  management  d i f f e red  s ign i f i can t ly

(F=5.468; P=.020) in their mean scores on management/

o rgan i za t i ona l  s t r a t eg i e s ,  whe re  emp loyees  had

significantly higher scores (mean 109.47) than management

(mean 106.40). Between Indian and MNCs no difference

was  observed (F=1.60;  P=.206)  and the  in terac t ion

between groups and organization was also found to be

non-significant (F=.503; P=.478).

Orientation Strategies

In orientation strategies, employees and management had

statistically similar scores where F value of .271 showed

no difference between them (P=.603).  Between Indian

and MNCs no difference was observed (F=.416 P=.519)

and the interaction between groups and organization was

also found to be non-significant (F=.065; P=.799).

Communication Effectiveness Strategies

Employees and management did not differ significantly

(F=5.468; P=.020) in their mean scores on communication

effectiveness strategies (F=.640; P=.424).  Between Indian

and MNCs no difference was observed (F=.443; P=.506)

and the interaction between groups and organization was

also found to be non-significant (F=.073; P=.787).
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Table 1 cont’d - Mean Scores of Respondents (Employees and Management) Working in Indian and MNC’s
on Different Components of ERS and Results of MANOVA

Group Nature of      Reward and       Employee   Employee

organization N      Recognition          Benefit    Ideas and Total

      Strategies        Strategies   Suggestion

  Strategies

Mean S.D Mean S.D Mean S.D Mean S.D

Employees Indian 70 36.81 6.13 67.04 11.34 31.03 5.05 354.79 40.46

MNC 265 37.32 6.77 66.82 11.28 30.35 5.67 356.22 40.28

Total 335 37.21 6.64 66.87 11.28 30.49 5.54 355.92 40.26

Management Indian 34 33.32 7.47 62.06 11.14 28.41 5.02 336.29 34.19

MNC 181 35.28 7.71 65.16 11.56 29.69 5.68 347.91 41.03

Total 215 34.97 7.69 64.67 11.52 29.48 5.59 346.07 40.18

Total Indian 104 35.67 6.77 65.41 11.46 30.17 5.16 348.74 39.33

MNC 446 36.49 7.23 66.15 11.41 30.08 5.68 352.85 40.75

Total 550 36.34 7.14 66.01 11.41 30.10 5.58 352.07 40.48

Group F=11.587; P=.001 F=6.436; P=.011 F=6.574; P=.011 F=8.380; P=.004

Organization F=2.287; P=.131 F=1.208; P=.272 F=.216; P=.642 F=1.987; P=.159

Interaction (Group*Nature of Orgn) F=.791; P=.374 F=1.613; P=.205 F=2.322; P=.128 F=1.210; P=.128

Training and Development Strategies

As far as the training and development strategies are

cons ide red ,  aga in  employees  and  management  had

statistically similar scores where F value of 3.162 showed

no difference between them (P=.076).  Between Indian

and MNCs no difference was observed (F=1.376; P=.241)

and the interaction between groups and organization was

found to be non-significant (F=1.095; P=.296).

Reward and Recognition Strategies

Employees  and  management  d i f f e red  s ign i f i can t ly

(F=5.468; P=.020) in their mean scores on reward and

recognition strategies, where employees had significantly

higher scores (mean 37.21) than management (mean 34.97).

Between Indian and MNCs no difference was observed

(F=2.287; P=.131) and the interaction between groups

and organization was also found to be non-significant

(F=.791; P=.374).

Employee Benefit Strategies

In employee benefit strategies, a significant difference
was  observed  be tween  employees  and  management
(F=6.436; P=.011), where employees had significantly
higher scores than management (means 66.87 and 64.67
respectively). Between Indian and MNCs no difference
was observed (F=.1.208; P=.272) and the interaction
between groups and organization was also found to be
non-significant (F=1.613; P=.205).

Employee Ideas and Suggestion Strategies

Employees  and  management  d i f f e red  s ign i f i can t ly
(F=5 .468;  P= .020)  in  the i r  mean  scores  on  in  th i s
strategies, where employees had significantly higher scores
(mean 30.49) than management (mean 29.48).  Between
Indian and MNCs no difference was observed (F=0.216;
P= .642 )  and  t he  i n t e r ac t i on  be tween  g roups  and
organ iza t ion  was  a l so  found  to  be  non-s ign i f i can t

(F=2.322; P=.128).
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Total Scores on Retention Strategies

In total scores, ANOVA revealed a significant difference

between mean scores of employees and management

(F=8.380; P=.004).  The mean values clearly revealed that

emp loyees  had  h ighe r  t o t a l  s co re s  compared  t o

management (means 355.92 and 346.07 respectively).

When Indian firms were compared with MNCs, a non-

s ign i f i can t  d i f fe rence  was  obse rved  be tween  them

(F=1.987; P=.159) indicating a similarity in their mean

scores.  The interaction between groups and nature of

o rgan iza t ion  was  a l so  found  to  be  non-s ign i f i can t

(F=1.210; P=.128),  where the pattern of scores were

similar for Indian and MNCs irrespective of the groups

they belong to.

Discussion

Main findings of the present study:

♦ On the whole, perception of the employees over total

retention strategies was significantly higher than

respondents from management side.

♦ In  few of  the  speci f ic  s t ra tegies-  management /

organizational strategies, reward and recognition

strategies, employee benefit strategies, and employee

ideas and suggestion strategies employees had higher

scores than the management

♦ MNC’s and Indian organizations had similar levels

of perceptions regarding various employee retention

strategies.

The growing concern to maintain a committed workforce

capab le  o f  fu l f i l l i ng  co rpora t e  ex igenc ie s  has  l ed

corporat ions to continually search for  techniques to

improve employee retention. The research findings of this

study reveal that the employee expectations are higher

than organizational expectancies. Their continuing effort

and the concurrent deployment of well integrated and

soph i s t i ca t ed  HRM in f ra s t ruc tu re s  co r robora t e  t he

notion that compensation packages, although important,

have limited success in staff motivation and retention. In

sum, while Western HRM practices are widely adopted

in India in varying degrees, the country origin of the

specific MNC is still an important factor that shaped the

platforms to determine how a firm can strategically foster

staff  retention and enhance employee organizational

linkage.

The  deployment  of  the  sophis t ica ted  techniques  of

c o m p l e m e n t a r y  H R  p r a c t i c e s  t h a t  w e l l  i n t e g r a t e

individual and organizational needs may, therefore, prove

to be an effective approach to the increase employee

retention and job motivation. Organizational prosperity

can be achieved through the combination of assessment

and a close match of work values in staff  selection,

c o m p e t i t i v e  p e r f o r m a n c e  b a s e d  p a y  p a c k a g e s ,

customized fringe benefits ,  developmental  and cross

f u n c t i o n a l  t r a i n i n g ,  f a i r  a n d  t r a n s p a r e n t  PA ,  a n d

performance based promotion. If the local companies

intend to create  a  competi t ive edge through a more

commi t t ed  work fo rce ,  t hey  may  be  encouraged  to

consider refocusing on training.

The challenges of staff retention and job motivation that

have plagued various organizations in India and other

countries resulted in forming various retention strategies.

The firms are facing aggressive competition to attract and

retain talented cadres. Until the pool of company cadre

suff ic ient ly  meets  the corporate  search for  ta lented

workforces, the key implication for practitioners is to

p roac t i ve ly  cemen t  and  s t r eng then  t he  emp loyee

organizat ional  l ink through the implementat ion and

improvement of HR practices, in order to attract new

ta l en t ed  cad re s  wh i l e  r e t a in ing  h igh  pe r fo rming

employees.
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t was just over a decade ago that Business marketing (aka

B to B Marketing or Industrial Marketing) started

emerging as a distinct discipline, both in theory and

practice, in the Indian business scenario.  The subject has yet

to find its place as a separate course

in the curricula of a majority of B-

schools in the country.  Even in

institutes where it is taught as a

specific course, it  is normally

included among the electives.  This

is apparently the reason why one

does not find many books on the

subject, by Indian authors.

Among the few books of

commendable standards that have

been published in the country on

the topic, Business Marketing by

Prof. Krishna K. Havaldar is

unquestionably one of the most

outstanding.  The book’s popularity

is evidenced by the fact that within

just a decade of its first publication

it has gone into six reprints of the

first edition and nine reprints of the

second edition.

It is the third edition published in 2010 that is presently under
review.  As the author rightly claims in the preface to this
edition, the coverage of the book has been expanded to include
topical concepts such as outsourcing, global logistics, e-commerce

and CRM.  The book obviously is
targeted at the Academia, and does
more than adequate justice to that
objective.

The author, an  Electrical Engineering
graduate, holds a post graduate degree
in Business Administration from
IIM, Ahmedabad.  He has a number
of case studies and other publications
to his credit.  During his corporate
career spanning over three decades,
he has worked in various senior
capacities as Marketing Manager,
General Manager and Vice President
with major engineering firms in the
country.  In the academic field, he
has served as Professor, Dean and
Principal of a number of reputed B-
Schools. The wisdom, both theo-
retical and practical, that he has so
gained finds its reflection throughout

the pages of the book under review.
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The book is divided into 15 chapters.  The first four chapters

cover theoretical issues such as the nature of Business

Marketing and its Environment, Organizational Buying

Behaviour and Buyer-Seller Relationships.  Chapters five

through thirteen deal with strategic aspects such as Marketing

Intelligence, Targeting and Positioning, Branding, Distribution,

Personal Selling, Pricing, Marketing Communication, and

Marketing Planning and Control.  Chapters 14 and 15 cover

Electronic Commerce and International Business Marketing,

respectively.

While the coverage of the text is more than adequate for the

intended purpose of B-School teaching/learning, what makes

the book outstanding is its presentation.  The book follows a

chapter scheme which is both systematic and logical.  It is

amply illustrated with over 85 figures and 75 tables.  Each

chapter ends with a summary, key terms, conceptual questions,

objective questions, application questions, and reference notes.

There is at least one case study included in every chapter.

Moreover, there are 22 integrated cases at the end of the Text,

supported by a Case-Chapter Selection matrix which both

faculty and students of B-Schools will find quite useful.  There

is also a comprehensive glossary of Terms.  The book is

supplemented by an instruction manual with PPTs.  The book

is a ‘must-read’ for those involved in B-School teaching and

learning.  It will also be quite beneficial as a guide to practising

managers in the field.
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he Mutual Fund Industry is making rapid strides in

the Indian capital market arena.  From a single

player in 1964, viz., UTI there are 40 fund houses

competing in  the market today.

To g e t h e r  t h e y  m a n a g e  o v e r

`7,50,000/- crores in assets and offer

over 850 mutual fund products.

Besides Public sector funds, private

as well as foreign funds also operate

in the Indian Market.

A Mutual fund by definition is a

collective investment vehicle, where

investor’s money is pooled and invested

as per pre-specified investment

objectives.  The benefits accrue to the

contributors of the pool.  There is  thus

mutuality in the contribution and the

benefit.  The advantages of a Mutual

fund are many.  The professional

management, enjoying the benefits of

research and analysis and the resultant

expertise on their process-driven

approach to investing is something

individual investors will not be able

to match.

The Indian Mutual funds are fairly well-regulated.  The

‘irrational exuberance’ often displayed in the stock market

operations and the resultant scams on several occasions, have

underscored the need to put in

place reasonable regulatory and

control mechanisms in the

functioning of the mutual funds.

Apart from mandatory registration

and the like, adequate disclosure

norms are also prescribed to enable

the investors to make informed

choices in investments.

Although growing rapidly, the

Indian mutual funds are still not

among the top investment choices

of Indian households.  There is

thus an opportunity for a greater

and more spectacular growth by

enlarging geographical spread and

improving penetration into the

saving habits of retail investors.

It is in this backdrop of steady

performance and potential for

huge growth of the Indian mutual

fund industry that  Shri  Uma
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Shashikant, Sunita Abraham and Arti Anand Bhargava have

brought out a small, compact and concise book on mutual

funds titled Understanding Mutual Funds.

The book is divided into 11 chapters.

The chapter one, Concepts and Role of a Mutual Fund

deals with the relevant concepts,  the slew of products, the

genesis and evolution of mutual funds in India and gives,  in

detail, the definitions, type of funds, product features,

comparison of funds etc.   For an entry level student or

operative the chapter provides a thorough introduction in to

the basics.

Fund Structure and Constituents: Being a relatively late

entrant in the financial services sector, the organizational and

legal structure of mutual funds and its various constituents

are not widely known.  The chapter two provides a peep into

the whole scheme on a full view at a glance mode.  The

examples provided to illustrate the points are simple and

effective.

Legal and Regulatory Environment:  The mutual funds

industry in India, it  is widely accepted, is well-regulated

with adequate checks for the operating inter-mediaries, with

enough provision for mandatory registration and stringent

disclosure norms.  The multitude of scams that have erupted

time and again in the capital market operations have perhaps

prompted the regulators to be forwarned and forthright in

their prescriptions for this relatively nascent industry.  The

chapter three also deals with investor rights, service standards

as well as obligations and legal protections available for the

funds.

In chapter four, the offer document is the primary source of

information for an investor to make an informed decision on

his investment.  It also serves as the legal basis for a contracted

relationship between the investor and the fund.  Yet, the

awareness on its importance among the investor public is

still not pronounced.  Although devoid of great details, the

contents provide an over-view of the relevant and significant

components of the offer document and may generate enough

curiosity in students and readers to look for more information.

The chapter on Fund Distribution and Sales Practices is

essentially intended for those engaged in sales and distribution

of mutual fund products.  However, the notes on sales

practices and Sebi’s advertisement code are also aimed at

investor education.

The issues discussed in the chapter, Accounting, Valuation

and Taxation are of interest to the different segments of the

target group of readers.  While the NAV computation and the

impact of entry load, exit load etc on the resultant price of

units are of universal interest, the modus operandi for time

stamping and the details of calculating scheme expenses etc

may appear to be more relevant for the practitioners.  The

notes on tax aspects with lucid examples, however, will appeal

to all concerned.

The chapter, Investor Services is broadly divided into two

sections: one dealing with investment related transactions and

the other with investment options.  Although the descriptions,

perhaps, are in capsule form, they are sufficient for a

preliminary understanding of the issues at hand.

Risk, Return and Performance of Funds:   As stated

elsewhere in the Review Notes, the Book is primarily

conceived in the form of a hand book for practising sales staff

engaged in Mutual Fund Business and is not offered as a

detailed study and reference material.  The contents in the

chapter, in itself, as the caption would indicate, can easily be

the subject matter of hefty volumes.  Nevertheless, the

attempt made here is to provide an introduction into the

various concepts, calculations and ratio analyses which are

relevant for any investor or practitioner.  The simple manner

in which the concepts are explained and the way the

calculations are illustrated with examples, even the least

initiated in the subject may find it extremely useful.

The chapters, (i)Mutual Fund Scheme Selection: (ii)

Selecting the Right Investment Products and (i i i )

Financial Planning and Model Portfolios as  the captions

indicate, deal with inter related activities such as scheme

selection, products selection and financial planning which

ultimately lead to  organizing one’s finances in the most

efficient manner.  The three basic criteria applicable to all

these activities are: risk, return and investing horizon.  The

chapter on Scheme Selection analyses the comparative

advantages and attendant risk on various fund schemes in

relation to the investor needs and individual attributes.  The

chapter on selecting the Right Investment Products details

classification of assets into physical and financial assets and
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examines the features of individual assets and compares their

advantages and disadvantages.  The chapter on Financial

Planning,  apart from discussing the need for and steps in

financial planning also elaborates on the concepts of Life Cycle

Approach and Wealth Cycle Approach to financial planning

as well as Risk Profiling and Asset Allocation as suggested

tools for successful financial planning.

Admittedly, the book is designed more as a study material for

sales staff engaged in sales and distribution of mutual fund

products for  whom the MISM-MFD examination is

mandatory.  It is also aimed at improving their functional

competence.  Nevertheless, with the lucidity in style, clarity

in presentation, thoroughness in content selection and the

judicious use of examples to illustrate points, the book could

be of immense benefit to investors, students and practitioners

who seek an introduction into the concept and conduct of

mutual fund business.

A notable limitation of the book is that it is confined to Indian

experience only.  While the mutual fund industry is in the

process of evolving in India,  it has reached commanding

heights in the West.  Therefore, for a more meaningful and

deeper understanding and insight into mutual funds, as a

concept and also as an industry, one needs to delve into the

related experiences and illustrations from the west.  The book

may easily be the catalyst for those seeking more information

and  advanced learning to look for other sources.
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